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Introduction
The idea of this examination of how the future is 
expressed in the spoken French of today, occurred during 
theSummer of 1976. In the course of a conversation on 
spoken usage with a French friend, he remarkedt *Nais, 
vous savez, le futur est devenu le présent. Le futur 
simple n'existe plus'. This remark intrigued me and 
it led me to look at French grammars to see what they 
had to say. Some of them seemed to confirm what my 
friend had said. I also began listening more intently 
to the conversations going on around me and to French 
radio programmes. I soon noticed that the 'futur simple' 
seemed still to be in current use. Finally, in the autumn 
of 1980, I was able to begin research. The examples I 
recorded represent a wide variety of registers - they 
were heard in cafés, in the street, in public gardens 
and on the media. Many of them were recorded during 
the French presidential elections of 1981 and those of 
the legislative assembly. It was felt that as the 
politicians concerned were speaking to the whole French 
nation and were wanting to be understood by everybody, 
their statements would be of particular interest. All 
the examples of contemporary, spoken French used in this 
work were heard and recorded in situ during the period 
1976 to 1981. The circumstances of each utterance will 
be briefly described.
In this work, it is not proposed to make any 
distinction between normative and descriptive grammars 
because the relevant content of each work will be examined 
irrespective of any external label. As this investigation 
is concerned with the spoken French of today, it is not
proposed to deal with purely literary constructions. For 
the purpose of this work, the description of future time 
will be that of Sensine;
'Ce qui est à venir par rapport au 
présent' (P.45)
The future should then express an action which is 
subsequent to the present moment. An immediate future 
will be taken to mean an action which will take place 
the same day and a near future an action which will 
take place within a twelvemonth. Page numbers in 
brackets refer to the work being discussed or to the 
relevant work in the bibliography.
Ify thanks are due to Dr Margaret Majumdar of 
Royal Holloway College for her unfailing help and advice 
I am also indebted to the late Miss Alison Morriss for 
the use of 25 examples collected by her in 197/,
RHC JOHN LESTRANGE
1982
Abstract
This investigation will be based on a consensus of 
majority opinions expressed by the grammars listed in 
the bibliography. This consensus may be summarieed as 
follows:
A Temporal Future
(i) by the present tense to denote immediacy.
(ii) by aller + infinitive to denote a near and 
iiranediate future.
(iii) by the inflected future to express a more 
general, remote and hypothetical future.
(iv) by devoir + infinitive and the constructions 
%tre en passe de, être sur le point de, être 
preè de and être pour'. These will be termed 
'demi-auxiliaires*. Devoir + infinitive to express 
near and indeterminate future actions. The 'demi- 
auxiliaires* to express temporal futures.
B Modal Future
(i) by the inflected future used as an imperative.
(ii) by the inflected future used as an attenuated 
affirmation.
(iii) by the inflected future used to denote a 
possibility, an eventuality (conjectural future).
The consensus will be set against the findings of the 
grammars. It will form a basis of comparison for the listing 
of those grammatical statements which differ from it. The 
consensus itself will then be examined in the light of 
examples from contemporary French speech to see if it is 
upheld. The divergencies will also be examined in the same 
way to see if any of them are supported by current usage.
If so, they may well indicate a new trend in the spoken 
language. Some examples of recorded French speech will then 
be looked at which express future constructions which were
not specifically mentioned in the grammars. These, too, 
may indicate new ways of expressing the future. Finally, 
an attempt will be made to establish a number of 
tendencies which reflect the way in which the future is 
expressed in contemporary, spoken French.
CHAPTER 1
In this chapter, a number of French grammars will be 
examined to find out what they say about the expression of 
the future.
The 'Grammaire de l'Académie Française' (1936) says 
of the present tense used to indicate a future action:
'Pour rendre plus vivant un fait passé ou 
futur, on le transport au moment où l'on ^
parle en employant le présent: (P.68)
Va, je te suis' •
As no time factor is stated in this example, it could 
presumably be an immediate, a near or a remote future. The 
text states that such a use of the present renders the 
future action more vivid, it does not introduce any element 
of time. However, the impact of this utterance gives, above 
all, a strong sense of the present. This particular future 
action is most probably going to take place at the present 
moment. If a more distant future were to be indicated, then 
this really would be a rendering more vivid of a future 
action. The Grammar would here seem to be positing the use 
of the present tense to enjoy a future action in anticipation. 
This usage will be called an anticipatory future. The example 
given: 'Va, je te suis’ is not a satisfactory example because 
in the absence of a time element, the implication is that the 
action will be performed immediately. The second use of the 
present tense to express a future action is presented by this 
Grammar as follows:
'Le présent peut aussi s'employer
pour indiquer un avenir très prochain: (P.69)
Son mariage a lieu samedi. 
Je vous attends demain.'
The use of a time adverb in both these examples stresses the 
'très prochain* element of the message. 'Samedi*, the 
Saturday of the same week in which the utterance is made, 
and 'demain', both give strong support to this usage of 
the present tense. However, both these examples illustrate 
the use of the present tense to express a near future, the 
'avenir très prochain* of the text. This is contrary to 
the consensus which puts forward the use of the present 
tense to express an iiranediate future. On the subject of 
aller + infinitive used to indicate a future action, the 
Grammar states:
'Pour mieux souligner certains nuances de sens, ^
on remplace souvent les formes habituelles de 
l'indicatif par des périphrases où l'infinitif 
du verbe qui exprime l'action ou l'état est 
précédé d'aller, devoir .... *
'je vais partir* indique un futur prochain ....
*il doit partir* une nécessité morale ou simplement 
un futur indéterminé ... employés, ainsi, aller, 
devoir ... sont dit auxiliaires de modes*. (P.173)
Apart from the two examples given in the text, *je vais 
partir* and 'il doit partir*, no other illustrations are 
given of these usages. However, 'je vais partir* cannot 
be held to be an 'auxiliaire de mode* because though 
emotion may come into this utterance, for example, a strong 
determination to go, this is essentially a temporal future 
announcing that one is going to leave. The expression 
would roost probably be accompanied by a suitable gesture.
such as standing up. The other example, *il doit partir', 
if it indicates 'une nécessité morale' cannot be termed 
an auxiliary usage because devoir would then illustrate 
its basic lexical meaning of 'must'. If, on the other 
hand it indicates 'un future indéterminé' then it would 
still not be a full auxiliary as there would always be 
an underlying suggestion of obligation, even though a 
future action, however remote, is concerned. In this 
example, 'il doit' is not a full auxiliary but a 'demi 
auxiliaire'. It indicates that a future action could well 
take place in an indeterminate future. Of the temporal 
inflected future, the Grammar states:
'Le futur simple indique qu'un fait aura 
lieu dans un temps qui n'est pas encore' (P.172)
thus establishing that the inflected future is used to 
indicate an action which will take place at a time 
subsequent to the present moment. However, the examples 
given to illustrate this:
'L*enfant studieux deviendra heureux.
Les méchants seront punis.'
are not relative to a time which is yet to come, in that 
they are strictly not temporal futures at all but very 
general statements. In the first one, 'l'enfant studieux' 
may be said to indicate a particular type of child, but 
this example is still very generalised and is in the 
nature of a proverb. Ther is no indication, when, if at 
all, he will become happy, nor is the amount of studying 
required to achieve happiness stated. Again, there is no 
indication of when, if at all, 'les méchants', in the
second example, are going to be punished. These two 
examples are in the nature of accumulated wisdom or 
proverbial sayings, which are concerned with general­
ities which may or may not be realised. They illustrate 
the inflected future used in a general and hypothetical 
way and, as such, they do accord with the consensus. The 
Grammar then states another use of the inflected future:
*Le futur peut avoir le sens du présent de 
l'indicatif ou de l'impératif quand on veut 
atténuer une affirmation ou exprimer un ordre.'
(P.172)
Je vous demanderai de vous taire. 
Vous prendrez cette tisane.
Tu ne tueras point.'
This statement and the examples presented to illustrate 
it are concerned not with the temporal inflected future 
but the modal inflected future. 'Je vous demanderai de 
vous taire* shows the attenuated use of the inflected 
future as an imperative. It lessens the impact of the 
request for silence. However, this example is extremely 
formal. It is unlikely to be used unless the audience is, 
for example, a very distinguished one and the speaker is 
showing a certain amount of respect in asking h$s listeners 
to be quiet so that he can begin his talk. This example 
could also be used by a teacher to a class of children but 
it would still be a little formal in this context. The 
second example: 'Vous prendrez cette tisane', also 
modal and is another illustration of the inflected future 
used as an imperative. Again, it is dependent on the
relationship between speaker and listener. It would be 
used, for example, by a nurse to a respected patient or by
a young girl to her grandmother. The third example: 'Tu ne 
tueras point*, is an example of a modal inflected future 
used as a negative imperative or défense. All three 
examples are, therefore, examples of the modal use of the 
inflected future, if a little formal. The third example:
'Tu ne tueras point' is a défense, however, as it occurs in 
a 17th century translation of Mosaic Law, it has little 
reference to contemporary French speech. Thus the Grammar 
does state the use of the present tense to express 'un avenir 
très prochain'; it deals with the use of aller + infinitive 
to denote a near and immediate future; it puts forward the 
use of the temporal inflected future to denote a more general 
and hypothetical future. It does put forward the use of the 
modal inflected future to attenuate an affirmation and express 
an order. It does not seem, however, to make a sufficiently 
strong distinction between the temporal and modal uses of the 
inflected future. The grammar deals with the use of devoir 4- 
infinitive to express the future but it is classed with aller 
as a modal auxiliary. It also puts forward a usage not found 
in the consensus - that of the present tense employed as an 
anticipatory future.
The 'Grammaire Larousse du XX^ siècle' (1936), 
speaking of the uses of the present tense, states:
'On trouve encore des présents à sens de 
futur. Si l'action est certaine, on a 
tendance à la représenter comme présente.
Il s'agit souvent d'un futur immédiat: on 
répond 'je viens' à un appel, même quand 
^  on sait que le besogne qui nous occupe risque
de durer encore. Mais, dans des projets, le 
présent, peut s'étendre à un futur assez 
éloigné: (P.322)
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Je sors dans cinq minutes (futur prochain) 
Je vais passer huit jours en Italie; je 
passe par Milan; je reste deuz jours à 
Florence. (Futur assez éloigné)'.
The first example is a useful illustration of the present 
tense used as an iimiediate future. The degree of immediacy 
is established by the time expression 'dans cinq minutes'. 
The second example shows the present tense used to express 
a future project; it has need of a time factor to establish 
it as a 'futur assez éloigné'. This is meant as an example 
of an anticipatory future. A future event is anticipated at 
the present moment and is expressed in the present to make 
it more vivid. This Grammar deals with the use of aller + 
infinitive to denote a near and immediate future. Under the 
heading 'Valeur Temporelle' it states:
'Devant un verbe à l'infinitif aller Anployé eu 
présent où à l'imparfait de l'indicatif, peut 
exprimer un futur très prochain ... (P. 350)
Je vais partir (bientôt, tout de suite)
Je vais avoir déjeuné (dans un instant)
Ah, vous voilàî J'allais sortir (à l'instant même)'
These examples present two tenses of the future which can 
be used in the aller + infinitive construction - the present 
and the imperfect. The first is a useful illustration of 
an immediate future, particularly if accompanied by a 
gesture such as getting up or getting ready to go. With such 
a gesture no time factor need be stated. The second 
example: 'Je vais avoir déjeune', with a past participle 
following the infinitive, seems to be unique to this Grammar. 
In the absense of a time element, or any explanation, it 
presumably means: 'I shall soon have finished.' The third
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example: *Ah, vous voilà, j'allais sortir (à l'instant même)' 
is not a true future usage, VJhether the implication is that 
the listener had been expected but had arrived late or that 
he had arrived unexpectedly, the speaker is saying 'Ah, it's 
you! I was about to go out'. With the arrival of the 
listener, however, the situation is changed. There is no 
longer a future implication and any previous arrangement 
between the two people involved is implemented. The use 
of the imperfect in this context is not, therefore 
indicative of a future action. It indicates, rather, tliat
an action would have taken place had the other person not
arrived. The Grammar goes on to state:
'S'en aller s'emploie dans le même sens,
avec renforcement: (P. 350)
Le vautour s'en allait le lier. (La Fontaine) 
Je m'en vais vous mander la chose la plus 
extraordinaire, (b&ne de Sévigny)'
These two examples are both 17th century literary ones and 
are not representative of contemporary French usage. Of 
the futur simple, the Grammar states:
'Ce temps roaraue une action qui se 
passe dans le futur par rapport au 
présent, mais sans précision sur le 
moment de l'avenir où se passe l'action.
Il s'emploie pour les veritéé générales.
Les faibles seront toujours sacrifiés. (P.330)
This example accords well with the consensus definition of 
the inflected future used to denote a more general and 
hypothetical future. It illustrates a piece of proverbial
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wisdom. No examples are given of the inflected future used 
as a true temporal future. Of the Memi-auxiliaires* used 
to express the future, the Grammar puts forward only 
devoir:
'Devoir qui a le plus souvent une valeur 
morale exprime quelquefois un futur 
indéterminé: (P. 350)
Nos amis doivent arriver prochainment. 
Devant m'absenter, je ne puis accepter 
cette invitation'.
The first example: 'Nos amis doivent arriver prochainment,' 
is not, however, a true indication of a future action. It 
is rather the use of devoir not as a 'demi auxiliaire' but 
in its basic lexical meaning of 'must' - 'our friends should 
be arriving shortly.' This example is rather formal and 
uncharacteristic of contemporary spoken French. The second 
example: 'Devant m*absenter, je ne puis accepter cette 
invitation;' is extremely formal and likely to occur only 
in written, literary French, Neither of these examples 
represents the spoken usage of devoir + infinitive as a 
'demi-auxillaire' to express the future. This grammar 
deals with the modal use of the inflected future in the 
following terms:
'Le futur exprime: (P. 331)
L*obligation plus ou moins nette depuis 
le conseil, l'ordre donné avec politesse: 
Vous tâcherez d'être adroit.
La marche à suivre indiquée au lecteur ou 
à l'auditeur:
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Vous prendrez le premier chemin à droite.
On choisira un poulet bien tendre.
Jusqu'à l'ordre formai:
Tes père et mère honoreras '.
In the first of these examples the bluntness of the 
imperative is modified. This example would most likely 
be used by a teacher to a child, though it could be said 
effectively to someone lower in the hierarchy, leaving do 
doubt that it would be carried out. Tlie second example: 
'Vous prendrez le premier chemin à droite', is of the 
type in common usage when giving directions. The third 
example: 'On choisira un poulet bien tendre' is of the 
type of attenuated imperative sometimes found in recipes 
for cooking. This, too, is a satisfactory example of 
the inflected future used to indicate a direction to be 
followed. However, the fourth example: 'Tes père et mère 
honoreras' is not a suitable example of the inflected 
future used to express a formal order as it is an archaic 
form. It has therefore, little in common with contemporary 
French usage. The Grammar then presents the use of the 
inflected future as:
'L'affirmation atténuée : (P 331)
Je me permettrai d'abord de dire
This example is a useful illustration of this usage. It is 
not over-formal and would be used by a speaker to his 
audience and in polite conversation, especially ironically. 
The Grammar also presents the use of the inflected future
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as a possibility, an eventuality:
'Le futur exprime: (P. 331)
La probabilité: Il pleuvra danain 
L'intention: Elle viendra demain vous voir'.
Both these examples are satisfactory illustrations of this 
usage. The first one is in common daily use in weather 
reports and would also be used by any speaker who had 
noted natural signs that it would rain on the following day. 
This type of expression could also be used ironically by 
a speaker to someone who was making plans for the morrow 
#.g, a picnic. The use of a time element demain 
reinforces the probability of this expression. The other 
example, 'Elle viendra demain vous voir' expresses &  
conviction tîiat the person spoken of will visit the person 
spoken to, the next day. This conviction could W  based 
on information received by the speaker. Again the use of 
the time factor 'demain' reinforces the affirmation. This 
Grammar has, then, covered all the tenets contained in the 
consensus. As has been shown, however, the examples given 
to illustrate various points of usage have not always been 
relevant. Of the 'demi-auxiliaires' only devoir was 
mentioned and this was coupled with aller as though it 
were a full auxiliary. However as it most frequently 
assumes its basic meaning of 'must' it can only be considered 
a 'derai-auxiliaire'. This Grammar does deal with the modal 
use of the inflected future to express the imperative, an 
attenuated affirmation and a possibility or eventuality. It 
also puts forward something not found in the consensus -
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- the present tense used as an anticipatory future. In 
this usage the future action is anticipated at the 
present moment.
The 'Précis de Syntaxe du Français Contemporain' (1947) of 
Wartburg and Zumthor says, speaking of the imprecise nature 
of the present tense:
'Cette relative imprécision de la notion 
du présent rend possible l'emploi de ce 
temps pour marquer une action future , 
lorsqu'un adverbe ou un complément fixe 
le sens et empêche toute ambiguité: je 
pars ce soir. La langue soignée utilise 
du reste avec précaution cette tournure 
et n'y a recours que pour indiquer un 
avenir aussi proche'. (P.95)
The Grammar is here putting forward the use of the present 
tense as a future but it does stress that a complement must 
fix the meaning and avoid all ambiguity. In the example given, 
the proposed future action 'je pars' is qualified by a time 
expression 'ce soir*, thus establishing the immediacy of the 
future action, However, though this particular example shows 
an immediate future, the Grammar does not specify that the 
use of the present tense in this context expresses an 
immediate future-but only that a complement should be added 
to avoid ambiguity. Under this definition then, a near or 
remote future could be expressed by the present tense, provided 
any ambiguity was avoided. However, this Grammar stresses 
that 'la langue soignée* uses the present for the future very 
carefully and only has recourse to it to indicate a very near 
future. It thus establishes a connection both in the example 
given; 'je pars ce soir' and in its remarks on 'la langue 
soignée', between the present tense used as a future and the
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time element of immediacy. Of aller + infinitive the 
Grammar says:
'Aller suivi d'un infinitif (va faire) 
s'oppose au futur (fera) en ce sens qu'il 
présente le fait futur comme une prolongation 
du présent: il présente ce fait du point du 
vue du moment actuel; le futur, par contre, 
le présente comme détaché, indépendant du 
présent: (P.9)
Ça va durer encore longtemps comme ça*.
In the use of this example this Grammar seems to be attempt­
ing to describe the spoken idiom. However, in positing the 
use of aller + infinitive as a present action continuing into 
the future it moves away from the consensus definition of aller 
4- infinitive to express a near and immediate future. In the 
example *Ca va durer longtemps comme ça* the action represent­
ed by 'ça' and which is being discussed by the two speakers, 
is taking place at the time of speaking and is going to 
continue into the future for a long period. Of the temporal 
inflected future, this Grammar states:
*Le futur indique proprement que l'action 
se produira à un moment postérieur à 
celui où l'on parle*. (P. 95)
However, though the definition posits a temporal future, 
stressing that the action will take place at a time 
'postérieur à celui où l'on parle', the example given 'je 
vous le répète: il viendra', is that of a modal future 
indicating a possibility, an eventuality. The future action 
is not qualified by any time factor, it exists in the
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conviction of the speaker. So sure Is the speaker that 
the person spoken about will come, that he repeats it. 
However, 'viendra* has no definite temporal projection 
and it is, then, a modal conjectural future. Of the 
'demi-auxiliaires', the Grammar mentions briefly only 
devoir 'qui sert à former l'infinitif futures devoir venir'. 
(P.25/26) It does not explain this construction and nothing 
further ia said about devoir as a demi-auxiliary. It does 
stress the modal usage of the 'futur simple';
'II peut prendre une valeur d'impératif: 
tu viendras avec moi! Cette phrase est 
susceptible d'avoir deux nuances selon 
le ton avec lequel elle est prononcée: 
ou bien un ordre pressant et n'admettant 
pas de réplique (plus fort que ne le rendrait 
l'emploi de l'impératif), ou au contraire, 
une invitation très discrète, une suggestion 
(sensiblement plus faible que l'impératif); 
mais dans les deux cas, le futur indique que 
l'on ne se croit pas dans la nécessité de 
tenir compte de la volonté de l'interlocuteur, 
soit que celui-ci sont censé admettre sans 
réplique l'autorité du locuteur soit que,l'on 
compte sur ses sentiments d'amitié .'
The example; 'tu viendras avec moi', is a useful example of
this usage. This Grammar however, elaborates on the verbal 
interpretation of this expression. According to the tone of 
voice used it can either convey an urgent order, brooking no 
delay, and, in essence, stronger than the imperative, or a 
discreet invitation or suggestion to a friend. Both these 
interpretations, however, convey for Wartburg and Zumthor, 
the authority of the speaker. They also put forward the use 
of the inflected future as an attenuated affirmation:
18
'La langue courante utilise parfois
le futur pour atténuer, par politesse,
une demande ou l'expression d'un désir: (P.96)
Oserai-je vous demander encore un service?'.
This example is not a satisfactory illustration of the 
usage; it seems to be over formal and it would probably 
only be used as an affectation. The Grammar also puts 
forward the use of the inflected future to indicate a 
possibility, a probable eventuality:
'On l'emploi parfois pour indiquer un 
fait probable, une conjecture faite 
présentement, mais qui pourra se révéler 
juste dans l'avenir : Qui frappe? Ce sera
encore lui. Ce tour se rencontre surtout avec 
les verbes être et avoir.' (P. 96)
The example 'rui frappe? Ce sera encore lui' is a useful 
example of this modal conjectural usege of the 'futur simple'. 
This Grammar thus posits the use of the present tense as a 
future but not specifically as an immediate future. It 
stresses that In such a usage a temporal complement must fix 
the meaning and avoid all ambiguity. However the Grammar 
does add that 'la langue soignée* uses the present for the 
future very carefully and then only to indicate a very near 
future. In its presentation of aller 4- infinitive to 
express the future, the Grammar says that this construction 
is used to express a present action continuing Into the 
future. In this, it differs from the consensus which posits 
the use of aller + infinitive to express a near and Immediate 
future action. Speaking of the inflected future, the Grammar 
states its use to express an action taking place after the 
moment of speaking, but the example used to illustrate this point
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showed the inflected future used as a modal future express­
ing a possible eventuality. Of the 'demi-auxiliaires*, 
the Grammar makes only a very brief mention of devoir + 
infinitive 'qui sert à former l'infinitif futur'. As 
for the three uses of the modal temporal future, they are 
ail posited by the Grammar with an added point that the 
tone of the voice is important, particularly in its use 
as an imperative.
In the 'Syntaxe du Français Moderne' (1947) of G.de Boer, 
the present tense is put forward as a general purpose 
bëhse, applicable to past, present and futures
'Le présent .... est le temps universel, 
substitut général de toutes les autres 
formes verbales', (P. 195)
giving, as an example of its applicability to the futures 
II part demain. This is a useful illustration of the 
present tense employed to denote an imminent future 
action. However, the Grammar does not implicitly state 
this in the text, so that the present tense could 
presumably be used to denote an immediate, a near and 
a remote future in that it is interchangeable with all the 
other tense forms. Of aller + infinitive the Grammar states:
'a cause du fait que le futur exprime, 
comme fonction primaire, quelque chose de 
très vague, on le renforce souvent au 
moyen de verbes auxiliaires: (P. 197)
20
Je vais partir.
Le train doit arriver h cinq heures.
Ce sont des future périphrastiques*.
Again, in this text the Grammar does not state any time 
expression. In the example givens *Je vais partir* the time 
implication could be the present moment, especially if 
accompanied by a gesture that one is leaving. If a later time 
were intended, this would most probably be expressed by a 
relevant time factor. So this Grammar indicates the usage 
of aller + infinitive as an auxiliary without clearly 
defining its temporal function. The other example given by 
this Grammar of an auxiliary verb used to express the 
future is:
*Le train doit arriver à cinq heurea*
Devoir, however, is not a true auxiliary here but a 'demi 
auxiliaire' because it retains a nuance of its basic meaning 
of 'must' or 'ought to'. The implication in this example is 
that 'the train should arrive at five o'clock'. However, the 
fact that the train will eventually arrive ^ indicates a 
future event, enough to make this an example of a 'demi 
auxiliaire* used to express the future. Of the 'futur 
simple', de Boer quotes from J.M. Buffin:
'Le futur simple a généralement besoin 
d'un terme de temps dissocié pour exprimer 
quelquechose d'un peu moins vague qu'un 
espoir, une possibilité, une hypothèse. On peut 
dire qu'en général il est le moyen le plus 
simple que nous ayons pour placer dans la 
perspective du temps pratique l'action que nous 
attendons ou projetons dans la série heures, 
jour, mois, année, qui se trouve en avant de 
nous, vers laquelle nous Tnarchons, ou qui 
vient vers nous'. (1)
(1) J.M.Buffin 'Remarques sur les moyens d'expression de 
la durée et du temps en français'. Presses universitaires 
de France. 1925.
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From this text, the Grammar tersely concludes: Voilà 
la fonction primaire du futur simple: 'je partirai'.
This example can thus mean that I am leaving this very 
hour, next day, next month or next year. For de Boer 
the inflected future is basically the all purpose method 
of expressing 'l'action que nous attendons ou projetons.' 
However he does stress the vagueness of the inflected 
future and the need for 'un terme de temps dissocié' 
to make it more concrete. No time factor was, however, 
stated in the example given. Of the modal future, de 
Boer makes an interesting observation:
'II y a des cas ou le futur simple 
ne se rapporte pas à l'avenir; on y 
reste dans le présent':
(a) Un futur 'conjectural':
Qui est ce monsieur? Ce sera un 
étranger.
(b) Un futur 'de politesse' ou 'atténuant': 
Vous me permettrez de vous dire que.... 
Je vous demanderai une tasse de thé.
Voilà donc des fonctions secondaires du futur. 
Rien ne s'oppose à ce qu'on parle ici de 
* futurs modaux' ....
Par contre, dans: Tu ne tueras pas, nous 
avons bien un futur-temps normal'.
(P. 196/7)
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de Boer is thus making the interesting point that modal 
futures are concerned with the present time , the present 
moment. The modal inflected future used as a possibility 
or eventuality is described by de Boer as a 'conjectural* 
future which indeed it is. The example given: 'Cui est ce 
monsieur? Ce sera un étranger,' is a useful example of the 
usage, the conjectural element being well evident. The 
modal inflected future used as an imperative is included 
under the heading 'futur de politesse' ou 'atténuant'.
The first example given of this usages 'Vous me permettrez de 
vous dire que', is an example of the Inflected future 
used to tone down a request, even though it is very formal. 
The second example illustrates the use of the inflected 
future as an attenuated affirmation: 'Je vous demanderai une 
tasse de thé.* Though this example is also formal, it does 
illustrate an attenuated request expressed as an 
affirmation. This last sentence of the text states that:
'Tu ne tueras pas' is a normal temporal future. This would 
not seem to be the case, as it is an example of an inflected 
future used as a modal 'defense*. So the 'Syntaxe du 
Français Moderne' is very imprecise in its presentation 
of the future. It posits the present as a 'temps universel' 
but the example it gives of its applicability to the 
future: 'II part demain* shows the present tense used as 
a near future. Again, in dealing with the use of aller + 
infinitive to express the future, de Boer does not allocate 
any time element to this construction but only says that it 
is used to reinforce the vagueness of the temporal future.
Of the two examples given; the one referring to aller + 
infinitive does show its use as an immediate future. The 
other periphrastic future illustrated, was, however, 
devoir + infinitive which is a 'derai-auxiliaire'. In
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presenting the use of the * futur simple*, this Grammar 
does not associate it with the expression of any particular 
temporal value. It states tersely* *Voilà la fonction 
primaire du futur simple: *Je partirai*. Though he has 
previously pointed out the value of a time factor to make 
the inflected future less vague, the example gtven shows 
no indication of time. It could refer to an immediate 
action, possibly accompanied by a gesture. If a later 
time had been intended this would most probably have ' 
been indicated by the speaker. On the subject of the 
modal usage of the inflected future, it is interesting 
to note that de Boer, after positing a * futur conjectural* 
and a * futur de politesse* is aware of these as *futurs 
modaux*. He is also aware that in its modal usage the 
inflected future is not a true future but a present tense. 
Apart from his precision where the modal future is 
concerned, de Boer is, however, rather vague in his attitude 
to the temporal uses of the present, aller + infinitive, 
the inflected future and the *demi-auxiliaire* devoir.
Mansion*s *A Gcaramar of Present-Day French* (1952) says, 
speaking of the present tense:
*As in English, it is used familiarly as 
an immediate future : (P,60)
J*arrive dans un instant. 
I*m coming in a minute*.
The example given is a very satisfactory illustration of 
this use of the present tense. The time expression *dans 
un instant* states the immediacy of the action beyond any
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doubt. Of aller 4- infinitive used to express the future, 
Mansion states:
*The present of aller is used with the 
infinitive to form an immediate future....
This construction is much more frequent 
than in English, which often uses the simple 
future although the action will follow 
immediately. (P.71)
Je vais lui écrire.
I am going to write to him.
Maintenant nous allons reciter le leçon. 
Now we will say the lesson*.
The text stresses that this usage is employed to form an 
immediate future, but in the absence of a time element, 
the first example is vague: *Je vais lui écrire*, could 
express an intention of writing in the immediate future 
but it could also mean an intention of writing in the 
near or remote future. The second example does have a 
time adverb *ma intenant *, which expresses Immediacy, This 
Grammar does not specifically present the use of *demi- 
auxiliaires* to express the future. For Mansion the 
inflected future is:
.... used as In English of future time: (P.69)
*11 arrivera demain*.
This example shows the tenporal inflected future being 
used as a near future qualified by the time adverb
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*dmieln*. For Mansion, the modal inflected future:
is frequently used as an imperative:(P.69) 
Vous ferez ce que je vous dis.
You must do......
  is used to express supposition.
or probability: On sonne. Ce sera le médecin*.
The first example is a useful illustration of the inflected 
future enployed modally to express an order in a less 
abrupt way than would the imperative by itself. The second 
example, is a satisfactory illustration of a conjectural 
future expressing probability. Mansion does present the use 
of the present tense as an immediate future. He also 
states that aller + infinitive expresses an immediate 
future. For this Grammar, the inflected future is used 
*of future time* without any specific temporal indication. 
There is no specific mention of *demi-auxiliaires* used to 
express future actions. Of the modal use of the inflected 
future, the grammar mentions its use as an imperative and 
as a possibility, an eventuality. It does not specific­
ally put forward the use of the inflected future as an 
attenuated affirmation.
K Comprehwsive French Grammar*, (1956) by Byrne and 
Churchill states:
*In the case of the future, French and 
English use much the same forms of 
expression, and these are very largely 
interchangeable. The use of the present 
tense to express future time is permissible 
with some expressions of time....
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•similarly, the present indicative of 
aller can be used just like the English 
•to be going to*; e.g. (P.95)
I start (or am starting, or am going to 
start, or shall start) tomorrow
Je pars (or je vais partir, or je 
partirai) demain,*
This text stresses the interchangeability of forms 
expressing the future and this idea is reinforced in 
the example which gives the use of the present tense, 
aller f infinitive and the inflectW future as altern­
ative translations of *I start tomorrow*. The Grammar
state that this usage of the present time is permissible ^  V
with some expressions of time but they do not state
precisely which expressions nor the degree of immediacy.
*Je pars demain* would be the present tense used to 
express a near future as qualified by the time factor 
•demain*. In this it differs from the consensus which 
requires an immediate time element for the present tense.
The use of aller + infinitive, however, in the examples 
*Je vais partir demain,* accords with the use of aller + 
infinitive to express a near and immediate future. The 
use of the inflected future in the examples *je partirai 
demain*, shows the inflected future used as a near 
future which is not in accordance with the consensus 
usage to express * a more general remote and hypothetical 
future*. The grammar then gives examples of negative 
futures 2
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•Negative (P. 96)
I am not starting (do not start, am
not going.to start, shall not start) before
Monday.
Je ne pars pas (ne vais pas partir, ne 
partirai pas) avant lundi.
I shall not come if I do not hear from 
you. •
Je ne viendrai pas, si je ne reçois (not 
recevrai) pas une lettre de votre part*.
No explanation is given as to why these examples have 
been quoted. In the first one, a time phrase is 
stated: avant lundi. No future action is going to take 
place before Monday and the negative form is being used 
here for emphasis. It could be called an emphatic 
negative. In the second example, the future action is 
dependent upon a conditional clause. Here, again, is 
an example of the negative being used for emphasis.
The grammar continues:
•interrogative: (P. 96)
What day do you start (are you going to 
start, shall you start)?
C^el jour partez-vous (or partirez vous)?
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Shall you start, if you have had no letter?
Partirez-vous, si vous n'avez (not n'aurez) 
reçu aucune lettre?*.
Again no explanation is given as to why these interrogative 
examples are included. In the first illustration, aller 
4* infinitive is not offered as an alternative usage. The 
time e : ement narrows the temporal element to a near future; 
the implication is that the person being asked has already 
decided to set off. The *partirez-vous* of the second 
example is dependent on a conditional clause and in this 
context, the inflected future is mainly hypothetical.
Neither of these examples would seem to illustrate contemp­
orary French usage. For Byxne and Churchill, then, the 
forms by which the future is expressed: the present tense, 
aller 4- infinitive, and the inflected future would seem 
to be literal translations of vhe English. These literal 
translations are, however, linked by 'or* which implies 
that they are interchangeable. The Gramnar < oes not 
specifically oresent the modal use of the inflected 
future nor hat of *demi-auxiliaires*.
In his 'Teach Yourself French Grammar * (1961)
£«S. Jenkins states:
'As in English, the present is used to 
express an immediate future:* (P.77)
Get après-midi, je pars pour Avignon.
This afternoon, I am leaving for Avignon'.
Here a time indication, *Cet après-midi*, is used to 
indicate the degree of immediacy. This is a very
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satisfactory example of the present tense used as an 
immediate future* E.S* Jenkins does not specifically 
point out the use of aller + infinitive to express a 
near md immediate future. Of the temporal inflected 
future, he states:
*The future describes an action that 
is to come..... (P. 80)
II pleuvra demain.
Je partirai sans toi si tu n*es pas sage. 
Un seul Dieu tu adoreras*.
lie does not go further in describing the temporal aspect 
of u.he inflected future. Of the examples be gives, the 
first one: *11 pleuvra demain* has a time factor, 'demain*, 
makes it an onflected future used as a near future. In .he 
second example: *Je partirai sans toi si tu n*est pas sage*, >r 
the speaker suggests that ne or ^he might go if the child 
does not behave, but this example is more in the nature of 
an admonition. The speaker lias no real intention f 
leaving the child. The third example: *Un seul leu tu 
adoreras*, though even more of an admonition, is archaic.
E.S. Jenkins deals very sketchily, then^with the expression 
of the future. He presents the use of the present tense 
to express an immediate future action but he does not 
specifically deal with the use of aller + infinitive to 
express a temporal future. He posits the use of the 
inflected future to express an action that is to come but 
he does not give it any orecise temporal significance. 
Presumably, fur Jenkins, the inflected future can be used 
to express any action which will take place after che 
present aoraent. This grammar does not put orward the
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expression of the future by *demi-auxiliaires * nor Goes 
it make specific mention of the modal inflected future.
The 'Grammaire Larousse du Français Contemporain* 
(1964) speaking of the present tense, states:
. . .il peut aussi traduire le futur 
ifTHnédiat:
Le mariage a lieu dans trois jours.
(Gide)
L'idée du futur est soulignée par Le 
complément de temps et le présent peut être 
utilisé, car l'action future est décidée dès ^  
le moment présent.
Dans un projet, annoncé maintenant, le 
présent peut traduire un futur qui peut 
être assez éloigné: (P. 338)
Je vais passer mes vacances au bord 
de la Æ e r  Hoire, je traverse l'Italie 
et la Yougoslavie'.
The first example, quoted from Gide, is a useful example 
of the present tense used as a very near future but the 
question must be asked - is 'dans trots jours' an immediate 
future as stated in the text? If one takes an action to 
be performed in the same day as immediate, then a three 
day interval would be a near future. This view of 
'immédiat' as comprising ne day is supported \yy the 
'Dictionnaire du Français Contemporain* of Larousse:
'immédiat, e adj. 1^ Qui précède ou 
suit sans qu'il y ait un intermédiaire 
ou un intervalle*. (P. 624)
It should be noted that the second example begins with
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a future expressed by aller + infinitive, generally 
indicating a near future. However, in the absence of 
a time factor, the crossing of Italy and Yugoslavia 
could well be in the distant future. This example 
illustrates the use of che present tense as an 
anticipatory future. Under the heading: *Les 
Périphrases du Futur: Aller (plus 1*infinif)' it states:
'Si la périphrase aller + infinif tend a 
remplacer de plus en plus le futur simple 
dans la langue de la conversation, il faut 
cependant distinguer les deux formes.
Il va descendre lui-même jusqu'au port
(Robbe-Grillet)
^  La périphrase marque un futur lié a l'instant
même. Si l'auteur avait écrit: 'il descendra 
lui-même jusqu'au port' le futur exprimerait 
une action séparée du moment actuel. Une 
coupure s'établirait entre l'instant où parle 
^  le personnage et l'action envisagée. Avec le
périphrase, 9race au verbe auxiliaire 'va' au 
présent, l'action future est maintenue dans 
'l'orbite' du présent .... ' (P. 352)
This Grammar is not satisfied with merely stating the 
usage with, perhaps, a comment. It analyses the use of 
aller + infinitive as an expression of the future. In 
the first part of the text, the Grammar states that aller 
+ infinitive tends in conversational French to replace 
more and more the 'futur simple* as a means of expressing 
the future. It stresses that a distinction must be made 
between the two forms, thus implying that they are not 
interchangeable. The example taken to illustrate this 
idea:
'II va descendre lui-même jusqu'au port.'
(Robbe-Grillet)
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is taken from contemporary French avant-garde literature. 
The grammar stresses that aller + infinitive expresses a 
future linked to the present moment. It hen develops 
the idea of w’ y a distinction should be made between 
SalleP + infinitive* and the 'futur simple*. If the 
author had written: *11 descendra lui-même jusqu'au 
port* the inflected future would express an action 
separated from the present moment. It w uld take away 
the imminence of the action and place it in a more distant 
context. Whereas the original example: 'II va descendre 
lui-m&oe jusqu'au port' does give a sense of immediacy.
The Grammar convincingly demonstrates, hen, that the 
use of aller 4* infinitive does express a near a d 
immediate future. On the subject of the temporal inflected 
future the Graiœnar states:
'Par rapport au présent, qui traduit un 
processus verbal actuel, le futur traduit 
un processus postérieur au moment actuel.'(P 349)
While pointing out the hypothetical nature of he temporal 
inflected future, the Grammar stresses :hat the inflected 
future is an indicative tense: .
'Mais ce temps appartient au mode Indicatif 
(le mode de la realité) et il exprimera 
toujours que les cliances de réalisation 
sont plus :>randes que la part d'hypothèse..'
‘(P 349)
thus making the point that the temporal element is stronger 
than the hypothetical element. In presenting he tauporal 
future, the Grammar divides it into three oppositions:
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Opposition Présent-Futur:
Son éducation. Dieu merci, est terminée, 
et ceux qui la verront auront la joie de 
respirer une glorieuse fleur de sagesse 
et de dévotion (Musset).
La premier proposition, marque une date 
à partir de laquelle s'ouvre a perspective 
du futur.
Cette date eut être marquée par un adverbe 
de temps: (P 349)
Maintenant, je saurai travailler. 
A présent, tout ira mieux'.
The first example of this present-futur opposition, the 
quotation from Musset, accords with *^ he text in ^hat the 
first proposition: 'Son education, Dieu merci, est 
termineé,' is of he present moment and  ^s the starting 
point for 'la perspective du futur'. This is, however, 
a 19th century literary example which is of little value 
as an example of the temporal future as used in contemporary 
spoken French. Of the other two examples: 'Maintenant, 
je saurai travailler', illustrates the point made in the 
Grammar: 'Maintenant' the present moment, is the starting
point Tor a future action: 'je saurai travailler'. The 
implication being that some circumstance which had 
previously prevented the speaker from getting down o vork, 
has been put right. The illustration: 'A présent tout 
ira mieux', however, is not clear unless one gives: *A 
présent' the meaning of an achieved condition: 'Now that 
such and such a ^ircimstance has een put right, things are 
going to get better.' In chis context 'a présent' has
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the same meaning as 'maintenant* of the first example. 
For this Grammar, the adverb is important because it 
indicates 'le début de l'intervalle de temps qui nous 
sépare de 1'évënenent envisagé au futur'. The second 
opposition posited by this Grammar is that of the future 
in relation no the past:
2^ Opposition Passé-Futur:
Le futur peut s'exprimer par référence 
à un passé:
La langue que parlait le coeur de Phidias 
sera toujours vivante et toujours entendue. 
Les marbres l'ont apprise et ne l'oublieront 
pas (Musset).
c'est à partir de l'expérience du passé que 
le poète évoque l'avenir. (P 350)
Hélas il faudra plus de mille huit cent 
ans pour que  ^le sang qu/ il va verser porte 
ses fruits. En son nom durant les siècles, 
on infligera des tortures et la mort à des 
penseurs aussi nobles que lui. '
However, the two 19th century literary illustrations used 
to illustrate this 'opposition passé-futur' are again of 
little value as examples of contemporary French usage. 
Furthermore, this articular usage would not seem to be 
positing a future action in relation to a past one, ut 
rather continuing into the future an action what is taking 
place at the present moment. In this ontext, this 
particular usage does not to be a true temporal future.
The third opposition posited by this grairroar is a 'futur-
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futur' one:
• 3^Opposition Futur-Futur: 
The grammar asks:
Comment traduire un événement ultérieur 
à un futur? La langue ne disposant pu > 
de forme particulière, utilise le futur 
simple:
Va faire ton paquet et te mènerai chez 
H, de Renal où tu seras précepteur des 
enfants. (Stendhal)
Dans cette dernière phrase, la pensée 
prend appui sur les inots-outils _gt, ou, pour 
distinguer les différents moments du 
futur et classer les événements. (P 350)
La série peut être beaucoup plus longue:
Toutes lampes allumées (•••••), elle 
marchera de long en large, hésitera; 
in vers le téléphone; se ravisera, 
attendra le lendemain, puis un ou deux 
jours; oubliera, y repensera bientôt 
avec ennui, attendra toujours* (Ph*Sellers)
Un futur construit en série ?vec un autre 
futur peut parfois, grâce au contexte, 
exprimer non plus 1'ulterîorité, mais la 
sii^ltanéité: (P 351)
Au moment, précis où dix heures sonneront, 
j'exécuterai ce que endant toute la journée, X 
je me suis promis de faire ce soir ou je 
w iWantarai chez moi me brûler la cervelle'.
(Stendhal)
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Of the first example: *Va faire ton paquet et te mènerai 
chez M. de Renal où tu seras précepteur des enfants* 
(Stendhal), one must ask whether the second inflected
future 'seras* really is an event taking place after he 
inflected future 'mènerai*. In the context of _he 
quotation, it would seem that the young person in question 
has already been accepted for the job of 'précepteur des 
enfants. In the second example, the quotation from the 
20th century writer Philippe Sellers, a string of inflected 
futures are, however, necessarily subsequent to each other 
because they represent the successive actions of the lady. 
Rather than being a particular usage of the temporal 
inflected future, they are rather the inflected future 
used hypothetically to describe a probable sequence of 
events. As the second example showed a number of futures 
in series, so, in the third example from the 19th century 
writer Stendhal, one inflected future is in series with 
another. While this construction does give a sense of 
simultaneity, this is largely because of the time 
indication 'Au moment précis où dix heures sonneront'. 
Indeed the first future in the series is part f this Lime 
element. This, then, would seem to be the inflected 
future used as an immediate future (one day is involved) 
to give emphasis to the expression. Of the inflected 
future used modally, the Grammar states:
' 1° L'événement évoqué au futur est
situé nécessairement à une certaine 
distance de celui qui oarle. Aussi 
emploiera-t-on le futur: (P 352)
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- pour ATTENUER la fermeté d'une affirmation:
Et je vous supplierai d'avoir pour agréable 
Que je me fasse un peu grâce sur votre arrêt.
(Molière)
- pour donner à la pensée un ton conjectural: 
Quoi? l'on me mènera coucher sans autre 
forme? (Racine).
Notre ami est absent, il présidera quelque 
réunion .
In the first example, from Molière, 'supplierai' is *n 
attenuated affirmation but this 17th century example, with 
its verbal graces has little affinity with contemporary 
French usage. In the same way, 'mènera', in the example 
from Racine of 'un ton conjectural', is also another 17th 
century example which has little in common with everyday 
spoken French. The other example, however, of 'un ton 
conjectural' is a useful one, if slightly formal. The 
absent friend will be presiding over a meeting at the 
moment of speaking. Thus this conjectural inflected future 
would seen to be a substitute for the present tense. The 
'Grammaire Larousse du Français Contemporain' then states:
Le futur peut être employé en 
concurrence avec l'impératif.
Il traduit la certitude du sujet
parlant; il permet d'insister sur
la réalisation dans l'avenir de
l'ordre que l'on donne: cependant,
les nuances de 1'intonation aideront ,
à atténuer ou è renforcer l'énonce. (P.352)
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Ordre sans réplique:
Vous attaquerez l'ennemi; vous ne 
reculerez pas!
Tes père et mère honoreras. 
Suggestion:
Vous tâcherez d'être adroit'.
In the first example of 'Ordre sans réplique' the phrase 
'Vous attaquerez l'ennemi', is a military command ^iven 
by a general to his troops. It is a very emphatic use 
of the inflected future, much more so than the use of 
the ordinary imperative would have been. The second 
part of the sentence 'Vous ne reculerez pas' is also 
emphatic, its emphasis on the negative 'pas' makes it a 
useful example of a modal 'défense*. The second example 
of 'Ordre sans répliqué': 'Tes père et mère honoreras', 
is archaic. The example under 'Suggestion'; 'Vous 
tâcherez d'être adroit', while very formal would be used 
by a teacher to a child, suggesting a form of suitable 
behaviour. The bluntness of the imperative is iiere 
softened by the use of the modal, inflected future. The 
(grammar sums up its presentation of the 'le futur modal'î
'Il apparaît donc que le futur modal a 
une ouble valeur:
- dans un cas, lorsque l'on souligne en 
lui la 'part d'hypothèse', Il est apte 
à estomper la réalité de l'événement;
- dans l'autre, à traduire la volonté du 
sujet parlant avec assurance*. (?35Z)
Both these ases liave previously been covered by examples 
of the modal t®nporal future, the first case by those of 
the conjectural future, the second case by those of he 
modal temporal future used as an imperative. However, a
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most interesting comment in this section on the modal
temporal future used as an impératif, is the emphasis
laid on 'les nuances de l'intonation' when using this
form. It is not only the grammatical construction
but the strength of intonation used in expressing it which
'traduit la certitude du sujet parlant' - or which 'est
apte à estomper la réalité de l'événement'. V
The 'Grammaire Larousse du Français Contemporain' posits 
the use of the present tense as an immediate future. It 
deals with aller + infinitive as a near and immediate 
future and it shows the difference between aller + 
infinitive and the temporal inflected future in this 
context. The use of the temporal inflected future is 
treated at some length in the form of three oppositions - 
présent-futur; passé-futur; futur-futur. Of the 'demi- 
auxiliaires' the use of devoir + infinitive is posited 
as an expression of an action soon to take place, with 
a suggestion f eventuality. The modal inflected future 
is also dealt with, emphasis being placed on che inflected 
future used as an imperative and as a conjectural future.
One disappointing feature about this Grammar is that 
though it claims to be a grammar of contemporary French, 
yet many of the examples are taken from literary works, 
some dating back to the 17th century. Such examples have 
little in common with present-day spoken French.
The 'Grammaire Pratique du Français d'Aujourd'hui' (1968) 
of Mauger says of the present tense used to express a 
temporal future:
'Le présent exprime (P.234/235)
Un fait futur mais annexé au présent (FP)
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Attendez-moiI ,e viens - Alors, c'est 
entendu, vous nous téléphonez dès que vous 
savez quelquechose.
NB - c'est d'ailleurs 'une tendance générale 
du langage,d'employer le présent en fonction 
de futur' (Vendryes, Le langage) '.
It should be noted that Mauger posits this usage as being 
'français parlé', that is, as being essentially a future 
of speech. The two examples given of this usage are both 
useful illustrations of its immediacy. Mauger further 
states:
'Emplois issus du sens futur: (P.235)
Un conseil:
Vous cassez deux oeufs, vous prélevez 
les jaunes, vous y ajoutez de l'huile, 
vous battez .... (recette de mayonnaise) 
Vous prenez le première rue à droite 
vous tournez à gauche ... (indication 
du chemin à suivre).
Un ordre:
Toi, tu te tais!
Sous forme interrogative:
Alors, tu viens?'.
As for the recipe, these present censes do take on an 
immediacy when the recipe is actually being followed 
in the kitchen. The second example is the present tense 
used as an immediate future, as is the fourth interrogative 
example. The third example: 'Toi, tu te tais', could be 
used as a forceful, determined imperative if backed by a 
suitably strong intonation. Of aller + infinitive used 
to express a future action, Mauger states:
'Dans le P.P. (français parlé) 
d'aujourd'hui, la périphrase 'je vais
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+ l'infinitif* remplace souvent le futur, 
même s'il ne s'agit pas d'un fait très proche: 
Elle va se marier dans trois ans. C'est que 
le français, en parlant, tend à actualiser 
les faits qu'il évoque .... Mais la distinction 
des deux formes est loin d'avoir totalement 
disparu, et il importe de la maintenir*•(P.235)
Mauger is thus stating that aller + infinitive can b^e 
used to express a future action, even if it is not a near 
or immediate one, as in t. e example given: 'Elle va se 
marier dans trois ans . In this he differs from the 
consensus in which aller h infinitive expresses e near 
or immediate future. He also states, speaking of the 
modal conjectural future:
'Aller + infinitif s'emploie aussi, 
mais rarement, dans ce cas: (P.236) 
pa va être quelque rôdeur ... (Vous 
allez voir que c'était ...)'.
This usage of aller + infinitive is not put forward in 
the consensus but Mauger does state that it is rarely 
used. Of the temporal inflected future, the grammar 
states:
'Le futur de l'indicatif exprime 
un fait situé dans l'avenir, par 
rapport au présent: (P.235)
Je vous rendrai votre livre demain.
Les élections auront lieu dans quelques 
années'.
The first example shows the temporal inflected future 
being used to express a near future qualified by the time 
element: 'denain*, while the second shows it expressing
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a remote future: 'dans quelques années'. The first 
example does not accord with the consensus which points out 
the use of the temporal inflected future to express a 
more general, remote and hypothetical future. In both 
these examples, the temporal inflected future is qualified 
by a time factor, leaving no doubt as to the proximity, 
or otherwise, of the future action. Mauger does not 
say, however, that the use of a time indicator is 
essential. This grammar also presents a more general use 
of the inflected future in:
I # # * # les réflexions générales, les 
maximes (futur gnomique):
Souvent la perfidie retombera sur son 
auteur.
La périphrase 'aller* n'est guère possible 
alors. Sans doute à cause du caractère 
infini, temporellement, de l'action'* (P.236)
The example given is a useful illustration of this general 
usage of the inflected future to express proverbs, 
philosophical reflections, maxims and similar utterances. 
The vagueness of the temporal adverb 'souvent' adds to the 
gnomic quality of the utterance. This general usage of the 
temporal inflected future is in accordance with the 
consensus. Mauger treats of 'derai-auxiliaires', calling 
them 'auxiliaires secondaires':
'Auxiliaires secondaires
Les uns sont des auxiliaires de temps.
Ils expriment: (P.286)
Le futur proche: je vais vous apporter
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ce texte - je suis sur le point de sortir - 
elle doit revenir demain'.
It should be noted that Mauger here states that ajller + 
infinitive is an 'auxiliaire secondaire' and that it 
expresses 'le futur proche'. The first example given 
contains no time factor. The second example: 'Je suis 
sur le point de sortir' is a useful example of the 'demi- 
auxiliaire' être sur le point de. expressing an immediate 
future. The third example: 'Elle doit revenir demain' 
is a very useful example of the *demi-auxiliaire' devoir + 
infinitive expressing a future action: 'She will be 
here tomorrow'. In this example, the time factor 'demain' 
indicates a near future. Devoir seems to have escaped 
here from its usual underlying nuance of obligation.
Mauger also puts forward the use of the 'demi-auxiliaire^ 
pouvoir 4- infinitive' to express: la possibilité,
1'éventualité: (P.287)
'Le vent peut s'élever d'ici ce soir. 
Que votre ami peut être désagréable! 
Quelle heure peut-il être?'.
The possibility and eventuality of the text indicate a 
modal usage. Of the three examples given, the first 
one: 'Le vent peut s'élever d'ici ce soir' is a useful 
illustration of this construction. The speaker could 
well be a country dweller who iias noted the natural signs 
and is giving his forecast of what is likely to happen. 
The second example, however: 'Que votre ami peut être 
désagréable! ' is rather an example of pouvoir used in 
its basic meaning of 'can': 'How disagreeble your friend 
can be! ' The implication is that the friend has just
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been disagreeable not that he is likely to be so again in 
the foreseeable future. In the third example: * (Quelle 
heure peut-il être?*, pouvoir is used again in its basic 
meaning of can: •l‘Jhat time can it be?* Of the inflected 
future used modally, Mauger posits:
'Comme il s'applique a des événements à 
venir, le futur a parfois un caractère 
moins affirmatif que le présent. (P.236)
De là,le futur comme expression (jadis 
atténuée) d'un ordre:
Vous emraenerez (vous allez ©mener) les 
enfants se promener'.
This example is a useful illustration of this usage. Though 
it seems slightly formal, it would be used in a school 
situation or by the lady of the house to a domestic helper. 
It should be noted that aller + infinitive is given as an 
alternative to the inflected future. Mauger also states, 
speaking of the 'caractère moins affirmatif' of the 
inflected future as compared with the present:
'd 'où son emploi dans les tours polis:(P.236)
Ça vous fera (ça va vous faire) trois francs, 
dira la marchande.
Je vous prierai (je vais vous prier) 
de me prêter votre stylo.
Je ne vous cacherai pas (je ne vais pas vous 
cacher) que vous l'avez offensé'.
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The first and second examples are useful illustrations of 
such 'tours polis'. Even though the second ones 'je vous 
prierai (je vais vous prier) de me prêter votre stylo', 
is very formal, it would still te used when speaking to 
someone of higher social standing, especially if a 
stranger. Though a negative, the third example: 'je ne 
vous cacherai pas (je ne vais pas vous cacher) que vous 
l'avez offensé' is still admissible as an illustration 
of the modal inflected future, because the phrase 'je 
ne vous cacherai pas (je ne vais ; as vous cacher)* is 
an example of the emphatic negative. Again it should 
be noted that aller 4- infinitive is given as an 
alternative to the inflected future. Mauger then states:
'A l'idée d'éventualité (donc de possibilité) 
se rattache naturellement celle d'un hypothèse 
ou d'un peut-être.
Vous me direz que ce n'est pas beaucoup.
(J. Romains)
(on pourrait avoir aussi: Vous allez me dire...) 
.. ou d'une explication plausible, mais 
conjecturale, appliquée, chose curieuse, même a 
un fait passé: (P.236)
On a tourné autour de la maison: Ce sera quelque 
rôdeur '.
The first example, from the 20th century writer Jules omains, 
is a useful illustration of this usage. The speaker knows 
the character of the person spoken to and that there is a 
good chance of the 'vous me direz' being realised. In the 
example: 'On a tourné autour de le maison*? Ce sera quelque 
rôdeur', even though the fact is in the past, the identity
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of the prowler is still a conjecture to be realised in 
the future. The use of the third person emphasises the 
hypothesis. Mauger adds:
'Aller 4* 1'infinitive s'emploie aussi, 
mais rarement, dans ce cas: (P.236)
Ça va être quelque rôdeur.... 
Then the granKnar continues:
'd 'où encore le futur comme expression 
d'une perspective à envisager: (P.236)
c'est un garçon qui vous promettra
monts et merveilles (qui vous promettre...)'.
Rather than being the 'expression d'un perspective à 
envisager', this example is rather an example of a modal 
affirmation. The speaker would seem to know the 
character of the young man and the inflected future 
becomes in this context, an affirmation which carries 
conviction. It should be noted that in all taese examples 
of the inflected future, used modally, the auxiliary 
aller + infinitive is put forward is an alternative.
Mauger puts forward the use of the present tense to 
express 'un fait mais annexé au présent'. This is a 
in accordance with the consensus. As for the auxiliary 
aller + infinitive used to express a temporal future, 
biauger deals with this usage, even if the action is not 
a near or immediate one. In the example he gives, the 
action is due to take place: 'dans trois ans'. Later on, 
however, Mauger presents aller + infinitive as a
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'auxiliaire secondaire* which expresses 'Le futur proche* 
(P.286), though the example he ^Ives of this is without 
any time factor. This second definition is closer to 
the consensus definition of aller + infinitive used to 
express a near and immediate future. Idauger does not 
specifically state the temporal range of the inflected 
future; one example is a near future 'demain', the other 
is remote 'dans quelques années'. The Grammar makes the 
point that aller + infinitive often replaces the inflected 
future even if it is not a question of a near and 
immediate action. He gives as the reason for this that 'le 
Français, en parlant, tend à actualiser les faits qu'il 
évoque' (F.235). He stresses that it is Important to 
maintain a distinction between the two forms but he does 
not say why. He does, however, put forward the use of 
the inflected future to express 'les réflexions générales, 
les maximes (futur gnomique)'. This usage is in accordance 
with the consensus. Mauger does deal with some 'demi- 
auxiliaires* under the heading 'Auxiliaires secondaires'. 
Aller + infinitive is also included under this heading as 
expressing a near future. The grammar also classes 'être 
sur le point de ....', devoir + infinitive and pouvoir + 
infinitive as 'demi-auxiliaires' (P.286/287). Mauger puts 
forward the modal use of the inflected future as an 
imperative, as an ttenuated affirmation and as a 
possibility, an eventuality. It should be noted, however, 
tliat all the examples illustrating the modal usage of the 
inflected future have alternative versions using aller + 
infinitive. The latter, for Mauger, is not only able to 
express a model future, W t  it is interchangeable with the 
inflected future.
Of the present cense used as a temporal future to express
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immediacy, the ^Grand Larousse de la langue française* 
(1971) states:
•Le présent exprime souvent une action 
future, qui peut être imminentes (P.2117)
Ça, le premier oui monte à cheval, je 
le tue. (Hugo)
ou plus éloignées
Je passe le baccalauréat dans deux ans "
The first example, from the 19th century author Victor Hugo, 
is in the language of the theatre and it bears little 
relation to contemporary French usage. The second example, 
however, is a useful example of contemporary speech, though 
the meaning of *passer* in his context is changing from 
*to take an examination* to *to pass* one. This example 
does show the use of the present tense to express a future 
some distance away,in this case a period of two years. The 
Grammar goes on to states
*En fait, le présent est le temps non 
marqué de 1*indicatif, c*est pourquoi il 
peut exprimer le futur - ou le passé - 
pourvu que la datation soft donnée dans 
le contexte: (P.2118)
Je suis là dans cinq minutes*.
This is a very satisfactory example of the present tense 
used instead of the ^temporal inflected future to express 
an imminent action. The degree of immediacy is given by 
the time factor *dans cinq minutes*. The *Grand Larousse* 
then states:
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*Le présent employé à la place du futur 
apporte le plus souvent une nuance d*affirmation 
et implique une action déjà commencée ou 
du moins décidée: (P.2118)
Au secours, je tombe! 
Je me marie en juin*.
The first example, however, cannot be said to be a true 
temporal future because the action has already l:>egun at 
the time of speaking and will be continuing* The second 
example is qualified by a time expression:*en juin* and 
is a straightforward use of the present to denote a near, 
future action. This text does not really constitute a 
special usage because the use of the present tense as a 
temporal future does generally, of its very nature, take 
the form of an affirmation and is already decided. For 
example, the previous illustrations given:
*Je passe le baccalauréat dans deux ans*.
*Je me marie en juin*.
are affirmatiens. If the action bas already begun, then 
this constitutes a present tense continuing into the 
future. Such a usage will be named the continuing present, 
as in the above example: *Au secours je tombe!* Of ai 1er + 
infinitive used as a future, this Grammar states:
*La périphrase aller t infinitif se
substitute couramment au futur dans la X
plupart de ses valeurs, mais avec une
indication d*intervalle qui lui a valu
d*être appelée ’futur prochain* en 1753
par l’abbé Antonine: (P.2118)
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Je vais m'occuper de vous.
Vous allez me dire que ce n ’est pas beaucoup. 
Marie, vous allez balayer l’entrée et le salon.
Il va connaître les rues d*Ispahan mieux que moi! 
Je vais vous demander de vous taire.
Vous allez voir que c’est son frère aîné."
The first example: ’je vais m ’occuper de vous’ lacks an 
indication of time. It does not say when the speaker is 
going to start taking care of the person. However, the 
lack of a time element,if accompanied by a gesture,can 
indicate an immediate future. A nurse would say this to 
a patient for whom she had come to care. The second 
example: ’Vous allez me dire que ce n ’est pas beaucoup’ 
is not really a temporal usage. The speaker is putting 
a thought into the listener’s mind which may or may not 
be realised. This is rather an example of aller + 
infinitive used as a modal future suggesting possibility 
or eventuality. The third example: ’Marie, vous allez 
balayer l’entrée et le salon’ is not a true example of 
a temporal future. It is rather aller + infinitive used 
as a modal future to express a command. The example: *11 
va connaître les rues d*Ispahan mieux que moi! * is more 
in the nature of an exclamation than a true temporary ^
future. This example could be called a modal ’futur 
exclamatif*. The fifth example: ’Je vais vous demander 
de vous taire’ is not a true temporal future. It is 
an example of aller + infinitive used as an attenuated 
imperative. The sixth example: ’Vous allex voir que c’est 
son frère aîné * is an example of aller + infinitive used 
to express a near future. In the absence of a time factor, 
the implication of the utterance seems to be that the 
visit of the ’frère aîné’ is expected and that it will take
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place in the near future. So that of these six examples, 
only three can be said to illustrate the use of aller -f 
infinitive as a i ear future. The Grammar continues:
*Le sens du verbe ’aller* est si bien 
effacé dans cette périphrase qu’on peut 
écrire: (P.2118)
Où va-t-il aller? (Gide)
Mais le temps présent de ce verbe 
exprime, mieux oue ne peut le faire 
le futur, le conditionnement présent 
de l’action prévue:
Le petit Dauphin est malade, le petit 
Datiphin va mourir.
(A.Daudet, lettres de Mon Moulin)
Et ça va durer dix-sept ans comme ça!’.
(Labiche)
The example from the 20th century writer Gide ’OÙ va-t-il 
aller?* is a w itten construction. This usage does not 
occur frequently in contemporary spoken French. The 
example from the 19th century writer Daudet does underline 
’le conditionnement présent de l’action prévue’ so much 
so that ’va lourir’ is no longer a future action but a 
present action continuing into the future. The 
implication is that the ’petit Dauphin* is already in 
the process of dying. Again, in the example from the 
19th century writer Labiche: ’Et va durer dix-sept ans 
comme fa!’, the condition that is going to last for 17 
years is already in existence. So that this example, 
too, is not really a near temporal future but a continuing 
present. Of the temporal value of the inflected future.
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the ’Grand Larousse de la langue française’ states:
’Le futur est un temps ’absolu’, c’est 
à-dire rapporté à l’instant où l’on parle: 
en principe, l’action verbale énoncée est 
entièrement située du côte de l’avenir par 
rapport à cet instant; le verbe par lui-même 
ne fournit aucune indication d’intervalle 
entre l’action et l’instant présent: (P.2116)
Je m’occuperai de vous dans cinq minutes. 
Tu prendras ta retraite à soixante ans’.
The Graimnar is stressing that the inflected future, of 
itself, gives no idea of the time of the future action; 
However, both the examples given do have temporal indica* 
tions. In the first: ’Je m’occuperai de vous dans cinq 
minutes’ the time expression ’dans cinq minutes’ 
indicates the immediacy of the action. It should be noted 
that the temporal inflected future is here used to express 
an immediate future. However, as defined in the text, 
the temporal future could equally express a remote action 
as the second example seems intended to convey: ’Tu 
prendras ta retraite à soixante ans’. In the absence of 
an indication of time, the listener’s 60th birthday could 
be assumed to be s me years away. Equally, however, this 
example could be an example of the inflected future used 
modally to attenuate an imperative; it could be an 
instruction to retire at the age of sixty. The grammar 
then says:
’Un verbe conclusif au futur montre
l’action tout entière (P.2117)
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A dix heures il arrivera et nous 
déjeunerons.*
This is an interesting example as it shows the temporal 
inflected future being used to express an immediate 
future, as the time factor, ’A dix heures* indicates.
It also illustrates the use of the inflected future to 
express two )r more consecutive future actions. Of the 
*d«ni-auxiliaire* devoir + infinitive used to express 
the future, the gramnar states:
*Le verbe devoir... peut exprimer 
à l’indicatif présent, suivi de 
l’infinitif, une action à venir 
prévue ou prévisible: (P.2118)
A dix heures, il d it arriver 
et nous devons déjeuner*.
This is a useful example of devoir + infinitive expressing 
a temporal immediate future as the time factor ’A dix 
heures’ indicates. The grammar continues:
’Devoir présente sur le futur l’avantage 
de permettre une expression de l’ultériorité 
à tous les temps et à tous les nodes: (P.2118)
Je ne crois pas devoir gagner cette fois’.
This is a very satisfactory example of devoir + infinitive 
used as a future infinitive w thout any suggestion of moral 
or logical obligation. This grammar also posits another 
’demi-auxiliaire’ vouloir 4- infinitive:
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*£n français populaire ou régional, 
le verbe vouloir constitue également 
avec l’infinitif une périphrase 
concurrente du futur dans certains 
emplois: (P.2118)
J’ai recousu le bouton, maintenant 
il ne veut plus s’arracher*
Le temps veut se mettre au beau’.
The first example does not represent a true temporal
future in that the button has already been sewn on and
the situation of its not coming off again, applied from
the moment the sewing was completed. This example Illustrates
both the emphatic negative and the continuing present.
The second example, however, ’Le temps veut se mettre 
au beau’ is a useful example of vouloir f infinitive 
expressing a temporal future. The implication is that 
the fine weather is ye*c to come but the signs are that 
it will arrive. As for the modal inflected future, the 
’Grand Larousse de la langue française’ states:
’Comme les autres temps de l’indicatif,
le futur se prête a l’affirmation: (P.2117)
Au quatrième top, il sera exactement 
vingt heures, zero minutes. ^
Je vous paierai lui dit-elle,
Avant l’oût, foi d’animal.
(La Fontaine)
même si la réalisation dépend d’une condition: 
Si je l’épouse, c’est à toi qu’il en aura 
ifooilgatiou.
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et même si elle n ’est qu’une virtualité 
(parfaitement réalisable):
Vous me direz que ce n’est pas beaucoup.
(J. Romains)
c’est un garçon oui promettra monts et 
merveilles*.
The first example: ’Au quatrième top, il sera exactement vingt 
heures, zero minutes’ is a very modern at:d ueeful example 
of the modal Inflected future used as an affirmation. Such 
an emphatic statement is beyond doubt and it admits of no 
reply. The examples from La Fontaine of the 17th century 
and of Marivaux from the 18th century, have, however, little 
affinity with contemporary spoken French usage. However, 
the example from the 20th century writer Jules Remains:
’Vous me direz que ce n’est pas beaucoup’ is a satisfactory 
example of the modal inflected future used of an event 
which will probably take place. The speaker knows what 
the reaction of the listener is ikely to be, so that his 
reply is predictable. The second example is in the nature 
of a set phrase used as an exclamation: ’C’est un garçon 
qui vous promettra monts et merveilles*. The speaker is 
well aware of the young man’s cliaracter and makes his 
conjecture with exclamatory emphasis. Indeed, this example 
could well be called a ’futur exclamatif’. The grammar also 
presents a polite affirmation:
’ifti futur de politesse, atténuant l’expression 
d’une requête ou d’une initiative en les 
situant au moment futur où elles seront 
suivies d’effet: (P.2117)
Je vous demanderai de vous taire
Je me permetterai de vous donner un conseil’.
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Both these examples, if rather formal, do illustrate the 
inflected future used modally as a polite affirmation. 
The implication in both cases is that the speaker is 
addressing a person, or persons, of higher social 
standing than himself. Of the inflected future used 
as an imperative, the grammar states:
Î1 peut préfigurer la réalisation d’un 
fait fortement voulu: (P.2117)
Il ne soupçonne même pas qu’il m ’aime, 
mais il m ’aimera. Ce ne serait pas la 
peine que les verbes eussent un futur, 
si l’on ne s’en servait pas. (A.Dumas fils)
Il en vient ainsi à exprimer l’ordre 
et la défense:
Marie,vous balaierez l’entrée et le 
salon.
Vous m ’excuserez, ge m ’assois.
Tu ne tueras point*.
The first example from A. ^umas fils is of the 19th century. 
Rather than expressing ’un fait fortement voulu’, it 
expresses an affirmation that the desired love will come 
about. Of the three examples expressing ’l’ordre et la 
défense’, the first: ’Marie, vous balairez l’entrée et >
le salon’ is a useful example of this usage, the inflected 
future toning down the bluntness of the imperative. The 
second example: ’Vous m’excuserez, je m ’assois’ is, however, 
not a true imperative but rather an attenuated affirmation 
which makes apology for the subsequent action of sitting 
down. The -hird example: ’Tu ne tueras point* is a 
negative imperative but it is archaic. However, the 
Grammar couples with the imperative usage that of a
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’defense*, and this example is a useful illustration of 
such a prohibition: ’Do not kill’. The Grammar also puts 
forward a ’futur exclamatif’:
*Le futur est exclamatif pour une action 
que l’on voudrait voir cesser ou ne pas 
voir se produire: (P.2117)
’Il connaîtra les rues d’Ispahan mieux que 
moi!’ (Montesquieu, Lettres persanes) 
’Quoi? l’on me mènera coucher sans autre 
forme? (Racine les Plaideurs).
The first of these examples is a satisfactory illustration 
of a ’futur exclamatif*. No temporal value is involved and 
the fulfilment, if any, of the action is purely hypothetical. 
Though this example is from an 18th century literary work, 
its construction is nevertheless relevant to contemporary 
spoken French as a modal affirmation. The second example 
is from a 17th century literary work, and has little 
affinity with contemporary French usage. The last modal 
future put forward by this grammar is a ’futur de politesse’:
f..... exprimant une action Jugée probable 
dans le présent: (P.2117)
D’abord elle se dit: Voilà quelqu’un qui lui 
ressemble, ce sera son frère aîné.’ (Stendhal)
Th^s 19th century literary ex^ iraple does illustrate this 
usage of Lhe inflected future to express a modal ’futur 
putatif’, which is, in fact, the expression of a possibility 
or an eventuality. Of this type of conjectural future 
the Qrawmav states:
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’Le verbe ••• est généralement être ou 
avoir; ’on remet en quelque sorte 
l’affirmation au moment futur où la 
conjecture sera vérifée’ (L.Clédat),
L’action urant toujours; la valeur est 
la même que si l’on dit: (P.2117)
Vous verrez que c’est son frère aîné’.
The ’Grand Larousse de la langue française’ does posit the 
use of the present tense to express a future. It differs 
from the consensus, however, in that it does not specif­
ically state that it is used to express an immediate future 
but ’une action future qui peut être imminente ou plus 
éloignée’. For his Grammar, the use of the present tense 
to express the future must be accompanied 'y a time factor. 
Of the use of aller 4- infinitive to express a temporal 
future, the Grammar says that this is a common contemporary 
usage but that it must be accompanied by ’une indication 
d’intervalle*. Of the six examples given to illustrate this 
usage only three were true temporal futures, the remaining 
three being modal futures. The Granœnar does not 
specifically s#te that ’aller 4- infinitive’ is used to 
express a near and immediate future. However, it makes 
the point that the present tense of the verb ’aller’ 
expresses better than the inflected future, the 
’conditionnement présent de l’action prévue’. Again, in 
putting forward the use of the temporal inflected future, 
the grananar does not specifically state that it is used to 
express a more ^eneral, remote and hypothetical future. 
Indeed, two of the examples given show the temporal 
inflected future being used as an immediate future, the 
action taking place ’dans cinq minutes’ and ’à dix 
heures’. Of the ’demi-auxiliaires’, the Grammar states
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the use of devoir + infinitive and vouloir 4 infinitive 
to express a future action but confines the latter to 
•français populaire ou régional*. Of the inflected 
future used modally, the * Grand Larousse de la langue 
française* presents its use as an imperative, as an 
attenuated affirmation and as a conjectural future; it 
also deals with its use as a ’defense*. This grammar 
also puts forv^ ard an inflected future used modally as 
a ’futur exclamatif’.
In ’a French Reference Grammar’ (1974) by H.Ferrar, the 
use of the present tense instead of the future is stated 
as follows:
’The French present is sometimes used 
where English normally uses the future, 
to express immediate likelihood: (P.68)
En deux jours je suis à Besancon (Stendhal) 
In two days I shall be at Besancon.
Allons, cache-moi, ou je te tue (Merimée) 
Corne on, hide me or I will kill you*.
In the first example,the time factor *en deux jours’ 
indicates the closeness of the event. In fact this 
action, being outside the limit of one day, is a near 
future rather than an immediate one. There is no doubting 
the likelihood of its realisation, as the journey has 
already been decided upon. Though it is a 19th century 
literary example, this construction would be accepted in 
contemporary French speech. The second example is also a
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19th century literary example and a rather dramatic one#
The utter immediacy of this example is not to be doubted 
either. This type of construction, too, would be 
acceptable in contemporary French speech. This grammar does 
not posit the use f aller + infinitive to express a near 
and immediate future. Of the temporal inflected future, 
the grammar states:
’The English I, shall (will) go may be 
a genuine future tense (ie. it states 
that something will happen) and it is 
then rendered by the French future: (P.72)
J’irai demain II n’y sera pas
I shall go tomorrow He will not be there
The first example shows the temporal, Inflected future 
used as a near future, qualified by the time factor: 
’demain’. In the second example, the ’ne .... pas’ Is 
used for emphasis; it is, in fact, an emphatic negative. 
The grammar does not specifically mention the use of 
’demi-auxiliaires’ to express the future nor does it put 
forward the use of the modal inflected future. ’A French 
Reference Grammar’ does posit the use of the present 
tense instead of the future to express ’immediate 
likelihood’, ^f the two examples given both were 
literary but cceptable in a contemporary context. One 
of them, however, illustrated the present used as a near 
future. The grammar does not specifically deal with the 
use of aller + infinitive to express a near and immediate 
future. It does treat of the temporal, inflected future, 
one example showing it used as a near future and the other
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as a negative example which is not a modal ’défense* but 
which emphasises the statement. Ferrar does not deal 
specifically with the use of ’demi-auxiliaires* to 
express the future nor with the modal inflected future.
In ’The French Language: Present and Past’ by Glanville 
Price,1975, it is stated that there is no constant 
relationship between tense and time. The present tense, 
for example, may refer to the past or to the future:(P.165)
*Je pars demain’
In this example the time factor ’demain’ establishes 
’je pars* as a near future. This grammar does not stress 
the immediacy of the present tense used to express a 
future action. Of alter + infinitive the grammar states:
’Aller + infinitive. This construction is 
frequently termed the ’futur proche’ or 
’futur prochain’, a misleading term since 
the value of the construction is not to 
indicate that the action referred to will 
take place in the near future but to express 
a link between the present and the future; 
tiie future action is emphasised as, for 
example, having been already decided on 
or as a consequent or continuation of the 
present situation (P.239)
e.g,
Madame va vous voir tout de suite. (Simenon) 
Que va-t-on lui faire? (Simenon)
Si tu ne fais pas attention, tu vas tomber. 
Consequently, the construction can be used 
even with reference to a remote future:
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Cela va être coninode pendant ces cinquante 
ans qui nous restent à vivre. (Anouilh)
Et ça va durer dix-sept ans comme ça.’(Labiche) 
The Grammar notes: (P.239)
’The future action may indeed be more often 
than not one that is to take place in the 
near future, but this is a fact of external 
reality and not something that is specified 
linguistically’.
In the first example from the 2vth century writer Simenon: 
’Madame va vous voir tout de suite’, the time factor ’tout 
de suite* establishes this as an immediate future. The 
second example from Simenon: ’Que va-t-on lui faire?’ 
presupposes, in its interrogative form, that something 
will be done to the person spoken of, but this is aller 
+ infinitive used as a vague hypothetical future. In 
the third example: *Si tu ne fais pas attention, tu vas 
tomber, ’ the possibility of a future action is dependant 
on whether the person spoken to takes care or not. As, 
however, he has just had the danger pointed out to him, it 
is likely that he will be careful and that no future action 
of falling w 11 take place. This must then be considered 
a general future. The example from the 20th century writer 
Anouilh: ’Cela va être commode pendant ces cinquante ans 
qui nous restent à vivre,’ while containing a time phrase: 
’pendant ces cinquante ans’, is, in fact, expressing a 
present action which has already begun and which will 
conténue into the remote future. The same remoteness is 
true of the example by the 19th century writer Labiche:
’Et ça va durer dix-sept ans comme ça’. Though the 
action will go on for seventeen years, yet it is linked 
to the present because the period of seventeen years 
includes the p esent moment. For Price, then, aller +
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infinitive can be used to express any future action from 
an immediate future to a remote one, provided that the 
event is linked to the present moment. The use of the 
inflected future receives only scant mention in ’The 
French Language Past and Present’, Speaking of the fact 
that the present tense may refer to the future, Price 
states:
’On the other hand, the ’future’ may 
refer to a present probability:’ (P.165)
’II sera déjà là’.
This example, however, is not a temporal future but an 
inflected future used modally to express a possibility, 
an eventuality. The grammar comments on the inter­
changeability of the present and future tenses as follows
’The ’present’ tense is sometimes considered 
as a ’timeless’ tense which relates to 
present time only in the absence of any 
indication to the contrary.
In reality such oppositions as PRESENT- 
FUTURE ..... express many values other 
than or in addition to that of temporality, 
(P.165/166) e.g.
’il est déjà là - il sera déjà là - 
fact as opposed to probability’.
Of these two examples, the first is the present tense 
used to express a present situation which is qualified 
by the time factor ’déjà’. The second example shows the 
Inflected future used as a present tense to express a 
modal probability or eventuality. It is the inflected 
future used as a conjectural future. Price gives no
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example of the inflected future used as a temporal 
future, nor does he posit the use of demi-auxiliaires to
express a future action. In this Grammar the use of
the present tense to express an immediate future is not 
put forward. For Price, the present is a general purpose 
tense ’which relates to present time only in the absence 
of any indication to the contrary* (P,165), Aller + 
infinitive should not be used to indicate that an action 
will take place in the near future but to express a link 
between the present and the future. As a result this 
construction can be used to express even a remote future 
provided that there is the necessary link with the present 
moment. The use of the inflected future is very briefly
posited by Price and even then it is in contrast with
the present tense. Just as the present tense may express 
a future, so the future may refer to a present probability. 
The example given by Price showed the inflected future 
used modally as a conjectural future. The demi- 
auxiliaires" are not specifically posited by this work. It 
should be noted that Price is writing what is primarily 
an historical survey of the French language. As he says: 
’It is not possible to give here anything approaching a 
comprehensive survey of the use of the indicative.•«• in 
French (P.241)’.
In his ’L’Emploi temps en français1977/Henri Sensine 
states of the present tense e ployed as a future:
’Le présent s’emploie (P.10)
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•a la place du futur, mais plus rarement, 
lorsqu’on parle d’une chose prochaine ou 
bien lorsque l’action future est déjà 
indiquée par un mot dans la phrase. (P.10)
Example: Il vient ce soir (pour: il 
viendra ce soir). - Il part l’année prochaine 
(pour; il partira l’annee prochaine) ’.
The two examples given are useful illustrations of the 
present tense employed to express a future action but it 
should be noted tliat in the first one: ’ll vient ce soir’, 
the present tense expresses an immediate future, as 
qualified by the time factor ’ce soir’. In the second one, 
however: *11 part l’année prochaine’ the present expresses 
a remote future, as qualified by the time factor ’l’année 
prochaine’. Sensine does specify that the present tense 
is used when speaking of a near future action but he also 
states that it is used when the future action is indicated 
by a time factor. According to this second statement, the 
present tense could be used to indicate an immediate, a near 
or a remote future action. Speaking of the use of aller + 
infinitive to express the future, Sensine states:
’Outre la forme ordinaire, le français possède 
deux futurs composés qui se forment avec le 
présent des verbes aller et devoir pris comme 
auxiliaires: mais le sens n’est pas tout à 
fait le même dans les deux cas:
L’auxiliaire aller indique que l’action 
sera immédiate, on peut donc l’appeler le 
futur immédiat.
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Exemple: Je vais partir c’est-à-dire: Je 
partirai tout de suite).
Cette forme est analogue à l’anglais:
I am going to be good. (Je suis allant 
être sage)’. (P.46)
For Sensine then, aller + infinitive indicates an 
immediate future and there is no need for a time factor 
as the example given, ’Je vais partir’, is of itself 
sufficiently indicative of the future. He then treats 
of devoir 4 infinitive:
’L’auxiliaire devoir indique que l’action 
aura lieu sans préciser le moment, c’est 
un futur indéterminé. (P.46)
Exemple: Je dois partir bientôt,ce soir,demain 
ou plus tard,
(c’est-à-dire: Je partirai bientôt, ce soir, 
demain ou plus tard) ’.
In this example, Sensine is positing ’Je dois’ as an 
alternative to ’Je partirai’ but is devoir 4 infinitive a 
true future in this context? Presumably the speaker has 
not yet made up his mind about when exactly he will leave 
but one thing seems clear - his stay is a limited one. So 
that devoir in this example seems to be used in its lexical 
meaning of ’must’ and ’je dois’ is not a true substitute 
for ’je partirai’, Sensine continues:
’Quelquefois le verbe ’devoir’ employé comme 
auxiliaire au futur exprime qu’une chose 
arrivera infailliblement (P.47)
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Example: Tous les hommes doivent mourir 
(c’est-à-dire: mourront sûrement). Dans 
d’autres cas, il indique simplement 
l’intention.
Example: Je dois aller demain au theatre " 
(c’est-à-dire: J’ai l’intention d’aller demain 
au theatre) ’.
The first example given: ’Tous les hommes doivent mourir’, 
again shows devoir 4 infinitive used in its basic meaning 
of ’must’. It is a general statement of mortality, in the 
nature of a proverb or a piece of accumulated wisdom, 
rather than an announcement of a future action. Again in 
the second example: ’Je dois aller demain au theatre*, 
the stress is again on the basic meaning of devoir, ’must’, 
implying obligation. If intention were the main meaning 
then surely a different verb would have been employed, 
such as the ’J’ai 1 ’intention de...’ which is given as an 
alternative usage. It is this underlying suggestion of 
obligation which prevents devoir 4 infinitive from being 
m true auxiliary. To be the latter a verb should lose 
its basic meaning when it is employed with an infinitive. 
Sensine goes on to renind the reader of this basic meaning 
of devoir:
’II faut se rappeler que, dans son 
sens ordinaire, ce verbe devoir exprime 
l’obligation.
Example: Nous devons aimer nos parents. 
Quelquefois il exprime la probabilités
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Example: On ne la voit plus, elle doit 
être malade.
(c’est-à-dire: il est probable qu’elle est 
malade. Bien e.tendu, dans ces deux 
cas, il n ’est pas un auxiliaire’. (P.47)
It is true that the fi st example shows devoir used with 
lexical meaning of ’must* or ’ought to*: ’We must love 
our parents’. However, the second example: ’On ne la 
voit plus,elle doit être malade*, shows devoir losing 
its basic meaning of obligation and expressing a 
possibility, an eventuality. In this context, devoir 
is here used instead of the modal inflected future. 
Sensine then comments on the use of vouloir 4 infinitive:
’Le vehbe vouloir, que les personnes de 
langue allemande et les Anglais emploient 
constamment, par erreur, n’est pas un 
auxiliaire en français.
La phrase: Je veux voyager, ne signifie 
pas: je voyagerai.
En allemand elle se traduirait par l’expression: 
Ich bin entschlossen zu Reisen, c’est-à-dire: x
J’ai la volonté de voyager. En Anglais: I 
intend to travel, c’est-à-dire, j’ai 
l’intention de voyager.
Pour exprimer le futur immédiat les llemands 
et les Anglais devront donc se rappeler qu’il 
faut employer l’auxiliaire aller, qui est seul 
correct; (P.47)
Au lieu de dire:
Nous voulons sortir tout de suite - 
Nous voulons lire ce livre 
Ils diront:
Nous allons sortir tout de suite - 
Nous allons lire ce livre’.
If the English are constantly using vouloir as an
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auxiliary in French, this could be because the English 
word ’want* is in such frequent use. It should be noted 
that Sensine does state categorically; *Le verbe vouloir 
..... n ’est pas un auxiliaire en Français’. He then 
goes on to treat of the ’demi-auxiliaire’ avoir à; (P.47)
’On sait que le futur français dérive 
d’une locution latine populaire, formée 
du verbe habeo (j’ai) avec un infinitif. 
Aimerai, parlerai, dirai, qui s’écrivaient 
h l’origine aimer ai, parler ai, dire ai 
signifient littéralement j’ai à aimer, j’ai 
à parler, j’ai à dire et correspondent au 
latin amare habeo, loqui habeo, dlcere habeo
Il est resté quelquechose de cette construction 
dans la langue actuelle. On dit parfois à la 
place du futur simple:
j’ai à lire plusieurs livres 
j’ai à vous parler.
Voici ce que j’ai à vous dire.
Dans ces phrases, l’idée d’obligation 
s’ajoute à celle du futur proprement dit’*
In the first of these examples the implication of the 
speaker: ’I have several books to read’ is unqualified î 
try axfy time factor, but the itnpr ssion given is that the 
speaker is going to begin reading soon afterwards. Again, 
in the second example, the absence of any time factor 
suggests that the speaker wants to see the person spoken 
to right away. In the tr\ird example, the speaker uses 
an indication of time: ’Voici ce que.. ’ which implies 
that what the speaker wants to say to the listener is 
going to be said immediately. For Sensine, then, the
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construction ’avoir à* can sometimes be used ’à la place 
du futur simple’ but he does not elaborate on the adverb 
’parfois*. However, the examples given indicate its use 
as an immediate future. Of the ’futur simple* Sensine 
states:
’On emploie le futur simple; 
Pour indiquer une chose à venir 
certaine ou probable (P.46)
Example: Il sera ici demain. 
Nous partirons dans un mois. 
Vous verrez, il tombera malade
The first example is qualified by a time factor, ’demain’, 
and it shows the inflected future being used to express a 
near future. The second example also has a time factor, 
’dans un mois’, and this, too, shows the inflected future 
being used to express a near future. The third example, 
however: ’Vous verrez, il tombera malade’ is not a temporal 
future but a modal future expressing a possibility, an 
eventuality: ’You’ll see, he’s going to fall ill’. Of the 
modal future proper, Sensine posits:
’On emploie le futur simple:
A la place de l’impératif, et généralement 
comme en latin, pour ajouter une idée de X 
politesse à un ordre. (P.46)
Example:
Vous lirez ce livre (au lieu de: Lisez ce livre) 
Sous-entendu:Si vous voulez me faire plaisir’.
This is a satisfactory example of this use of the inflected 
future and it would be particularly relevant to a class­
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room situation. Sensine then continues by saying that the 
•futur simple* is used;
*Au lieu du présent, aussi par politesse; (P.46)
Examples Je vous avouerai que j’ai oublié 
votre commission.
Je vous direz qu’â mon avis vous avez tort, 
(au lieu des Je vous avoue, je vous dis)
The first example is a useful illustration of the inflected 
future being used instead of the present tense as an 
attenuated affirmation. The speaker is addressing someone 
of higher social standing or someone whom he admires and 
respects. The second example also shows the inflected 
future being used instead of the present to express an 
attentuated affirmation. The speakers in both tliese 
examples are toning down the directness of the present 
tense. Sensine does not posit the use of the modal inflected 
future to express a possibility or an eventuality. In this 
Grammar then, the use of the present instead of the inflected 
future is put forward when a near action is concerned or 
when the future action is qualified by a time factor. The 
first example showed the present being used as an immediate 
future but the second showed the present being used as a 
remote future. This is not in accordance with the consensus 
which posits the use of the present tense to express an 
immediate future. For Sensine, aller 4 infinitive is used 
to express an Immediate action, in fact he calls it ’le 
futur immédiat’. This is in accordance with the consensus. 
Speaking of the 'futur simple’, Sensine states that it 
indicates an action to come, certain or probable. His first
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example shows the inflected future used to express a near 
future, as does his second example. His third example, 
however, shows the inflected future being employed in 
a modal usage to express a possibility, an eventuality* Of 
the 'demi-auxiliaires*, Sensine classes devoir + infinitive 
along with aller + infinitive as an auxiliary* However 
in the example given, devoir 4 infinitive was being used 
in its basic meaning of ’must* or ’ought to*. Sensine 
states that devoir 4 infinitive is used to convey that 
an action will take place without fail. Again, however, 
the idea of devoir used in its basic meaning of ’must’ is 
evident in t le example given. When illustrating the use 
of devoir 4 infinitive to express obligation, Sensine’s 
second example showed devoir 4 infinitive expressing a 
modal possibility or eventuality. The use of vouloir 
4 infinitive as an auxiliary is categorically rejected 
by Sensine. He does, however, introduce the 'demi- 
auxiliaire* avoir à a d  he posits its use instead of the 
inflected future. In the three examples given, avoir à 
was used to express an immediate future. Sensine posits 
the use of the modal inflected future to express an 
imperative and also to express an attenuated affirmation.
He does not specifically deal with the use of the modal 
inflected future to express a possibility, an eventuality.
'Le Bon Usage’ of Grevisse^ iP^ O, posits the use of the present 
tense as an expression of the future. The present tense 
is used to mark:
’Un fait futur présenté comme 
conséquence directe et infaillible 
d’un autre: (P.832)
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s'il m*échappait un mot c'est fait 
de votre vie. (Racine, Bajazet)
Eh bien! prends Narbonne, et je t'en 
fais bailli. (Hugo Lég)
Deux mots de plus, duègne, vous êtes 
morte (Id. Hem) '.
The first example, a 17th century literary one of Racine, 
has little ffinity with contemporary French usage. The 
other two examples are 19th century literary ones from 
Victor Hugo. With their historical context and obsolete 
words these, too, would seem to have little to do with 
contemporary speech. For Grevisse, aller + infinitive is 
classed as a 'semi-auxiliaire*, that is, it is used 'à A
exprimer diverses nuances de temps'. These 'semi- 
auxiliaires' are 'tantôt auxiliaires de temps, tantôt 
auxiliaires de mode...' Of aller + infinitive, Grevisse 
states: (P.746)
'Aller s'emploie au présent de
l'indicatif pour marquer un futur
très proche par rapport au moment
présent.... Je m'en vais t'étonner (Rac.Mithr) •
Montez monsieur, il va mourir
Je vais vous la mconter, ma fièvre cérébrale
(M. Achard, Patate) '.
For this grammar, then, aller + infinitive does express 
'un futur très proche'. The first example is a 17th 
century literary one of Racine using s'en aller, which is 
a little remote from contemporary usage. The second 
example is a 19th century literary one from de Vigny: 
'Montez, monsieur, il va mourir.' In the absence of a 
time factor, it seems evident that the person concerned
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is going to die soon. In the third example, also a 
literary one from the 20th century writer Achards 
'Je vais v us la raconter, ma fièvre cérébrale', the
absence of a time factor indicates that the speaker is 
about to begin. The 19th and 20th century examples, then, 
show aller + infinitive being used as 'un futur très 
proche'. Of the 'semi-auxiliaire* devoir 4- infinitive, 
Grevisse posits:
'Devoir sert à présenter l'action comme 
vraisemblable, probable, plus ou moins 
certaine, obligatoire, convenable, nécessaire, 
souhaitable.••• La campagne doit être belle 
maintenant ...... Le courrier doit être ici
dans peu de jours '. (P.748)
He does not specifically posit devoir + infinitive as a 
replacement for the future tut of the descriptive 
adjectives ^Iven, 'vraisemblable, probable, plus ou moins 
certaine*, do have a future connotation. Of the two 
examples given, the first: 'La campagne doit être belle 
maintenant'. Is an illustration of devoir + Infinitive 
used as a conjectural future replacing sera. The time 
element 'maintenant* is part of the conjecture. The 
second example: *Le courrier doit être ici dans peu 
de jours', is a very useful illustration of devoir + 
infinitive used as a near future. In this example, 
devoir loses its basic meaning of obligation and with 
the Infinitive, becomes a true future, qualified by the 
time element: 'dans peu de jours'. Grevisse then
ft j
continues on the subject f semi-auxiliaires:
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'Etre en passe de, être sur le point 
de, être près de servent à indiquer un 
futur proche; la première de ces 
expressions ajoute ordinairement l'idée 
d'une situation favorable: (P.748)
Il est en passe de devenir officier.
Hélasî ce sont ces mêmes hommes qui sont 
en passe de nous gouverner demain (A Gide 
Joum) - Il est sur le point de partir, 
près de partir •
The first example: 'Il est en pass& de devenir officier’ is 
a satisfactory example of this usage, the idea of a 
favourable situation is reinforced by the word 'officier', 
a man in command. However, the second example from the 
20th century writer Gide: 'Hélas! ce sont ces mêmes hommes 
qui sont en passe de nous gouverner demain', cannot be said 
to represent a favourable situation as it egins with vhe 
exclamation: 'Hélas! ', expressing woe. The time element, 
'demain', does not here express nearness of action but it 
is used figuratively to indicate an undefined future time. 
The third example: 'II est sur le point de partir, près 
de partir*, is a useful Illustration of 'sur le point de* 
and 'près de*. Neither of these 'demi-auxiliaires* 
require a time factor as, of themselves, they express 
immediacy. Of the inflected future,Grevisse posits:
*Le futur simple marque la simple 
postériorité d'un fait par rapport 
au moment ou l'on parle: Il chantera 
aujourd'hui, demain, le mois prochain*. (P.712)
In this grammar, the inflected future can be used, then, to
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express an immediate future; *11 chantera aujourd'hui*, 
a near future: *11 chantera demain* and a mere istant
future: 'Il chantera le mois prochain*• Of the modal 
use of the inflected future, Grevisse says:
*Le futur simple prend parfois la 
valeur d'un présent pour atténuer 
la pensée et marquer une nuance d'extrême 
politesse (futur de politesse).
En recourant au futur, on semble 
donner l'illusion oue le fait présent 
n'est pas encore en voie de s'accomplir:
Je vous demanderai une bienveillante 
attention. Et je vous supplierai d'avoir 
pour agréable9 Que je me fasse un peu
grâce sur votre arrêt. (Mol.Mis.) (P.843)
The two examples given do not seem to be satisfactory 
illustrations of attenuated affirmation. The first one: 
'Je vous demanderai une bienveillante attention', is an 
obsolete form which has little in common with contemporary 
French usage. Likewise, the second example, which is from 
the 17th century. On the subject of the inflected future 
used modally, Grevisse continues:
'Dans le discours familier, le futur 
siraçie des verbes avoir et être s'emploie 
quelquefois au lieu du présent pour indiquer 
un fait comme simplement conjectural (futur 
d'éventualité); il vient après fe mention d'un 
fait dont il donne une sorte d'explication ou 
de commentaire..’.'. '
On veut nous attraper dedans cette écriture:
Ce sera («c'est probabl«nent) quelque énigme 
à tromper un enfant (La F.) - Pour qm, donc 
a-t-on sonné la cloche des morts? Ahl mon Dieu, 
ce sera pour î^e Rousseau (M.Proust, Du Côté
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de Chez Swann). M. Coma boeuf fit observer 
que certaines maisons offraient des grenades 
à 0 fr. 80 l'unité à partir de cinq cent 
mille. ‘ Ce sera de la pure camelote! dit 
Haverkarap en haussant les épaules'.
(J. Romains, Les hommes de b.vol).* (P. 843)
The first example, a 17th century one, is too far removed 
from contemporary French usage. It does however contain a 
useful remark by revisse in that he interprets the 'ce 
sera' of the conjectural future as meaning 'c'est 
probablement'. The econd example, also a literary one, 
is of the 20th century from Prousts This is a very useful 
example of this 'futur d'éventualité* and it is interesting 
in that it sseeras to carry a degree of conviction beyond 
the merely probable. The third example from the 20th 
century writer Jules Romains is an even more satisfactory 
illustration of the purely conjectural. Haverkamp has not 
seen the 'grenades’, he has only just been told about them. 
His reaction: 'Ce sera de la pure camelote! *, s wholly 
conjectural. Grevisse continues:
*Le futur simple s'emploie aussi, dans 
les phrases exclamatives, pour exprimer 
un fait présent contre lequel on s'indigne 
en le considérant comme prolongé dans le futur: 
Quoi! Ces gens se moqueront de moi! Eux 
seuls seront exempts de la commune loi 
(La F.F.) (P. 844-)
The only example given to illustrate this usage is of the 
17th century by La Fontaine, it cannot be taken as 
representative of contemporary French speech. The 
construction described by Grevisse seems to be that of an 
exclamatory future with overtones of indignation. The
X
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grammar then takes up the use of the inflected future to 
express an attenuated imperative:
*Le futur simple peut aussi s'employer 
avec la valeur d'un impératif futur 
(sens modal) pour atténuer l'expression 
d'un ordre, d'un souhait, d'une prière, 
ou pour marquer une volonté formelle: Vous 
ferez tenir cette lettre à Monsieur X,
Vous voudrez bien m'excuser, je vous prie.
Le bien d'autrui tu ne prendras. - Tu sauras 
(» sache) seulement que j'ai 
réussi dans mon entreprise'. (Muss. 
Lorenzaccio). (P.844)
The first two examples are illustrations of this usage, 
though: 'Vous ferez tenir cette lettre à monsieur x', is 
very formal. The third example: 'Le bien d'autrui, tu ne 
prendras', is e negative imperative or 'défense*. The 
fourth example is a literary one of the 19th century from 
de Musset. This is a satisfactory example of the inflected 
future used uo express 'une volonté formelle'. For Grevisse, 
then, the present tense is used to express m future action 
which is a irect and unfailing consequence of another 
action. He does not posit the use of the present tense 
to express an Immediate future. Here his findings differ 
from those of the consensus. his Cransnar does deal with 
the use of aller + infinitive as a near and Immediate 
future, this is In accordance with the c nsensus. Grevisse 
docs not specifically put forward the use of the inflected 
future as a more general, remote and hypothetical future - 
his examples show it being used as n immediate,  ^ near 
and a more distant future. In this he differs from the 
consensus. Of the 'demi-auxiliaires', this Grammar does
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present the use of devoir, 'être en passe de, être sur le 
point de' and 'être près de' as replacements for the 
inflected future. This is in agreement with the consensus. 
Of uhe inflected future used modally, Grevisse puts 
forward its use as an imperative, as an attenuated 
affirmation a d  as a conjectural future of possibility 
or eventuality. These are ccording to the consensus.
He also posits a modal exclamatory future expressing 
indignation. From the viewpoint of present day language, 
it is disappointing to find that many of the examples"give% 
in Grevisse are "rorn literary sources, some of them from 
17th century works. It would seen that 'Le Bon Usage' is 
aimed at the literary stylist.
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Chapter 2
The previous chapter revealed that the grammars, while 
adhering in the main to the consensus, did diverge from 
it on many occasions. It is now proposed to bring 
these divergencies together and list them. First of all, 
the present tense used as an expression of the future.
The Grammaire Française de l'Académie Française, while 
presenting this usage to express a 'futur très 
prochain', also puts forward its use to express a 
future action 'transporté au moment où l'on parle'
(P. 168) even though it tray be in the distant future.
This usage will be termed the anticipatory future. The 
speaker transfers the future action to the present 
moment and enjoys it in anticipation. This anticipatory 
future is also stated by the Grammaire Larousse du XX® 
Siècle: 'Dans des projets, le présent peut s'étendre à un 
futur assez éloigné' (P.322). ihe same grammar also 
posits the use of the present as a 'futur immédiat' which 
is in agreement with the consensus. For Wartburg and 
Zumthor, the present tense can he used to indicate a 
future action provided that a time factor is used to 
avoid ambiguity. The present can mean 'un avenir très 
proche' but this usage is rare and confined to 'la 
langue soignée' (P.95). De Boer does not specifically 
state any temporal use of the present to express the 
future. For him, it is 'le temps univerel, substitut 
général de toutes les autres formes verbales' (P.195).
The 'Comprehensive French Grananar' of Byrne and
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Churchill states tersely *In the case of the future,
French and English use much the same forms of expression 
and these are very L rgely interchangeable* (P.95).
This interchangeability of the present, aller 4- infinitive 
and the inflected future, to express a futur action is 
at variance with the consensus which allocates a 
particular temporal function to each of the three usages. 
The Grairanaire Larousse du Français Contemporain puts 
forward the use of the present tense as *un futur 
immédiat* but it points out that it must be 'souligné 
par un complément dô. temps' (P.338). For this Grarrenar, 
the use of a time element with the present tense is a 
necessary part of its usage as an expression of the 
future. This grammar then presents an anticipatory 
future using the same wording as the 'Grammaire 
Larousse du XX® Siècle . lor the 'Grand Larousse de 
la langue française', the present tense can express an 
imminent action or one more distant (in one example:
'Dans deux ans' (P.2117). It, too, stresses that a 
time phrase must be included in this usage, even if 
the present is expressing an immediate action. Ihis 
Grammar also presents an anticipatory future - the 
present used to express a future action that is 
already decided, however distant it ay be, and which 
is anticipated at the present moment. For Price, in 
his 'French Language, Past and Present', there is no 
constant relationship between tense and time and the 
present is given no specific temporal function, though 
the example given bears a time factor 'demain' (P.165).
For ensine, in his 'L'Emploi des temps en français', 
the present expresses 'une chose prochaine' (P.9)
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which accords with the consensus. It can also, however, 
express a more distant future when this is indicated by 
a time factor. In his *Le Bon Usage', Grevisse puts 
forward the use of the present tense to express 'un 
fait futur présenté comme conséquence directe et 
infaillible d'un autre' (P.832). In other words, two 
actions are involved in this usage, both of which are 
hypothetical. Grevisse does not ascribe any specific 
temporal function to the use of the present tense as 
an expression of the future and in this he differs from 
the consensus. To sura up, four grananars put forward 
the use of the present tense to express an anticipatory 
future. However far away the action may be in time, the 
speaker is anticipating it at the present moment. Two 
of the grarnmars refer to such future actions as 'projets' 
but the word 'projet*: 'Ce qu'on a l'intention de faire' 
according to the 'Dictionnaire du français contemporain' (P.946) 
covers any action which has been decided upon at the 
present moment and which will take place at a future date.
Five grammars state the use of the present tense to 
express future actions other than immediate, i.e. near 
and remote futures. Of these five, three stress that a 
time factor is essential to avoid ambiguity. For one 
grammar, the present tense may be used to express a 
future action which is a direct and unfailing consequence 
of another action. Where the use of the present tense 
to express a future is concerned, then, the following 
divergencies from the consensus have been presented: -
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i) The present tense used as an 
anticipatory future, in that 
it anticipates a future action, 
however remote, at the present 
moment.
ii) The present tense used as a near
future generally with a time expression 
to avoid ambiguity.
iii) The present tense used as a remote
future, generally with a time expression 
to avoid ambiguity.
iv) The present tense used to express a 
future action which is the direct 
consequence f another action.
VJhere the constiruction aller + infinitive used to express 
the future is concerned, there are also divergencies from 
the consensus. The 'Grammaire Larousse du XX® Siècle* 
puts forward s'en aller + infinitive to express and, 
indeed, to reinforce a future^très prochain* but the 
example .^ iven to illustrate its use; 'La vautour s'en 
allait le lier' (La Fontaine) (P. 350) is a 17th 
centuiy^  literary one. Wartburg and Zumthor do not 
allocate a specific temporal usage to aller 4- infinitive 
but state 'il présente le fait futur coime une prolong­
ation du présent' (P.9). For them, aller + infinitive 
expresses the present moment continuing into the future. 
De Boer, likewise, gives no temporal value to aller + 
infinitive but posits its use as a reinforcement of the 
vague, inflected future. For Lyme and Churchill,
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aller infinitive is interchangeable with the present 
and inflected future as an expression of a future action. 
The 'Grammaire Larousse du Français Contemporain' links 
aller 4- infinitive with the present moment. Tiauger, 
while stating that in 'français parlé ', aller 4* 
infinitive expresses a 'futur très proche' also puts 
forward its use as a modal, conjectural future:
'pa va etre quelque rôdeur' (P.235). i or the 'Grand 
Larousse de la langue française' there is a need for 
'une indication d'intervalle' when aller 4- infinitive 
is used to express a 'futur prochain' (P.2118). This 
work, too, puts forward aller 4* infinitive as the 
expression of a present tense continuing into tae future.
It stresses that in such a usage the basic meaning of 
aller is effaced, so uch so that one can also have 'aller' 
as the infinitive. In his 'French Language: Present and
Past^ 4 Price states that the term ’futur jroche'
(P.239), is misleading when applied to aller 4- infinitive 
as an expression of the future. For trice, this usage 
expresses a link between the present and future. The 
future action is already decided upon as a consequence 
or continuation of the present situation. ?or Price the 
'near future' is a part of external reality, not 
something that is specified linguistically. Indeed, 
for Price, aller 4- infinitive can be used of a renote 
future. For Grevisse, aller in this usage is cl ssed 
as a 'serai-auxiliaire' and it can oe used to express both 
temporal and modal nuances. It can express a 'futur 
très proche' (P. 746) but one linked to the present 
moment. Where the use of aller 4- infinitive to express 
the future is concerned, then, the following divergencies 
arise: -
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i) The use of s'en aller + infinitive 
as a reinforcement of a 'futur très 
prochain'.
ii) The use of aller 4- Infinitive to xpress 
a remote future.
iii) The use of aller + infinitive to express 
a modal conjectural future.
iv) The use of all er 4- infinitive to express 
a future action which is linked to the 
present moment and which is a consequence 
or continuation of the present situation.
Where the inflected future used to express a future time 
is concerned, there are also divergencies from the 
consensus definition that it expresses a 'more general, 
remote and hypothetical future'. Byrne and Churchill 
state that it is interchangeable with the present and 
aller + infinitive as an expression of the future. In 
other words, the inflected future may be used o express 
an immediate and near future as well as a remote one.
De Boer, while stressing the necessity of a time factor 
to make the inflected future less vague, gives its 
temporal function as the expression of 'la série heures, 
jour, mois, année' (P.196). Here, too, the inflected 
future can express an immediate and a near future as 
well as a remote one. Wartburg and Zumthor present 
the inflected future as being detached from and independent 
of the present moment, while Mauger states that it 
expresses the future 'par rapport au présent' (P.235).
No specific temporal function is given to the inflected 
future by the 'Grand Larousse de la langue française';
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its use ranges from the Immediate future ('dans cinq 
minutes') to the remote future ('à soixante ans')
(p.2116). Here the inflected future can also express 
an immediate and a near future as well as a remote 
one. For Grevisse, the time range of the Inflected 
future varies from 'aujourd'hui' and 'demain' to 'le 
mois prochain' (P.712). Four ratnmars thus put forward 
the use of the inflected future to .xpress an immediate 
and near future. One Grammar states that the inflected 
future, used to express a future action, must be linked 
to the present moment while another puts :orward the 
opposite. Where the use of the temporal inflected 
future is concerned, then, the following divergencies 
have been stated
i) The use of the inflected future to 
express an immediate future.
ii) The use f the inflected future to 
express a near future.
Of the construction devoir + infinitive used as a demi- 
auxiliaire to express a future action, there are 
divergencies in the Interpretation of this usage. For 
the 'Grammaire Larousse du XX® Siècle' it expresses a 
'futur indéterminé* (P.350). This is in accordance with 
the consensus. However,the writers on grammar Wartburg and
Zumthor present devoir + infinitive as 'l'infinitif 
futur' (P.9). Mauger states that 'auxiliaires 
secondaires' express 'le futur proche' (P.286), and 
he gives devoir 4- infinitive and 'être sur le point de'
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as examples. He also presents pouvoir + infinitive 
as the expression of a modal futur implying possibility 
or eventuality (conjectural future). Mauger had 
previously put forward aller 4- infinitive to express 
'un futur très proche' but he also presents it as an 
'auxiliaire secondaire' expressing 'le futur proche*.
The 'Grand Larousse de la langue française' states 
that devoir + infinitive expresses 'une action à venir 
prévue ou prévisible' (P.2118). This Grammar also 
states the use in 'français populaire' of vouloir + 
infinitive as 'une périphrase concurrente du futur dans 
certains emplois' (P.2118), What these particular 
uses are, however, the graimnar does not specify. For 
Sensine, devoir + Infinitive is a 'futur indéterminé.
It is a 'futur composé, sans préciser le moment' (P.46) 
being able to express a general future: 'Tous les hommes 
doivent mourir' or a simple intention: 'Je dois aller 
demain au theatre'. For Sensine, however, devoir + 
infinitive can also express a modal future: 'Elle doit être 
malade*. He also expressly makes the point that 
vouloir 4" infinitive is not used to express the future.
For Sensine, 'Avoir à* can take the place of the 'futur 
simple' (p.47). Grevisse, in 'Le Bon Usage' states that 
devoir + infinitive is used to describe an action that 
is 'vraisemblable, probable, plus ou moins certaine, 
obligatoire, convenable, nécessaire, souhaitable.' For 
Grevisse, 'être en passe de, être sur le point de, 
être près de, servent à indiquer un futur proche'(P.747). 
'Etre en passe de' has also the additional nuance of 
describing a favourable future situation. For two of 
the grammars, devoir 4* infinitive expresses a near
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future* For another two grammars this usage expresses 
an indeterminate future. ne Grammar states that 
devoir Infinitive can express a general future, a simple 
intention and even a modal future. The demi-auxiliaires are 
represented in one orammar by 'être en passade, être 
sur le point de, être près de', w ich express near futures. 
The first of these, 'être en passe de', has the additional 
nuance of describing a favourable situation. The 
construction 'avoir è' is put forward by one grammar as 
a replacement for the inflected future. In this usage, the 
idea of obligation is added to that of the future proper. 
However, for another grammar, 'avoir â' is not an auxiliary 
at all. One grananar states pouvoir 4- infinitive to be the 
expression of a modal possibility or eventuality. Another 
grammar states that in 'français populaire', vouloir 4- 
infinitive may be used to express the future,while this 
is denied in another work. %ere devoir 4- infinitive 
and other demi-auxiliaires are concerned, then, the 
writers on grammar have posited the following divergencies 
from the consensus:
i) Devoir 4* infinitive as a general 
statement.
jLi) Devoir 4- infinitive to express a 
simple intention.
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Devoir + infinitive to express a 
modal conjectural future.
Iv) Devoir -h infinitive as a future 
infinitive.
V) Avoir â instead of the inflected future, 
with a nuance of obligation added to that 
of the future proper.
vi) Pouvoir + infinitive to express a modal 
possibility or eventuality (conjectural 
future).
vii) Vouloir + Infinitive in français 
populaire, to express the future.
It is hoped that the examination of examples of 
contemporary French speech will resolve these differences 
of opinion on the use of devoir + infinitive and other 
demi-auxiliaires as expressions of the future.
According to the consensus, the inflected future is used 
as an imperative, as an attenuated affirmation, and as a 
conjectural future expressing a possibility or an 
eventuality. This modal use of the inflected future 
gives rise to the least divergence of opinion among the 
writers on grammar. The 'Gransnaire Larousse de la 
langue française* puts forward a modal 'futur exclamatif*
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(P.2117), aid this same usage is also stated by Grevisse 
to describe a present fact, continuing into the future, 
about which one is indignant. This 'futur exclamatif*, 
which has an aspect of indignation, can be called a 
'futur d'indignation*. Mauger presents the use of the 
inflected future to express a modal 'perspective à 
envisager* (P.236), but this particular usage can be 
included under the consensus heading of a conjectural 
possibility or eventuality. So that the inflected 
future, used modally, shows only the following 
divergencies from the consensus:-
i) the inflected future used to
express a modal 'futur exclamatif'.
ii) the inflected future used to express 
a modal 'futur d'indignation'.
It should be noted that while other grammars have 
previously spoken of 'modes', de Boer is the first to 
use the specific term 'futurs modaux*. He also is the 
first to describe the inflected future used to express 
a modal possibility or eventuality as a 'futur 
conjectural* (P.197). It is all the more surprising, 
then, that he should state categorically that *Tu ne 
tueras pas' (P.197) is a normal temporal future when 
it can only be a modal negative imperative or défense.
It should also be noted that Wartburg and Zumthor stress 
the importance of intonation in the modal use of the 
inflected future and this point is also taken up by
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the 'Grand Larousse du Français Contemporain'. The 
latter work emphasises the hypothetical aspect of the 
inflected future to lessen the reality of an action. It 
also stresses the importance of intonation as a means 
of conveying the will of the speaker. These aspects of 
intonation will be borne in mind when examples of the 
modal, inflected future as used in contemporary speech 
are examined. The intonation used in these examples 
was noted at the time of recording. The foregoing 
chapters are then, the background against which 
examples of contemporary French speech, collected during 
research for the present enquiry, will be examined.
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CHAPTER 3
The consensus of grammatical opinion must now be 
considered in the light of contemporary French usage. For 
example, J.E. Mansion in his *A Grammar of Present-day 
French' (P.60), says of the present tense;
'As in English, it is used familiarly 
as an immediate future:
j'arrive dans un instant. 
I'm coming in a minute'.
Is the present tense used in French speech today to express 
an itmnediate future? On 7 July 1976, in the rue de Rennes, 
Paris, one construction worker called to another during a 
break: 'Dites, le travail, nous y finissons aujourd'hui'.
This was expressed as a stateioent of fact, there was no 
nuance of interrogation. In this case, 'le travail' did 
not refer to the whole building', which was incomplete, 
but to an item of specialist welding on which these two men 
had been engaged. This example is a satisfactory illustration 
of the present tense, 'nous y finissons', used as an 
immediate future and qualified by the time adverb 
'aujourd'hui'. On the 12 July 1976, a woman who was lunching 
with friends at the Parisian café, 1'Univers, exclaimed:
'Oh, cette chaleur! Je bois de la limonade après le repas, 
au lieu du café'. Here both the cause, 'cette chaleur' and 
the time, 'après le repas', of the future action are given 
to make this a useful example of a present tense, 'je hois', 
used as an immediate future. On the 14 July 1976, the
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national holiday, one young man said to another outside the 
Hotel de Ville: 'Tiens, Jacques, après le son-et-lumière, 
on voit les feux d'artifice'. At the time of speaking, 
large pictures of French second world war personalities 
were being projected on to the front of the Hotel de ille 
itself. This example is a satisfactory illustration of 
a present tense, 'on volt', used uo express an immediate 
future, qualified by the time phrase 'après le son-et- 
lumière*. In the café of the Alliance Française, on 16 
July 1.976, two students had just been served with coffee.
As they were looking for a place one said to the other 
in a low voice: 'On va draguer les deux nanas, la-bas?
Je prends, moi, la brune...'. The two students then went 
straight to the table where the girls were sitting. The 
boundary between the present tense used as a present and 
as a future is here a fine one. Nevertheless, the 
statement was made as the two students were on their way 
to the table, so the action of getting into conversation 
with the girls was necessarily subsequent to the moment 
of speaking. 'Je prends' is then a satisfactory example 
of a present tense used to express an immediate future.
One student having a beer at the counter ?f the café 
l'Univers on 18 July 1976, saw an acquaintance come in and 
stand at the far end of the counter. He called out to 
him: 'Viens, je t'achète un verre'. Here again the 
distinction between the present tense used as a present 
and as a future is a fine one. The two students already 
knew each other fairly well, so there was a strong 
likelihood of the future action being implemented. At the 
time of rpeaking, though, this action was still in the 
future, so that this example is a satisfactory illustration
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of the present tense used as an immediate future. Sitting 
at a Parisian cafe on the morning of 20 July 1976, two 
friends were talking about their plans for the evening.
One of them remarked: *Ce soir, j'escorte Monique au 
cinéma'. This is a useful example of a present tense 
*j'escorte', used as an immediate future, qualified by 
the time factor 'ce soir'. On the 23 July 1976, two 
young men were talking outside the Sorbonne Chapel, 
about a lecture they tiad been to the previous day. One 
of them remarked: 'Tu as vu la blonde? Je la drague après 
la conférence d'aujourd'hui'. This is another example 
of a present tense, 'je drague', used as an immediate 
future, qualified by a time phrase 'après la conférence 
d'aujourd'hui*. In a shop in the rue de Rennes on the 
morning of 25 July 1976 a man was asking about a particular 
type of washing machine: 'Vous en avez les détails?'. Tlie 
assistant replied: 'Je vous les envoie cet après-midi'.
Here again is an example of the present tense, 'je vous 
les envoie* used as an immediate future qualified by the 
time element 'cet après-midi'. Two friends met in the 
boulevard Montparnasse on 30 July 1976. After exchanging 
greetings, one said to the other: 'Où vas-tu, mon vieux?' 
His friend replied: 'Oh, je balade, mais dans un ieu, 
je commence le boulot'. The time factor 'dans un peu' 
here has its literal meaning of 'shortly' because after 
a few exchanges, the same man commented that it was time 
for him to be going to work. This time phrase 'dans un 
peu' makes 'je c mmence', a present tense used as an 
immediate future. On the same day, the 30th July 1976, 
two young men were talking at a café on the same
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boulevard Montparnasse. One exclaimed jokingly to the 
other: *Je t'al vu hier soir! '. The other young man replied 
coolly: 'Ah, oui} Je suis encore avec elle ce soir*. In 
this example, the time element *ce soir', denoting the 
immediacy of the action, makes 'je suis' an illustration 
of a present tense used to express an immediate future.
This is also a useful example of the vividness of the 
present tense w en employed in this usage. On the 26 
March 1977, a French mother said to her daughter at midday: 
'Bon, on va manger parce que moi je travaille dans une heure^ 
(AM). The speaker always worked at that particular time.
Here the present tense, 'Je travaille' is qualified by a 
time phrase 'dans une heure' and it represents an immediate 
future. In the same household on the 2 April 1977, a friend
had called who asked the daughter: 'Et dis Mémère elle n'est 
pas rentrée, hein? The daughter replied: 'Mémère, eile 
rentre ce soir* (AM). Ihis was said in a firm, confident 
tone of voice with the stress on 'ce soir'. The actual 
return of Fiémère was not in doubt, the time of her return was 
now being discussed. The present tense 'elle rentre' is 
qualified by the time element 'ce soir* making it a very 
useful example of the present tense used as an immediate
future, n^ the early morning 'Informations' of France-
Inter on 16 May 1977, it xas stated:
'France-Inter a engagé son action en 
faveur des jeunes demandeurs d'emploi... 
Inter-jeunes aujourd'hui, par exemple, 
donne des précisions sur la prime de 
mobilité. Demain, nous proposerons mille 
emplois dans les PTT.'
Here the reader of 'Page pratique' was announcing two
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special programmes for young people who were looking for 
jobs. One, 'sur la prime de mobilité' was to be given at 
the end of the 'informations' the other would be given 
at the same time the following day. The present tense 
'on donne' is qualified by the time adverb 'aujourd'hui' 
and it is a very satisfactory example of a present tense 
used to express an immediate future. Though recorded, this 
programme would be an immediate future for the young people 
listening to it. It is a matter of interest in this 
example that the present tense is used to express the 
immediate future, while the inflected future is used for 
tomorrow's programme. During the call-in programme on 
France-Inter on 2 June 1977, Anne Gaillard stated: 'Nous 
reprenons un autre appel. Bonjour, c'est à vous' (AM).
She had just finished dealing with a telephone query from 
a listener. The future action expressed by 'nous 
reprenons* could not be more immediate as her next remark: 
'Bonjour, c'est à vous* was actually addressed to the 
next caller who had already been put through to her. On 
the 10th June 1977, Anne Gaillard, after some preliminary 
remarks, opened her programme with: 'Nous prenons tout 
de suite un premier appel. Bonjour, c'est à vous' (AM).
Here again, 'nous prenons' expresses a future action of 
absolute immediacy. Not only is the present tense qualified 
by a time element 'tout de suite', but the first caller 
has al eady been put through to the speaker and she is 
asking him to put his question. hortly afterwards, in 
the same programme, the same situation occurred.
Anne Gaillard announced: 'On reprend un autre appel. 
Bonjour, c'est à vous* (AM). Here again, 'on reprend* 
illustrates the present tense used to express an immediate
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future. As in the previous two examples, the next caller 
is already on the line, and is being spoken to by 
Anne Gaillard. The compère in a programme on France- 
Inter on 11th June, introduced her panel of experts as 
follows:
*Les invités que je vous présente 
par ordre alphabétique, répondent 
en direct sur France-Inter à 
vos questions, jusqu'à midi ' (AM).
Here again, are two present tenses, 'présente and 
répondent', expressing a very immediate future. The guests 
are be ng introduced to the listeners preparatory to the 
start of the actual programme. Several friends who had 
just left a Parisian café on 4 /ugust 1977, were arrangiBg 
a meeting that same evening. One of them liad to hurry off
and when his friends reminded him of the time of reeting,
he replied: 'j'y suis' in the sense of 'I'll be there!'
No time element was necessary in this example because this
was present in the context - the meeting had been arranged 
for that same evening. Even in its 'français familier' 
meaning of 'I'm your man', this example would still 
qualify as a present tense used as an immediate future 
because this phrase would signify acquiescence. On the 
6 August 1977, two men met and sat down at a table in 
the Café de 1'Univers, boulevard Raspail. One said to 
the other: 'Que veux-tu? Je prends un sirop, moi'. Tlds 
is a very satisfactory illustration of the present tense 
used as an immediate future. Though sitting do\m at a 
table ic part of the process of getting the*sirop, yet 
the drink has not yet been rdered. Its consumption
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is subsequent, then, to the moment of speaking* At a 
Paris concert on 8 August 1977, two friends, a man and 
a woman, were talking in t'^ e foyer during the interval*
The man asked the woman* *Qu*est*ce que tu fais après 
le concert?* ihough the form is interrogative, the time 
phrase *après le concert* places any suggested action 
‘firmly in the future* This makes *tu fais* a satisfactory 
example of a present tense used as an immediate future.
In the * Journal* of France-Culture on 8 February .1978 
it was announcedj
*Le Président Sadat termine aujourd'hui 
son voyage aux Etats Unis. Avant de 
quitter Washington il rencontrera une 
dernière fois le président Jimmy Carter*.
In this example, the time adverb 'aujourd'hui* makes 
the present tense 'termine* a straightforward illustration 
of a present tense used to express an immediate future. 
This text is interesting because though President Sadat's 
final meeting with President Jimmy Carter is necessarily 
an action which takes place prior to his leaving the 
country, yet the inflected future 'rencontrera* is 
used as an immediate future, qualified by the time phrase 
'Avant de quitter Washington*, to express this meeting. 
Though both these verbs express immediate future actions, 
it seems that the present 'termine* expresses the general 
fact of President Sadat's leaving the country and the 
inflected future 'recentrera* a particular action that 
will take place before he actually does so. The fact 
that President Sadat was leaving the United States was 
repeated in a later bulletin: *Le Président Sadat quitte
les Etats-Unis aujourd'hui*. As in the previous example.
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the time element 'aujourd'hui* makes the present tense 
'quitte* an expression of the immediate future. As 'termine* 
in the previous news bulletin, so 'quitte* is here 
expressing the general fact that President Sadat will be 
leaving the United States on that particular day. France- 
Culture, in its morning 'Journal* of 10 February 1978 
announced:
*Le Président Sadat qui s'entretient 
aujourd'hui à Hambourg avec le Chancelier 
Sctaidt, ne renonce pas à sa politique de 
paix*.
The particular action of the day is the eeting with 
Chancellor Schmidt, the general action is that 
President Sadat will not be giving up his policy of 
peace. Yet in this example, the verbs expressing these 
two actions re both in the present tense. The first 
•s'entretient*, qualified by the time adverb 'aujourd'hui*, 
expresses an immediate future. Of *ne renonce pas', the 
fact that he is today meeting with the West German 
Chancellor confirms that President Sadat will be 
continuing his work for peace. Here 'ne renonce pas' 
is an emphatic negative. One could say that it represents 
a reversal of the positive in order to obtain greater 
emphasis. In this context, *ne renonce pas' can be 
accepted as an immediate future which will continue until 
President Sadat's peace aims are achieved. At a cafe 
in St Tropez in the rooming of 6 July 1978, the 
proprietor of a café called to one of his waiters to 
put up the paresol shades which had been closed during 
the night. The waiter replied: *Je le fais tout de suite*.
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This example shows a very fine distinction between the present 
and the future. '^s he spoke, the waiter bad already moved 
towards the door, he had already Initiated the process of 
opening the parasols. Nevertheless, the factual opening 
of the sunshades is necessarily subsequent to the moment 
of speaking. On ? November 1979, a convalescent was 
interviewed by France-Inter in his own home. When asked ' 
how he was getting on, he replied: *Ce matin, je sors 
de le maison', ^ere the time element 'Ce matin' establishes ^  
'je sors' as a straightforward present tense used  ^ an 
immediate future. Previously, the speaker had been too 
unwell to leave the house. During the Pierre Douglas and 
Annette Pavey show of France-Inter on 4 November 1979,
Pierre said to a phone-in contestant: 'Après quelques 
seconds, vous entende» l'indicatif'. The itmnediacy of ^ 
the action is shown by the time element 'Après quelques 
seconds'. The actual hearing of the signature tune which A
the contestant had to identify must be subsequent to the 
utterance of Pierre Douglas. 'Vous entendez' is, then, 
a present tense used to express an immediate future. In
' I
the same programme, a winning contestant was asked how he 
spent his day - what he did, for instance, after coffee 
and 'croissants* at his favourite cafe: 'Vous vous rendez X  
ensuite au bureau?' Here the time factor 'ensuite', 
referring to the period following the taking of 'petit 
déjeuner', establishes 'Vous vous rendez', although 
as a present tense used to mpresa an 
inroediate future. Another contestant in the early 
morning programme on 28 January 1981, was asked what time 
he would be setting off for work that day. He replied:
*Je pars à huit heures, comme d'habitude*. Again the
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time factor *à huit heures * of the same day, shows 'je
pars' to be a present tense used to express an iosaediate
future. On the 1 February 1981 in the France-Inter 
programme 'Le Masque et la Plume*, the following comment 
was made about a Japanese film under discussion: *Au 
commencement c'est un peu étrange, mais ca finit par 
vous plaire'• For the speaker, the film did not make 
a good impression at the beginning but it subsequently 
became enjoyable. He is suggesting that it will do the 
same for the studio audience. There is a cime element
at work here, the duration of the film, and 'ça finit*
can be accepted as a satisfactory example of a present 
tense used to express a future action. In an early 
morning France-Inter phone-in contest on 2 March 1981, 
a competitor was told: 'Ecoute, mon ami; oe soir il y a 
un match de fut'. In this example, the time phrase *Ce
soir* establishes *il y a* as a present tense used to express
an immediate future. M. Giscard d'Estaing, speaking in 
the trance-Inter 'Journal des Présidentielles' on 27 
April 1981, said of François Kitterand: X
'Désormais, M.Mitterand, qu'il le veuille /
ou non, qu'il le sache encore ou non, parle 
aussi au nom des communistes.'
Here is a political statement made by the 'président 
sortant* about his opponent in the presidential elections, 
and which is intended to be understood by listeners 
throughout France. Spoken with emphasis, it refers to 
the possibility of there being communist ministers in a 
future socialist government. It begins with a strong time
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element 'Désormais*, which sets the future action as 
taking place immediately after the utterance has been 
made. This future action continues over a limited 
period of time in the specific context of the presidential 
election. The verb 'parle* can, then, be accepted as a 
present tensed used to express an immediate future 
continuing for a limited period (that of the presidential 
campaign). The following day on 28 April 1981,
Francois Fiitterand was asked about his politics during X 
an 'Informations' programme of France-Inter. He seemed 
to be commenting on the previous example by Giscard d'Estaing 
when he said;
'Pendant ma campagne électorale, je
parle, moi, our tous ceux qui veulent ^
le changement'.
in this example there is a clearly-stated time element,
'Pendant raa campagne électorale', which, at the moment 
of speaking had already started. The future action 
becomes operative, then, from the moment that this 
utterance is made. Consequently the present tense, 'Je 
parle' can be accepted as expressing an immediate future 
continuing for a limited period of time (the length of 
the presidential campaign). These examples do show 
that the use of the present tense as an expression of 
an immediate future action, has become normal in present- 
day spoken French. The consensus definition of this 
particular usage has proved to be correct.
The consensus posits the use of aller + infinitive to
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express a near and Immediate future, ior example, Sensine, 
in his 'L'Emploi des temps en français' (P.46) says of 
this usage:
'L'auxiliaire aller indique que l'action 
sera iirraédiate^  on peut donc l'appeler 
le futur immédiat'.
and the 'Grand juarousse de la langue française' (P.2118) 
States:
'La périphrase aller -f infinitive 
se substitue couramment au futur dans 
la plupart de ses valeurs mais avec 
une indication d'intervalle qui a valu 
d'être appelée futur prochain.....'
Is this usage sustained,however,by examples from 
contemporary French speech? On 18 August 1976, a secretary 
in a Parisian office was heard to say: 'Je vais le voir 
dans une heure*. A letter had arrived at the office for 
a particular individual and the speaker had offered to 
give it to him. *Je vais le voir' had already been 
decided upon (it wjuld be during her lunch break) and 
the immediacy of the future action is expressed by the 
time element 'dans une heure'. On the 26 March 1977 a
a speaker in Paris looked at the clock in her kitchen
and declared: 'Bon, on va manger parce que moi je 
travaille dans une heure* (AH). The time expression
'dans une heure* referred specifically to the fact that
she had to begin work in an houris time. 'On va manger* 
expresses, then, an immediate future. Shortly afterwards, 
while they were at table, the same speaker said to her
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daughter: 'Alors demain.,, c'est le soir que vous allez 
danser?' (AM), Ihough her daughter always went dancing 
on this particular evening of the week, the mother is 
seeking confirmation of the fact. In this context, the 
future action has already been decided upon. Though 
interrogative, 'vous allez danser' can be accepted as 
an example of aller + infinitive used to express a near 
future, qualified by the time element 'demain'. Her 
laughter's friand,who liad been on holiday with the faudly, 
was r turning home the day aftcu the dance. The same 
speaker commented: 'Elle va repartir plus fatiguée que 
quand elle est arrivée' (AM). The day of the friend's 
departure had already been decided upon so that, though 
the fact that she may be more tired is hypothetical, yet 
the actual journey is not. 'Elle va repartir' can, then, 
be accepted as expressing a near future. A boy friend of 
the daughter said after the meal: 'Je vais egarder le 
match Irlande/France' (AM). The game was being shown on 
television that same afternoon and 'je vais regarder* is 
then an expression of an immediate future. Idien it came 
to the sweet, the mother exclaimed: 'C'est longtemps que 
je l'ai mon pouding, alors il va être excellent' (AM).
She had already se ved the pudding and had a portion 
on her plate but she had not yet tasted it. This makes 
'il va être* a satisfactory example of an immediate 
future. Speaking of politics during the meal, the other 
announced her intention of becoming involved again: *Je 
vais recommencer,mais différemment* (AM). This is a 
statement of intent on the part of the mother* Though 
it is unqualified by any indication of time, the mother 
knows that she is going to take up political work again.
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In the context of this intention, 'je vais reconmencer* 
can be accepted as an example of aller + infinitive used 
as a near future. Asked a out her political plans, the 
mother replied* *Euh, moi, je vais m'occuper des biens 
cormnunaux* (AM). Here again, she is making a statement 
of intent. She has already decided upon her field of 
activity. *Je vais m 'occuper* can be accepted, then, as 
a near future. On the following day, the mother and a 
friend were discussing a recent power failure. The 
friend commented: *Moi, je vais racheter du pétrole pour 
mettre dans ma lampe...' (AM). There is no time factor 
in this example but there is a statement of intent. As 
a precaution against a possible future black-out, she 
is going to buy s me more paraffin for her lamp. In this 
context, her intent is evident, *Je vais racheter* 
expresses then, a near future. Talking to a friend on 
the same day, a arisian speaker spoke of her grandmother 
who was returning from a visit to relatives in the south: 
'Elle va crever dans sa maison quand elle va rentrer'(AM). 
Here she was speaking specifically of her grandmother 
returning to an unheated house. However, 'elle va crever* 
is not a true temporal future but an emotional modal 
future. The second example: 'Quand elle va rentrer' 
posits an action that has already been decided - the 
grandmother is going to return home. This illustration 
then, expresses a near future. It should be noted that 
there may be sequence of tenses involved in this example. 
That same day, 29 arch 1977 a speaker in Paris said 
to her daughter: 'Ça y est? Tu t'en vas?' To which the 
daughter replied: 'Ah, je ne vais pas retarder* (AM).
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Here is an example of aller + infinitive used in the 
negative. Instead of using the positive 'I'm going to 
hurry', the daughter employs an emphatic negative. In 
this context the negative form can be accepted as an 
immediate future. No time element is stated but the 
daughter was in the process of getting ready when she 
spoke. On 2 April 1 77, a student was asked by her 
landlady: 'Mais, qu'est-ce que vous allez faire après?' 
(AM). The time element here is 'après* referring to the 
completion of hei studies, in this case, a period of five 
months. Here is an example of aller 4- infinitive used 
in the interrogative. However, a future action is 
obviously going to take place when the period of study 
is over. In this context, 'Vous allez faire* is a 
satisfactory example of a near future. The daughter of 
a Parisian household was asked on the same day, 2 April 
1977, about a friend of hers who was due back from a visit 
to relatives. She replied: 'Martine, elle est rentrée 
hier...alors, on va aller la voir cet après-midi' (AN). 
This is an example of an immediate future qualified by 
the time element 'cet après-midi*. Later on, the 
daughter asked the same friend: 'On va y aller?'. Getting 
no response, she rose to go with: 'On y va?' (AM). Here 
'On va y aller?' is in the interrogative but the subsequent 
action of getting up to go,leaves no doubt that the action 
will be performed. In this context, 'On va y aller* is 
an acceptable illustration of aller + infinitive used as an 
immediate future. These last two examples, 'on va aller la 
voir* and 'on va y aller* are interesting because they 
show the verb aller used both as an auxiliary and as an
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accompanying infinitive. On 3 lay 1977, the daughter 
of a Parisian household said to her mother: 'Les 11 
et 12 juin, je vais voir une course automobile avec des 
amis' (AM). This is a clear statement of intent which 
makes 'je vais voir' a near future. In the afternoon of 
the same day, the daughter said to her mother:
'II faut que je t'annonce une 
mauvais nouvelle qui va te 
mettre en colère. Je suis
certaine que tu devines un peu ^
près quoi'. (AM)
The speaker is in no doubt that the news will affect her 
mother and make her angry. She can state this with 
confidence. No time factor is used because the piece of 
news is going to he told after the preliminary announcement, 
'Va te mettre en colère' is then, an example of aller + 
infinitive used to express an immediate future.
Anne Gaillard on 4 May 1977 had a France-Inter phone-in 
programme on the Catholic traditionalists. She began by 
saying to the cleric who was with her:
'Monseigneur, vous savez bien que 
vous allez avoir des questions qui., 
seront pas d'accord avec ce que vous 
faites ...'
The compère assumes as a certainty that there will be 
anti-traditionalist questions and is preparing her 
guest for these - the 'vous savez bien' is a reinforcement 
of her conviction. In view of the latter, 'vous allez 
avoir' is an acceptable example of aller + infinitive used
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to express an Immediate future. On the following day, 
5 May 1977, Anne Gaillard had a France-Inter phone-in 
programme on the law as it affected the handicapped. 
Speaking about the financial help provided by the 
government she <aid:
*.. simplement, les allocations, 
il était difficile de les fixer 
plus haut, parce qu'elles représentent 
déjà, je vais citer des chiffres exacts 
tout à l'heure, des sommes considérables'.
Here a welfare worker had phoned in to make the point 
that the majority of handicapped people were not 
receiving sufficient help from the government. During 
her reply, which is couched in general terns,
Anne Gaillard makes a statement of intent: 'je vais citer 
des chiffres exacts tout à l'heure'. She is aware that 
"des sommes considérables' is too vague to satisfy her 
listeners. Her statement of intent contains a time 
element, 'tout à l'heure* which stresses the immediacy 
of the future action. On 6 May 1977, the France-Inter 
phone-in prograrane was concerned with food and heart 
disease. Anne Gaillard began the prograirane by announcing:
'Professeur Renaud, nous allons 
prendre tout de suit un premier 
appel concernant ce sujet: les 
habitudes alimentaires et les 
maladies cardiaques'.
In this example there is a statement of intent: 'nous 
allons prendre tout de suite un premier appel'. This 
is then, an illustration of an immediate future qualified
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by a time adverb 'tout de suite'. A little later, 
Professor Renaud asked the compère in the course of 
a reply to a caller:
'Vous voulez qu'on ... qu'on entre 
un petit peu dans le détail des 
graisses?'
to which the compère replied:
'Oui c'est ça. Je voulais vous 
demander d'ailleurs, euh, parce que 
si vous voulez,j'ai un petit problème 
personnel que je vais explorer peut- 
être après, si vous avez le temps.'
Here, the 'petit problème personnel' of the compère is 
linked to the question of Professor Renaud. She has 
the intention of asking him about this very thing. Even 
if the professor does not have time to discuss her 
problem after the programme, she still has the intention 
of finding out about it. In this context 'je vais explorer' 
can be accepted as an expression of a near future. On 
5 April 1977 two men stood talking on a Parisian pavement.
'Vous êtes libre demain soir?'
'Mais demain soir il y a un match de fut' ^
'Ah, vous allez voir un match de fut demain?'. X
They were trying to arrange a meeting on the morrow. The 
listener had explained that he was going to see a football 
match the next day, so that .his is a fact already decided. 
Though the utterance was made as an interrogative, the 
speaker is not really asking a question. He is rather
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filling in a hiatus in the conversation by repeating 
what the listener had just said. In this context, the 
construction 'vous allez v ir' can be accepted as a near 
future qualified by the time adverb 'demain'. In a 
France-Inter . phone-in programme on editors and authors of 
10 iiay 1977, the compère announced:
'Tout de suite nous allons parler de 
ce qui a été la dernière chose dont 
nous avons parlé hier, c'est-à-dire, 
les nègres'.
Here the adverb, 'tout de suite', establishes 'nous 
allons parler' as an immediate future. The compère 
continued her preamble and then repeated the beginning 
of the last example:
'Tout de suite nous allons parler 
de ce qui a été la conclusion, 
enfin la dernière chose dont nous 
avons parlé hier, c'est-à-dire les 
nègres, et Marcel Routier, vous allez 
nous en parler. Alors...'
Here again, the time adverb 'Tout de suite* qualifies 
'nous allons parler' making . it an immediate future. 
Towards the end of the utterance, there is another 
use of aller + infinitive 'vous allez nous en parler'. 
There is no need for a time element to be used with 
this example. Marcel Routier is there for the express 
purpose of talking about the particular subject under 
discussion. Iiranediately after the utterance, the 
compère launches into the phone-in proper, 'Alors...'. 
This makes 'vous allez nous en parler' a satisfactory
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example of aller *f* infinitive used to express an 
immediate future. On the n  May 1977, the subject 
for discussion on a France-Inter phone-in prograirane was 
'la distribution des livres'. During the programme, the 
compère stated:
'... si l'on pousse plus loin l'analyse, 
et q e l'on voit que se. développe un 
certain type de librairie ou un système 
est amplifié d'une manière démesurée, je 
vais prendre des chiffres....'
ïhe figures to which he was going to refer concerned an 
analysis of distribution systems which he had been 
investigating. The quoting of figures followed 
immediately after the utterance had been completed, so 
that no time indication was necessary. 'Je vais prendre' 
is, then, a useful example of aller + infinitive used to 
express an immediate future. In her phone-in programme 
on France-Inter on 17 May 1977, Anne Gaillard announced: 
'Dans quelques instants nous allons prendre un premier 
appel^ si vous voulez bien'. This utterance was followed 
by a few seconds of music. Here the time phrase, 'Dans 
quelques instants', establishes 'nous allons prendre' 
as a straightforward illustration of an iomediate future. 
In this example the phrase 'si vous voulez bien' does 
not impose any kind of condition on the accomplishment 
of the action. It is a polite phrase which is devoid of 
any factual content. During the France-Inter 'Actualités' 
of 18 May 1977, it was stated:
'Attention aux automobilistes qui pour 
la week-end de l'Ascension, vont rouler 
dans la région de Maçon.'
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The speaker was describing a festival which was being 
held in the district and, in particular, he was ;sking 
walkers to e careful of cars which would be converging 
on Mâcon or the folk festival. There is a time phrase, 
'pour le week-end de l'Ascension', and 'vont rouler' 
is, then, a near future. A little later on in the same 
programme the speaker stated:
'Pendant ce week-end, nombreux sont les 
citadins qui vont chercher à la campagne 
des chambres à louer pour l'été*.
Again he was speaking of Ascension week-end but no 
particular reason was given for this search for summer 
holiday accommodation. It could be that it was a 
tradition of French social life in a particular region. 
In this situation, the experience of the speaker, a 
writer on country affairs, has to be taken into account. 
In this context, 'vont chercher' can be accepted as 
an expression of a near future, qualified by the time 
phrase 'Pendant ce week-end*. On the 20 fay 1977, the 
compère of a France-Inter phone-in programme announced:
'Maintenant, si vous voulez bien, 
nous allons passer des appels arrivés 
à notre standard ce matin*.
Here the time adverb 'maintenant', establishes the 
Immediacy of the future action. The latter is not 
affected by the phrase 'si vous voulez bien' as this 
is a form of politeness which carries no factual message. 
The phone calls had already been made that same rooming
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and are waiting to be answered# In a France-Inter 
phone-in programme on 27 May 1977, dealing with 'La 
bicyclette' the expert on road traffic stated:
'Le reseau auto-routier de la région
parisienne va être doublé ici 1990'.
Here,policy was being announced and the future action 
cotrmences with the moment of speaking, 'ici', and 
continues into the renote future '1990'. The construc­
tion 'va être doublé' is, then, an example of aller + 
infinitive used to express an immediate future continuing 
into a limited future. France-Inter had a phone-in 
programme on 2 June 1977 dealing with 'l'orientation 
scalaire'. Anne Gaillard stated in answer to a 
question about a particular boy who had missed some 
schooling through illness:
'Pour ce qui est de l'ensemble du programme, 
il va suivre les mêmes programmes que ses 
camarades et passera le même examen BEPC en 
fin de troisième'.
Though no time element is given in this example, the 
child in question was expected to resume his studies 
in a matter of weeks, so that the future action is 
already decided. In this context '11 va suivre' is 
a satisfactory illustration of allec + infinitive 
used to indicate a near future. It is interesting to 
note in this example that while the near future, a 
matter of weeks, is expressed by aller 4- infinitive, 
the more remote future, 'en fin de troisième', is
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expressed by the inflected future. This accords with 
the consensus. In this same prograirane, the compère 
announced:
'Voilà, nous allons, si vous voulez, 
reprendre un autre appel. Bonjour 
c'est à vous'.
In this example, 'Voilà' represents the conclusion of 
the preceding question, while 'Bonjour, c'est à vous' 
indicates that the next caller is already on the line. 
There is, then, no need for a time indicator to 
establish the immediacy of the future action. In a 
continuation of the France-Inter prograirane 'Orientation 
scolaire' of 3 -une 1977, the compère asked one of the 
panel of experts:
... Est-ce-que vous pourriez 
nous donner des informations sur 
les points particuliers? Euh, je 
vais chercher mon bulletin*.
'Les points particuliers' referred to were the scholastic 
results of schools within the state educational system.
The compère then began looking through her papers. This 
makes 'je vais chercher' an example of aller + infinitive 
used to express an immediate future. On 19th January 1978, 
France-Culture had a programme on "Les Céréales' which 
was part of a series on 'La vie quotidienne'. The 
chairman began by saying:
'Aujourd'hui nous allons vous parler 
de céréales, parce que c'est un très 
bon example pour expliquer ce qui est 
la politique agricole coiramme'.
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Here the time element 'aujourd'hui* establishes 'nous 
allons vous parler' as an illustration of aller + 
infinitive used as an immediate future* A little later 
on in the same programme, the chairman said:
'••• il fallait donc en quelque sorte 
organiser ces marchés, c'est ce qu'un 
technicien d'un des co-opératives où nous 
sommes allés, va nous expliquer maintenant'*
The context of this utterance concerned the organisation 
of grain markets in ; ranee and the other common market 
countries* The technician concerned was a member of 
the panel of experts* This information would, of itself, 
be sufficient to make "va nous expliquer' an example of 
aller 4- infinitive used to express an imminent future* 
However, the immediacy of the future action is reinforced 
by the final word of the utterance, the time adverb 
'maintenant', France-Culture had another discussion 
programme on 8 February 1978, the subject being the 
political situation in Italy and a possible agre«nent 
between the Christian Democrats and the Communists, 
ne of the experts, speaking of a likely agreement between 
the two parties, declared:
'c'est un compromis qui satisfait bien 
sûr les démocrates chrétiens, il va leur 
permettre, de rester seul au gouvemanent',
The impression given to the listener by the context was 
that a compromise agreement was almost a certain fact, 
only some formalities were needed, 'II va leur
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permettre* can, then, be accepted as representing a near 
future. In his stanming-up of the same programme, the 
chairman commented:
'Morale de l'histoire, la fragile démocratie 
italienne va c ntinuer de flotter c mme 
Venise sur les pilotis de la compromission'.
This statement makes it clear that Italian democracy is 
already floating 'comme Venise' and that this situation 
will continue. In this context, 'va continuer de 
flotter' represents a present situation continuing into 
an indefinite future. This construction is a continuing 
present. The following weather forecast was given in the 
France-Culture 'Journal' of 10 February 1978:
'Les routes traversant des régions de 
montagnes ou de collines seront particulièrement 
touchées. Ce mauvais temps va s'atténuer 
un petit peu en début de la semaine p ochaine.
Il va s'atténuer du côté de la neige et par 
contre, le brouillard refera son apparition 
et le froid va durer encore au moins Jusqu'à 
mercredi'.
This forecast was given in the context of heavy snowfalls 
over most of iranee. The first example of aller + 
infinitive, 'va s'atténuer', is qualified by the time 
phrase 'en début de la semaine prochaine*. It is, then, 
used to express a near future. The second example, 'il 
va s'atténuer', is also qualified by the same time element, 
and it also expresses a near future. The third example,
'va durer', is qualified by a time phrase"'au moins 
Jusqu'à mercredi'. However, the cold weather is a present
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situation and it is going to remain so until Wednesday, 
This third example is, then, an illustration of aller + 
infinitive used to express a present situation continuing 
into a limited future. One could say that it is a 
continuing present. The forecast continued:
'Avec la neige et le froid, du verglas 
va se former un peu partout.
Here 'va se former' is an illustration of aller 4- 
infinitive used to express a near and immediate future. 
The ice will begin forming in the immediate future and 
will continue to do into a limited future. This same 
weather forecast ended with a general picture:
'Partout ailleurs il va faire, 
très froid. Il va neiger, il 
va même neiger en abondance,,,'
This particular utterance vas giving the forecast for 
the rest of tHe day. In this context, 'il va faire', 
'il va neiger' and 'il va même neiger' are expressions 
of immediate future actions. In the France-Culture 
'Journal' of 10 March 1978, the weather forecast began:
'Une bonne nouvelle et c'est d'ailleurs 
par là que nous commencerons, le teaps 
va s'améliorer'.
This utterance was made In the context of a persistent 
cold spell. The announcer was glad to have good  ^
news, the weather was expected to improve over the next 
few days. Here 'va s'améloirer' is an example of aller 4-
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infinitive used to express a near future. It is 
interesting to note in this example that while aller 4 
infinitive is used to indicate a near action, the 
inflected future, 'nous commencerons' is used to express 
an immediate action. At St, Tropez on 24 July 1978, a 
young woman, whose birthday it was, asked a friend: 'Dis, 
tu as entendu ce qu'on va me donner après la dîner?'.
There was to be a surprise presentation after her birth­
day dinner on the evening of the same day and she could 
not contain her curiosity. The interrogatory form does 
not affect the future action here, as the giving of the 
gift had been decided upon s me time ago. Here 'on va 
me donner', is expressing an immediate future. In a 
political programme about Louisiana, broadcast by 
France-Inter on 1st October 1980, one of the panel said:
'On va le faire élire'. He was speaking of the 
presidential candidate, Ronald Reagan, Voting had yet 0 
to take place and the statement could,perhaps, be 
described as hypothetical. Yet it was uttered with a 
conviction which showed that Ronald eagan's election 
was already an established fact in the mind of the speaker. 
The sincerity of the latter can be taken into account 
here and ’on va le faire élire' can be accepted as an 
example of a near future. Heard on the France-Inter 
programme 'La Clef Verte' of 22 November 1980 was the 
statement: 'Je vais passer chez Georges pour voir son nouveau 
téléviseur'. The speaker implied that she was going to 
look in on Georges that same afternoon, ihis example 
shows a statement of intent which makes 'je vais passer' 
an illustration of aller + infinitive used to express 
an immediate future. On 19th January 1981, the weather­
man on France-Inter stated: 'Les flocons vont tomber
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partout dans la France.... aujourd'hui*. Here the time 
element 'aujourd'hui* establishes 'vont tomber* as an 
expression of an immediate future. There could be a 
tendancy to regard such forecasts as hypothetical. They 
are, however, the result of scientific study and they can, 
then, be accepted as having a measure of certainty. In the 
France-Inter programme 'La Clef Verte* of 14 February 
1981, the subject of 'La généalogie* came up for discussion. 
It was a matter of questioning a certain individual thought 
to be of a particular line of descent. The speaker, a 
tracer of family ancestry, said *Je vais avoir une 
discussion avec lui, mardi prochain*. Here, the time phrase 
"mardi prochain* establishes "je vais avoir* as a near 
future. There was, in this same programme a humorous 
exchange with a caller. The latter was asked about a 
picture he had been describing: "Vous allez accrocher ce
tableau?" and the reply came : "Oui, je vais dire, bonjour 
voisin.* *. This comment referred to the thinness of the 
wall - the necessary fitting for hanging the picture might 
well make a hole. The time element for these two examples 
is contained in the context - the work was going to be 
done on the following day, a Sunday, when the caller had a 
day at home. The first example: "Vous allez accrocher ce 
tableau?*, though interrogative, was, in fact, seeking 
confirmation of the caller*s intention. In this context, 
"vous allez accrocher* can be accepted as an illustration of 
a near future. The caller*s reply, however: "Oui, je vais 
dire: Bonjour voisin.* ", is not certain. This situation can 
only come about however, if a hole is made in the wall and 
this would seem to be an unlikely event as the caller
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was an experienced 'bricoleur*. In these circumstances,
'je vais dire' cannot be accepted as a temporal future, 
it rather expresses a hypothetical future. During a 
France-Inter phone-in programme on 17 February 1981, a 
caller was asked where he and his family were going to spend 
their long summer holiday. The reply was: 'On va passer 
les vacances à Deauville'. The time element here is 
contained in the context - the summer holidays of 1981 
were being discussed. This example is, then, an 
illustration of a near future. François Mitterand, ^
speaking about the international situation in a France- 
Inter programme on 16 March 1981, declared:
'On va se trouver devant de graves 
problèmes. L'Afghanistan est envahi, 
c'est la fin de la déténte, ^on se 
demande si ce n'est pas le retour à 
la guerre froide,...'
In the context of a political speech, one might be tempted 
to regard the opening statement of this utterance as 
hypothetical. However, the speaker goes on to specify 
particular problems: 'L'Afghanistan est envahi, c'est la 
fin de le déténte...'. This invasion is most certainly ^  
going to create political problems, even, as the speaker 
suggests, a return to 'la guerre froide'. In this 
context, 'On va me trouver* is a satisfactory illustration 
of a near future. Giscard d'Estaing spoke in the France-
Inter programme 'Face au public' of 25 March 1981. He
'( ■ ‘ 
i declared:
*Je vais vous en parler mais vous comprendrez
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que s'agissant d'une décision qui concerne 
le sort d'un homme, je souhaite eue ceci soit 
mis autant que possible en dehors du débat'.
Here the speaker is making a declaration about the 
president's right to exercise 'le droit de grâce' in 
the case of a person sentenced to death. However much 
he subsequently qualifies his statement, 'je vais vous , 
en parler' remains an exauple of aller + infinitive used 
to express an immediate future. In the same programme, 
the same speaker stated:
'Je vais vous dire ce qui se passera 
dans l'hypothèse ou je serai élu..'
The speaker went on to outline what would take place if 
he were elected* Here again, aller 4 infinitive is used 
to express an immediate future. Continuing In this same 
programme, in 'Face au Public', Giscard d'Estaing declared:
'.., nous avons une augmentation 
de notre population active qui va se 
poursuivre jusqu'en 1985'.
In this extract, the specific statement 'nous wons une 
augmentation de population active' and the specific 
time phrase 'jusqu'en 1985' make this use of aller + 
infinitive an example of an immediate future continuing 
into a limited one. Speaking in the 'Journal des 
Présidentielles' of France-Inter on 14 .^ril 1981, 
Giscard d'Estaing said of President Reagan's election:
'Pendant quatre années sur Septembre o
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j'ai vécu avec une Amérique faible.,,* 
je raconterai mes mémoires un jour.... 
mais maintenant les Etats-Unis vont 
restructurer leur puissance...'
This statement of Giscard d'Estaing was based on 
assurances given to him by President Reagan that the 
days of American weakness were over. Ihe rebuilding of 
/American strength begins, then, from the time adverb 
'maintenant', making 'vont restructurer' an acceptable 
example of an immediate future which will continue for 
an unspecified period of time. On 24 April 1981, 
Giscard d'Estaing spoke at the 'Club de le Presse' of 
Europe I. During his speech he said:
'Ceux qui ont voté ensemble en 1978, 
qui vont voter en 1981, sont à même 
de constituer demain une majorité 
pour soutenir l'action du gouvernement'.
In this extract, the 'vont voter' is an example of a 
near future because it is a certain fact that there 
will be voters in the forthcoming elections.
Georges Marchais, speaking on France-Inter about his 
support for François Mitterand after the 'premier tour', 
said on 6 May 1981;
'Nous allons tenir plusieurs 
centaines de meetings. Nous 
faisons le maxirnifin de ce qu' 
il est possible de faire'.
This,again, is an example of aller + infinitive expressing 
a near future. While 'plusieurs centaines de meetings' is
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far from specific, it does give an indication of the 
speaker*s intention. It was on the 7 May 1981 that a 
political debate between Giscard d'Estaing and 
François Mitterand took place on television and radio. r
Giscard d'Estaing began by saying:
'Bonjour François Mitterand, je vais 
vous dire dans quel esprit je suis 
venu à participer a ce débat. Je 
souhaite, d'abord que ce débat soit 
utile..*'
In this extract, 'je vais vous dire* Is an expression of 
an immediate future because the speaker goes on to give 
specific examples of his intentions. Giscard d'Estaing 
seems here to be giving the impression that he is in 
charge and trying to direct the debate. H. Lecanuet of 
the UDF, speaking on 13 May 1981 about the election of 
François Mitterand as President of France, went on to 
say:
'Une nouvelle bataille politique 
va s'engager, celle des élections 
législatives du mois prochain*.
Here a time element 'du mois prochain', is given, which 
places the action in a near limited future. It is 
certain that these legislative elections are going to 
take place. On 13 May 1981, before Francois Mitterand 
had been installed as President, M. Alain Poher 
congratulated him in the name of the Senate an 
winning the presidential elections:
X
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*Au moment où va s'ouvrir votre 
septennat, )e forme des voeux 
pour le bon fonctionnement de nos 
institutions républicaines..
In this example the time phrase, 'Au moment où', establishes 
'va 8'ouvrir' as a use of aller -f infinitive to express a 
near future. Trançois Mitterand was Installed as President K 
on 21 May 1981. Bernard Pons, general secretary of RPR 
stated on 19 May 1981 at an inter-party meeting:
'Nous mvons que les socialistes vont tout 
mettre en oeuvre pour récolter les fruits 
de la victoire de François Mitterand'. ^
At first hearing, this might seem to ? e a vague 
hypothetical future; it is a politician saying what the 
other ÿsütly is going to do. However, the action posited 
would seem to be a logical result of François Mitterand's V
election. It was highly probable that the socialists 
would make the most of their victory. There is,then, 
a degree of certainty that this future action will take 
place and 'vont tout mettre en oeuvre' can be accepted 
as an expression of a near future. The same speaker 
also stated:
'Nous savons enfin que le nouveau 
Président de la République va s'efforcer... 
de convaincre les électeurs d'être logiques 
avec eux-raêmef, c'est à dire d'élire 
une assemblée nationale dont la majorité 
soit l'exact reflet de la majorité 
présidentielle*.
As in the previous example, the speaker is a third party
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talking about the opposition* This extract also begins 
with 'Nous savons' which does not here imply any degree 
of certainty but is an opening phrase often found in 
political jargon. However, it is very probable that the 
new President would do his utmost to secure a majority 
in the National Assembly, otherwise the fulfilment of 
his political programme would become extremely difficult. 
In this context, then, 'va s'efforcer' becomes an 
acceptable example of a near future. M. Krasucki, general 
secretary of the CGT stated in a France-Inter programme 
on 20 May 1981:
'Ce n'est pas parce que nous allons 
négocier avec un pouvoir de gauche 
qu'il faut penser que tout va se 
faire tout seul*.
In this extract there are two examples of a 1er 4- 
infinitive used to express a future action. FJhere the 
first one is concerned, M. Krasucki is making a statement 
of intents 'nous allons négocier avec un pouvoir de 
gauche'. This action expresses, then, a near future.
In the second example, the speaker is putting his audience 
on their guard: 'Just because we shall be negotiating 
with a government of the left, dont think that everything 
will happen of its own accord*. There is, then, an element 
of hypothesis in this example and this, combined with the 
temporal vagueness of the language, makes *va se faire' 
an illustration of aller + infinitive used as a hypo­
thetical future. The foregoing do show that the construct­
ion aller -f infinitive is used in contemporary Frei ch
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speech to express near and immediate actions. The consensus 
definition of this usage, is taen. Justified,
The 'futur simple' is defined by the consensus as being 
used to express a more general remote and hypothetical 
future. For xample, the 'Grammaire Larousse du XX®
Siècle' remarks:
'Ce temps 'le futur simple marque une 
action qui se passe dans le futur par rapport 
au présent. Mais sans précision sur le 
moment de l'avenir où se passe l'action.
Il s'emploie pour les vérités générales',(P,330)
While de Boer in his 'Syntaxe du Français Moderne* says:
'Le futur simple a généralement
besoin a un terme de temps X
dissocié pour exprimer quelquechoae d'un 
peu moins vague,,, qu'une hypothèse', (P,196)
Is this true of the spoken French of today? On the 3rd 
November 1976 during the France-Inter programme 'Actualités* 
One of the speakers declared: ^
'a Genève, les Rhodésiens,•• 
n'ont pas pu se mettre d'accord 
avec les nationalistes qui réclament 
1'indépendance de ce qui deviendra 
le Zimbabwe un jour, sur une date 
pour cette indépendance'.
The core of this statement is that the îhodeslans were 
unable to agree to a date for the independence of Zimbabwe. 
The actual fact of an independent Zimbabwe is not in ^
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doubt, it is stated as something that has already been 
decided. The time-factor 'un jour' is a general statement 
here, equivalent to the English 'One of these days'* In 
the present state of disagreement and taking into account 
the amount of administrative work involved, it is likely 
to be over a year before Zimbabwe becomes independent. In 
this context, 'deviendra' is an example of the inflected 
future used to express a remote action. In the living 
room of a French family on the 28 March 1977, a mother 
had just asked her daughter whether she was going to 
visit a friend of hers. Viviane, with whom she had, 
for the time being, fallen out. The daughter replied:
'Quelle question! De toute façon 
j'irai pas la voir, hein?'
(a few seconds later)
Hé (calling to her mother), j'irai 
pas la voir'. (AM)
These utterances were made with some feeling and the 
inflected futures are in both the first person and the 
emphatic negative. A strong statement of intent is 
involved here and it is repeated to drive home the 
point. seems that ^ the estrangement is likely to
continue for some time. In this context, 'j'irai pas'; 
repeated^can be accepted as a general statement of intent. 
On 28 March 1977, the same daughter exclaimed:
'M'enfin, au cas où le pouding
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ne sera pas bon, je ferai de la 
crème aux oeufs'. (AM)
She was speaking about the menu for a supper party.
Whether or not she makes *de la creme aux oeufs* 
depends on whether or not 'le pouding* is up to standard. 
There is, then, no certainty about this future action and 
the inflected future 'je ferai' can be accepted as an 
illustration of a hypothetical future. The other inflected 
future ' ne sera paa' is here conjectural. During the 
France-Inter programme 'Actualités' of 28 March 1977, 
Giscard d'Estaing declared;
'Je m'en tiendrai à 
cette attitude (preservation 
of French unity) et je 
continuerai à travailler 
avec obstination pour atténuer 
la division de la France'.
Here is a statement of political Intent made in the 
first person by the President of France. However, the 
two statements; 'Je m'en tiendrai à cette attitude* 
and 'Je continuerai à travailler avec obstination pour 
atténuer la division de la France' are vague. No 
specific details are given and no indication of time is 
stated, so that 'Je m'en tiendrai' and 'Je continuerai' 
can only be accepted as hypothetical futures. A young 
woman, speaking on 2 April 1977to her friend Martine, 
asked her; 'Vous l'avez revue?' to which the friend 
replied:
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'Non... euh.... justement 
Odile, moi, je vais aller la voir. 
Enfin, ce sera d'accord pour aller 
la voir demain après-midi..'. (AM)
Ihey were speaking about a mutual friend who had been 
taken ill and who was at tlie moment in hospital. Here 
'ce sera' is concerned with the agreement of the friend to 
the proposed visit 'demain après-midi'. In this context, 
'ce sera' has a hypothetical meaning - the answer could be 
either 'yes' or 'no*. The daughter said to Martine in 
the same conversation!
' ... alors écoutes, si tu 
vois Jean-Miche 1 - euh - sinon, 
je téléphonerai là - euh - à son 
travail....'
The two had been planning a get-together and they wanted 
Jean-Michel to come. Though the event would be taking 
place in the near future, the 'je téléphonerai' is 
dependent on whether or not Martine sees Jean-Michel.
It is, then, an example of the inflected future used 
hypothetically. In her France-Inter programme on violence 
in children's books on 3 May# 1977, Anne Gaillard said:
'On n'élimine pas la violence.
Elle existe, elle existera toujours 
je pense .....'
Here the phrase 'elle existera toujours' is the conclusion 
to be dra%m from the context to this statement. There is,
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however, no temporal nuance In 'elle existera', it is 
used as a piece of general wisdom, in the nature of a 
proverb. On her France-Inter programme of 16 hiay 1977, 
dealing with 'La publicité des cosmétique^, Anne GaillArci 
explained:
car une fois 
qu'on vous donnera une formule avec 
tous les produits chimiques contenus 
dans un produit, qu'est-ce que vous 
en ferez? Rien du tout.!.'
She was speaking specifically about the chemical content 
of beauty preparations being made available to the public, 
on the packet. As yeL, however, nothing had been officially 
decided. In this context 'on vous donnera* and 'vous en 
ferez' are both hypothetical. A little later on in the 
same programme, she commented;
'C'est très, très bien la législation, 
qui demande à ce qu'on met le nom des 
principes actifs et si c'est misé en oeuvre, 
ce sera une bonne chose*.
Here again, the situation is still in the air. The 
necessary legislation has only been proposed - it has 
yet to become law and to be implemented by the manufact­
urers. In this context, 'ce sera* expresses a hypo- 
theBi»\ In t.e France-Inter 'Actualités' programme of 
2 June 1977, it was stated;
'.. . et l'intervention des Etats-Unis 
et du Canada mil eux veulent réduire 
la pêche des baleines n'aura 
probablement pas beaucoup d'effet'.
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The question was that of exercising stricter control 
over the catching of whales. However, some of the major 
nations were against this. According to the context, it 
seened likely that the Itaited Itatas and Canada would 
support the introduction of stricter controls. The fact 
that such intervention would have no effect is, at this 
stage, hypothetical. Here, 'n'aura pas* is an emphatic 
negative. On 3 June 1977, Anne Gaillard introduced a 
further France-Inter programme on *l'orientation scolaire*. 
Towards the end of the discussion she announced:
'.. mais écoutez, je pense 
qu'avant de vous poser de nouvelles 
questions, il faut attendre de 
recevoir votre bulletin et peut-être 
que les appréciations des professeurs, 
et des professeurs de mathématiques 
en particulier, vous apporteront 
toutes les lumières que vous souhaitez'.
üiider discussion here, is the number of students taking 
pure and applied nia thematic s. A report on this was 
apparently due to be published shortly. The key word 
in this text is 'peut-être'. It is not certain that 
the publication of the bulletin will resolve all doubts. ' 
The third person inflected future 'apporteront', is, 
then, hypothetical. A young student of political 
history, who had previously been in trouble during a 
demonstration, was asked in Paris on 12 August 1977 what 
he would do if such an event occurred again. He replied 
with emphasis: 'J'irai où je serai libre*. The
^phatic use of the first person makes this a strong 
statement of intent but the action of the utterance
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depends on whether or not he becomes involved in 
further trouble. Both 'j'irai* and *je serai* are, then, 
examples of the inflected future used hypothetically.
On 17 August 1977, a father said to his son in the foyer 
of a Parisian hotel: *Dis-toi bien ceci - tu réussiras*,
llie son was about to go for an important interview. 
However emphatically the father mode this statement,
*tu réussiras* can still only be a hypothetical use of 
the inflected future because the outcome of the interview 
is not at all certain. An 'ancien combattant* sitting 
on a bench outside his quarters at Les Invalides on 13 
August 1977 was telling a friend about an experience of 
his during the second world war. He finished by stating: 
'Je ne l'oublierai de ma vie'. Here, the first person 
and a negative form of the inflected future are used for , 
greater emphasis. This fact of remembering a particular 
happening is going to continue for the rest of the man's 
life. This makes 'je ne l'oublierai de ma vie' an 
expression of a present action which will continue into 
the remote future (continuing present). A preacher at 
Notre-Dame said during a sermon given on 14 August 1977: 
*IM de ces jours, le monde lui-même finira'. Here is a 
statement which is in the nature of a proverb. The time 
indication 'Un de ces jours' has no specific temporal 
significance - it has the same meaning as the English:
'One of these days...'. In this context,'the inflected 
future 'finira' has a general, proverbial significance.
The France-Culture 'Journal' of 8 February 1978 stated:
*Le premier ministre a également
expliqué les deux symboles de la ^
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ra--
a:
campagne: la France, parce ce que 
c'est elle qui doit gagner - sans 
entendu si la gauche l'emporte la 
France aura perdu - ce qui ne fera 
plaisir mi aux candidats ni aux 
électeurs du parti socialiste..,'.
In the coining elections, however, the victory,or other­
wise, of the left is a matter of speculation. In this 
context, 'ce qui ne fera plaisir' can only be an example 
of the inflected future used hypothetically. Ihe 'Journal' 
of France-Culture on 8 February 1978, declared:
.... et dans un siècle dans 
deux siècles, nos, nos petits - 
enfants et nos descendants nous 
seront reconnaissants de leur 
avoir conservé des forêts'.
The time elenent in this example is very remote: 'Bans 
un siècle, dans deux siècles*. However, the statuent 
itself is hypothetical.- the third person is used and 
no evidence is given to show that 'nos petits - enfants 
et nos descendants' %yill be , rateful for our haying 
saved the forests for them. In the France-Culture 
'Journal* of the following day, 9 February 1978, a
\
political commentator stated:
'M.Mitterand paraît persuadé, lui, 
quecette discipline républicaine, comme 
il l'appelle, que refusent d'appliquer 
~ M* Marchai s et ses gaois, se réalisera 
sur le terrain...., '
The speaker is here using the third person to express \ J
his opinion of others. This hypothetical statement is 
reinforced by the fact that M.Mitterand only seems to be .^
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ao persuaded. Georges Marchais, speaking on 6 Flay 1978 
during the France-Inter programme 'Actualités* declared:
'....Ils, les riches, peuvent payer, 
ils doivent payer et ils paieront'.
The speaker was talking here about the financing of social 
reform if the Communists were given power in the forth­
coming elections. This is a statement of the speaker's 
own intentions, so that 'ils paieront* represents a 
general statement of intent. At St Tropez on 15 July 
1978, a man on the quayside was talking to a friend about 
the luxury yachts in the harbour. He said with a scornful 
gesture:
'Dans l'avenir on pourra les 
compter sur les doigts*•
However, he offered no explanation as to why this should 
be so - his statement, made in the third person, must be 
classified, then, as a piece of hypothetical speculation. 
Also at St Tropez on 21 July 1978, the prize winner in 
a holiday competition declared: 'Je n'oublierai jamais
ce chiffre*. At that particular moment he felt convinced 
that he would never forget the number on his ticket. In 
this context, 'je n'oublierai jamais' can be accepted as 
an emphatic negative continuing into a remote future. On 
the 16 January 1981, a skier was asked on the France-Inter 
programme 'Inter-Ski' how he was enjoying his holiday. He 
replied: 'C'est une expérience dont tjje me souviendrai
toujours*. It was his first visit to a ski resort and
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he had fallen on one of the slopes but had not broken 
any bones. As in the previous example,*je me 
souviendrai* expresses a continuing present - that is, 
a situation continuing into a remote future. There is 
a difference, however, between the two examples. The 
positive *je me souviendrai* seems to go deeper, to 
be more convincing than the negative *je n'oublierai 
jamais' of the previous example. One s^ses here that 
the former will stand the test of time despite the fact 
that the negative form of the inflected future is used 
in the latter for emphasis. In the France-Inter 
programme *Le mamque et la plume' of 27 February 1981, 
comment was made by a critic about one of the film 
actresses under discussions 'Elle ira loin dans la vie'. 
Here the inflected future is in the third person, the 
speaker is saying what someone else is going to do. So 
that 'Elle ira* can only be the expression of a hypo­
thetical future. On 2 March 1981, Giscard d'Estaing, 
announcing his candidature in 'les présidentielles' 
of France-Inter, declared of the French people as a whole:
'Ce sont ces Françaises et
ces Français qui ont fait, qui font
et qui, demain, feront la France'.
Though this extract is without doubt a piece of emotional, 
political oratory and, as suchi is liable to contain an 
element of hypothesis, it does state an obvious and 
certain fact. Whatever the outcome of the presidential 
election, it is certain that today's French men and women 
will make the France of tomorrow. There is a time
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expression used in this example, 'demain', but this is not 
the true, temporal 'demain' but the vague, political 
'demain' meaning an unspecified future period. In this 
example, then, 'feront' can be accepted, in the context 
of the presidential elections, as a general future. It 
is interesting to note that this utterance contains 
three tenses • the 'passé-composé', the present and the 
future. In the same programme, Giscard d'Estaing also 
stated, speaking of a possible weakening of France's 
international strength:
'Je ferai tout ce qui dépend 
de moi pour le lui éviter'.
Here, again, is a piece of political rhetoric. It was 
said with conviction, using the first person, to impress 
a radio audience. Nevertheless, as a statement of intent, 
it remains extremely yague. The speaker does not say 
what precisely he is going to do to avoid this possible 
weakening of ranee's strength, nor is there any 
indication of time. In these circumstances, 'je ferai' 
can only be hypothetical. Speaking about his campaign 
strategy on this same radio progranroe, Giscard d'Estaing 
affirmed:
'Ma ca pagne comportera 
deux étapes ....'
Here is a direct statement of a future action which is 
subsequently supported by an account of the two stages.
There is an underlying time element here, the period of 
the presidential campaign. In this case, the utterance
can be accepted as a general statement of intent over a \
■'■1limited period of time. The speaker later stated in
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the same programme:
•Je montrerai comment dans la 
crise économique la plus grave que 
le monde ait connue depuis cinquante 
ans, la France a fait face et a 
préparé son avenir*.
Here the speaker, as 'président sortant', is justifying 
his previous seven years of office. He has spoken with 
conviction, using the first person, of something that he 
was going to do during the presidential campaign* However, 
his conviction was not supported by any evidence. The 
inflected future, 'je montrerai' can only be accepted, 
then, as a general statement of intent within a limited 
future period. Giscard d'Estaing said, a little later 
in the same speech:
'Je rendrai compte de mon mandat, 
je montrerai comment j'ai respecté les 
engagements pris en 1974. Je vous 
dirai les motifs, et les circonstances 
de toutes les décisions importantes 
de mon septennat*.
The speaker's main intention was to reassure the French 
nation by announcing that he would give a complete 
account of his 'septennat' during the course of the 
presidential campaign. Despite the conviction in his 
voice and the use of the first person, the inflected 
futures in this extract remain without any supporting 
evidence. In this context, 'je vendrai', 'je montrerai* 
and 'je vous direz' can only be accepted as examples 
of the inflected future used as general statements of
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intent over a limited period of time. In the same speech, 
Giscard d'Estaing spoke of the detachment necessary for 
the holding of presidential office:
'Ce président ne peut pas être 
l'homme d'un parti, je ne solliciterai 
l'univestiture d'aucune formation. Je 
n'accepterai aucun arrangement, 
comparaison ou manoeuvre'.
The two inflected future in this extract, though negative, 
are a strong statement of intent, reinforced by the use 
of the first person. Indeed both of them are emphatic 
negatives which underline the intention of the speaker. 
These two inflected futures, 'je ne solliciterai* and 
'je n'accepterai', can be accepted as examples of a 
general statement of intent. Giscard d'Estaing, in the 
same speech, continued his statement of policy in the 
following terms:
'je dirai quels problèmes nouveaux 
se posent à nous, et notamment à 
notre jeunesse pour son emploi et 
pour son avenir ••• ce sera 
l'engagement central de ma campagne'.
The two inflected futures in this extract, 'je dirai' 
and 'ce sera', are both used in statements of intent 
by the speaker. In this speech announcing his 
candidature, he is setting out the problems he proposes 
to deal with during the presidential campaign. Owing 
to the lack of any supporting evidence, however, these 
two inflected futures can only be accepted as general
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futures of Intent. The last statement in particular:
•Ce sera l'engagement central de ma campagne' is a 
strong statement which overrides any suggestion of 
hypothesis. Also on 2 March 1981, Jacques Chirac made 
a political speech on France-Inter in which he commented 
on the achievements of Giscard d'Estaing's 'septennat' 
as follows:
... et peut-être, en effet, 
trouvera-t-on quelque exemple, 
flatteur ou quelque succès partiel'.
Here the adverb 'peut-être' immediately introduced a 
hypothetical element into the utterance. Owing to the 
lack of supporting evidence, it is not at all certain 
that one will find 'quelque exemple flatteur' or 'quelque 
succès partiel' in the previous 'septennat'. This makes 
'trouvera-t-on' a satisfactory example of the inflected 
future used hypothetically. On 4 March 1981,
Raymond Barre spoke briefly on France-Inter, on the 
candidature of Giscard d'Estaing. During the course of 
his remarks he affirmed:
'Je suis sûr que les Françaises 
et les Français en grand nombre 
apporteront leurs suffrages - dès 
le premier tour - à M. Giscard d'Estaing'
Raymond Barre was here saying what someone else was 
going to do - he was persuading his listener; to vote 
for a winning candidate. Nevertheless, his forecast 
can but be hypothetical,Unsupported as it is by any 
evidence such as an opinion poll. Speaking in "les
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présidentielles" of France-Inter on 5 March 1961,
M* Lecanuet said of Giscard d'Estaing's candidature:
'J*ai confiance parce que les 
Français avec leur bon sens, 
reconnaîtront dans son message 
le langage de la vérité et de 
l'espérance'.
This utterance is a piece of political oratory. By 
appealing to the comraonsense of the French people, the 
speaker hopes to win votes of allegiance to the 'président 
sortant', Giscard d'Estaing. In this context, the 
inflected future 'reconnafront' can W t  be hypothetical - 
the speaker is using the third person and saying what 
someone else will do. In a commentary on Jranee-Inter 
'Informations' the speaker said of Giscard d'Estaing's 
claim to be the 'citoyen-candidat':
'Le chef de l'Etat aura vraisemblablement
du mal à ne pas être président - candidat..'
The speaker is conveying to his listeners that 
Giscard d'Estaing will really have great difficulty in 
’ getting himself accepted by the French people as the 
'citoyen-candidat'. He is much more likely to be 
thought of as the 'président-candidat'. However, the 
speaker offers no evidence to support his statement so 
that despite the adverb 'vraisemblablement', 'aura' 
becomes, inevitably, an example of a hypothetical future. 
In 'Cartes sur table' of France-Inter on 9 March 1981,
Jacques Chirac stated:
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'Je serai présent au second tour 
j'en suis persuadé...'.
This utterance was made in a decisive manner, 'Je serai* 
was reinforced by 'j'en suis persuadé' and one had the 
impression that the speaker was attempting to present 
his audience with a foregone conclusion. However, this 
statement is little more than political oratory. In 
trying to convince his listeners that he will be in the 
second round of the presidential elections, he is suggesting 
that they would do well to vote for a successful 
candidate. This statement, then, is entirely unsupported 
by evidence and though it is in the first person, 'je 
serai* can only be accepted as an example of a hypoth­
etical future. In the same programme, Jacques Chirac made 
the following pronouncement on social changes in French 
society:
'c'est vrai que les irrégularités 
sociales en France se dévelopent 
d'une façon qui est dangéreuse, 
préoccupante et qui finira d'ailleurs 
par nous faire courir des risques'.
In this extract, Jacques Chirac is again using political 
oratory but here he uses the third person. He begins 
'c'est vrai', thereby trying to persuade his listener 
to accept the fact that social inequalities are
developing in France in a dangerous and preoccupying 
manner. He is also trying to convince his listeners 
that such a situation could put French society at some 
risk. However, there is no evidence presented to
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suggest that this situation is actually going to happen, 
and 'finira* is then, an example of an inflected future 
used hypothetically. On 11 March 1981, M. Jobert, in 
"les présidentielles" of France-Inter, said of 
Giscard d'Estaing's government:
*11 a été marchand d'illusions 
et interprète en médiocrité .... quel 
que soit l'élu du 10 mai, c'est 
cela qui comptera (la collectivité) 
beaucoup plus que son visage,sa réflexion, 
et, espérons-le, sa volonté*.
For this speaker, the collectivity of the French nation 
will be the most important feature of the presidential 
election, not the individual characteristics of whoever 
is elected president. However, the speaker is here 
talking about someone else and he does not explain why 
this collectivity is so important, so that his statement 
must necessarily remain a hypothesis. François Mitterand, ^  
speaking in 'les présidentielles' of France-Inter on 
16 March 1981, said in reply to a question about possible 
communist participation in a socialist government:
'Mon avis, c'est que tant que 
les dirigeants communistes resteront 
comme il le sont aujourd'hui, 
éloignés de l'union qu'ils ont 
brisé, tant qu'ils se cantonneront 
dans une attitude et dans une 
campagne, passionément, systématiquement, 
parfois caloiraneusement anti-socialistes, 
tant qu'ils joueront un double jeu entre 
la droite et la gauche, tant qu'ils 
resteront alignés sur des positions 
étrangères, par exemple la question 
d'Afghanistan...'
V
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François Mitterand went on to stress, that as long as ^  
the circumstances he had just outlined continued, then 
it was unlikely that the conmunists would be asked to 
participate in a socialist government. These circum­
stances in fact, a series of accusations against
the French coimnunists; the speaker is saying what 
other people are gojèg to do. The inflected future 
is here being used of a supposedly present situation 
which is likely to continue into an unspecified future. 
However, these accusations are not supported by any 
examples of anti-socialist behaviour on the part of the 
consmnists; they would seem to be an attempt to make 
political capital out of a situation which may or may 
not be true. These accusations, then, in the absence of 
any evidence or certainty, can only be personal assumptions. 
So that the inflected futures 'resteront*, 'se cantonneront' 
'ils joueront* and 'ils resteront' are ail hypothetical.
In the same programme, Francois Mitterand said of small , 
business firms:
'Je les aiderai pour qu'elles 
puissent supporter la compétition 
internationale.•.'
This utterance is a definite statement of intent on the 
part of François Mitterand reinforeed by the use of 
the first person and it was spoken with firm conviction. 
However great his intention of helping the small business 
man may be, such a future action is necessarily dependent 
on his being elected president. 'Je les aiderai' is, then, 
an example of an inflected future used to express a 
hypothetical future action. In the same programme.
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François Mitterand also stated:
'Demain, au nom de la France, 
je serai au service de ces milliers 
d'entreprises qui doivent vivre parce 
qu'elles constituent le tissu 
économique de la France..•'
Here again, the speaker was referring to the small 
business firms which he was promising to help by the 
introduction of tax reforms. There is a time element 
in this statement, 'demain', but it is not the temporal 
'demain' meaning 'tomorrow' but the vague, political 
'demain' meaning 'at some future date'. There is also 
a strong statement of intent in this utterance which is 
reinforced by the use of the first person. However, 
the carrying out of this intention depends on whether 
François Mitterand is elected president. In this context, 
'je serai* can only be regarded as an inflected future 
used hypothetically.. letter on in this same speech, 
Francois Mitterand, speaking of tax reform, declared with 
great emphasis:
'Tout le problème est de réaliser 
des transferts entre les catégories 
professionelles et sociales; nous 
n'inventerons pas de nouvelles 
catégories: tout le sens du 
combat que je mène est à partir 
de la réalité, je tiendrai toujours 
compte de 1'environnement international 
de réaliser une plus grande égalité.
François Mitterand was here speaking of tax reform with 
great emphasis on achieving a fair fiscal structure.
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'Nous n'inventerons pas de nouvelles catégories* was 
said with some feeling, and was reinforced by the use 
of the first person ^ and the emphatic negative. The 
future possibility of this action depends, however, on 
whether François Mitterand is elected president. This y
statement is, then, an example of an Inflected future 
used hypothetically. In his to secure more
equality in the tax structure, François Mitterand stresses: 
*Je tiendrai toujour compte de 1'environnement inters 
national*. This statement has specific reference to the 
tax reforms which he will introduce if he is elected, so 
that this statement of intent is conditional on his being 
the successful candidate. *Je tiendrai* is, then, an 
example of an inflected future used hypothetically.
François Mitterand then proceeded to speak about capital ^ 
punishment:
*Je ferai ce que j'aurai à 
faire, dans le cadre d'une loi 
que j'estime excessive, c'est
a dire régalienne,un pouvoir excessif ^
donné à un seul homme: disposer 
de la vie d'un autre'.
and a little later on he emphasised:
'Je ne ferai pas procéder à des 
exécutions capitales'.
Despite the use of the first person, 'je ferai', 'j'aurai 
à faire' and the emphatic negative 'je ne ferai pas' are 
dependent on his being elected president, so that these 
inflected futures are hypothetical. Speaking on the same 
programme on 'la réforme fiscale', Francois Mitterand ^
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declared:
'L'impôt doit changer; ceux qui 
paieront le plus sont ceux qui 
gagnent le plus. Ceux qui paieront 
le moins sont ceux qui gagnent le moins'.
The broad bcisis of reform which he announces here is, 
however, dependent on his being elected president, and 
he also uses the third person, saying what other people 
are going to do. In this context, the two inflected 
futures, 'paieront', are necessarily hypothetical. In 
a France-Inter political programme on 25 March 1981, the 
cliairman stated:
'Pour être élu, M, François Mitterand p<
aura besoin des communistes, M. Chirac, 
pour des raisons symétriques aura besoin 
des électeurs giscardiens'.
These two statanents are about other people and what 
the speaker thinks will be the political needs of 
Francois Mitterand and M, Chirac. At this early stage, K 
of 'les présidentielles', to forecast the candidates for 
the 'second tour' is pure speculation. This makes the two 
examples of 'aura' Illustrations of hypothetical futures. 
Jacques Chirac, speaking in 'les présidentielles' of 
France-Inter on 30 March 1981 declared:
'Ce qui est sûr, c'est que ces 
mesures, si elle doivent avoir 
un sens, seront coûteuses,
comment trouvera-t'on l'argent?' A
The speaker was here referring to Giscard d'Estaing's
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proposed measures for solving the unemployment problem.
In the context of the presidential elections, the 
introduction of such measures depends on whether the 
out-going President is re-elected. The inflected future 
'seront* is, then, hypothetical. The second inflected 
future 'trouvera-t'on' is asking a question which will K  
only be relevant if Giscard d'Estaing is re-elected.
Though interrogative, 'trouvera-t'on' can be accepted ^ 
as an example of a hypothetical future. In the same 
speech, Giscard d'Estaing dealt with the launching of 
'Radio 7*1
'Les textes de loi nécessaires feront 
l'objet d'une proposition de 
concertation vis-à-vis de la 
majorité mais aussi vis-à-vis de 
1'opposition',
The context of this extract was that if 'Radio 7' proved 
to be a success then other radio stations devoted to 
'radio jeunesse' would be set up in the main French 
cities. This would be a combined effort of the majority 
and opposition in the 'Chambre des Députés* if 
Giscard d'Estaing were to be re-elected. The inflected 
future 'feront' is, then, being used hypothetically.
The speaker concluded by affirming!
'Dans mon septennat nouveau, la 
priorité sera celle de la jeunesse, 
c'est-à-dire son éducation, sa 
formation rprofessionelle et son^emploi'.
In this text, Giscard d'Estaing is assuming in public
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that he will be re-elected. His plans for *la jeunesse" 
are necessarily dependent, however, on his being re­
elected president. This makes "sera" an example of a 
hypothetical future. In the "Grand Débat" of 31 llarch 
1981, Francois Mitterand declared: &(
"Bref, je dirai qu"il faut,oui, je 
le répète, une fols tous les sept 
ans, ce n"est pas trop, un oeuil neuf 
sur les affaires publiques".
The underlying assumption in this utterance is that a 
fresh look at public affairs will be undertaken either 
by the speaker or by someone other than Giscard d*Estaing, 
But here the first person, "je dirai", is also 
semantically hypothetical, it is equivalent to the English: 
"I would say". Of those who would e joining his social 
and economic prograrane, François Mitterand also stated: 
et viendra qui voudra!". Here, the speaker is 
applying a popular proverb to his political situation.
The two inflected futures make up a very general 
statement. The speaker continued:
"II est tout h fait naturel qu"entre 
les partis de gauche s'instaure une 
discussion, en tout cas ce ne sont pas 
les socialistes qui la refuseront".
Here François Mitterand was referring to the possible 
collaboration of the socialists and the communists. At 
this stage, such a dialogue was purely hypothetical, 
however, and the speaker is merely stating the socialist
I ' ;
attitude towards the idea. In this context, "refuseront", i
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which is governed by the negative "ce ne sont pas", 
can be accepted as an example of a hypothetical future, 
Francois Mitterand then said of the socialist attitude 
towards the elections*
*Je pense donc que les socialistes 
seront comme moi, c'est-à-dire 
qu'ils poseront des ouestions 
politiques, ils diront* nous allons 
nous lancer,,"
Here the speaker begins with the first person but then 
changes to the third person. He only thinks that the 
socialists will be like him; he does not really know 
whether they will ask political questions nor that they 
will throw themselves into the political fray. So that 
"seront", "poseront" and "diront" are examples of the 
inflected future used hypothetically, Francois Mitterand 
then stated very emphatically*
sans jamais céder, sans jamais 
compromettre,., la politique que je 
mènerai est conforme aux engagements 
fondamentaux" •
Despite his forceful utterance and his use of the first 
person, the speaker will only be able to conduct his 
political progranane if he is elected President, Here, 
again, "je mènerai" is an example of a hypothetical 
future, François Mitterand then spoke of his plans for 
the nationalisation of the banks and certain ke^ industries*
•Je pense cue 1"existence d"un 
secteur publique élargi, nous 
permettra de mieux opérer la
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restructuration industrielle*.
The speaker is here giving his personal opinion. However, 
unless he is elected to power his nationalisation scheme 
will remain unfulfilled. In this context, "permettra* 
is the expression of a hypothetical future. A little 
further on, in the same speech of 31 March 1981,
Francois Mitterand affirmed*
*le devoir de tout chef de l'Etat 
sera de recevoir la majorité que 
le peuple choisira *,
The speaker was here quoting from Giscard d*Estaing and 
referring to the result of the general election which 
would be following the presidential election. The fact 
that Giscard d'Eataing originally made this statement 
end that Francois Mitterand agreed with it, shows that 
"sera* and "choisira* are here expressing a general 
statement which would be true of whoever were to be 
elected president. The speaker continued:
"Ils savent que je suis celui 
qui pourra plus réellement 
s" attaouer au cancer du chômage".
The "Ils" of the text refers to the French people but 
the speaker is only assuming that they know that he 
is the man to tackle the unemployment problem. He does 
not offer any evidence in support of his statement. So 
that "pourra" can but be an example of a hypothetical
X
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future. François Mitterand then looked to the time when K 
the President would be elected:
"Après la formation du gouvemæoent, 
alors ce seront les formations politiques... 
et notamment les communistes, les 
socialistes... qui devront étudier,qui 
de\<ront savoir s "ils sont en mesure 
de préparer les élections en vue de 
former une majorité en commun".
A time phrase is introduced into this statement* "Après 
la formation du gouvernement". However the speaker is 
only assuming that it will be a government of the left 
and he is using a non-committal third person. In this 
con ext, "seront" and the repeated "devront* are tX
examples of the inflected future used to express 
î^pothetical future actions. On 2 April 1981, in the 
France-Inter prograaane devoted to "les présidentielles",
René Monory commented on tlie policies of Francois Mitterand* K
"Les Français ne seront, en outre, 
pas dupes de ses promesses.».• 
c"est clair qu"il a besoin 
du parti communiste et il devra 
en payer le prix".
In the first part of the text, the speaker is using the 
third person and is trying to turn voters away from the 
left. This type of statement is common in political 
oratory. It is without any shred of factual evidence to 
support it, so that "seront" is necessarily a î^po- 
thetical future. The Second part of the statement has
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an indication of fact - Francois Mitterand may well have X 
need of connmnist support - but *11 devra en payer 
le prix* is, again, political oratory, ihe speaker does 
not specify the particular price to be paid - he leaves 
it to the imagination of his audience. In this context,
*il devra* is also an expression of a hypothetical 
future. On 3rd April 1981, Jacques Chirac spoke in a 
France-Inter programme about the Brussels conference on 
agricultural prices. He declared:
"Pour une fois la France avait 
été moins faible que d"habitude.
Nos partenaires européens doivent 
penser qu"ils se rattraperont, 
après les élections. Si je suis élu, 
ils en auront du mal".
According to the speaker, the strong line taken y the 
French at this conference will only be continued if he 
is elected President. Otherwise, the member countries 
will ^get their own back. Here the speaker uses the 
third person and he is saying what other people will do. 
These statements are assumptions, so that "ils se 
rattraperont" and "ils auront" express hypothetical 
future actions. Speaking on Europe I on 4 April 1981, 
Francois Mitterand stated: K
"Il sera confirmé â mes opinions 
présidentielles. Il ne comprendra 
pas forcément que des socialistes, 
ce ne sera pas un gouvernement de 
parti*.
The speaker was talking here about a transitional 
government. However, the nature and composition of such
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a government is entirely dependent on whether or not 
Francois Mitterand is elected president. The inflected ^ 
future "il sera" expresses then, a hypothetical future.
The other two examples are both negatives but they are 
so for the pmfpose of emphasis. In his context, "il ne 
comprendra pas" and *ce ne sera pas* can be accepted as 
expressions of hypothetical future actions. Jacques Chirac 
spoke in a programme on Europe I the same day. He 
declared:
"Je demanderai au premier ministre 
de mettre au point un projet de loi 
sur la réforme régionale qui sera 
délibéré au conseil des ministres 
au mois de septembre, 1981". '
A time element is given in this text: "au mois de 
septembre 1981" but despite the intent of the first 
person, it will only have significance if the speaker 
is elected President. So that 'je demanderai" and 
"sera" are both expressions of hypothetical futures. 
Jacques Chirac then declared:
"Dès le premier octobre 1931, le 
parlement sera saisi d"un projet 
de loi modifiant 1"article 11 de 
la constitution afin de permettre 
un usage plus large du référendum".
A time phrase is also mentioned in this text: "Dès 
le premier octobre 1981". Here the speaker uses the 
non-coimittal third pecson; the project of law concerned ^  
will only become operative if the speaker is elected to 
the presidency. This makes "sera" the expression of a
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hypothetical future. In the same speech, Jacques Chirac 
then turned his attention to finance. He stated:
"Je lancerai donc avec elles une 
concertation pour fixer les modalités ^
selon lesquelles une fraction des 
bénéfices exceptionnels qu"elles ont 
réalisés en 1980, pourra servir à 
bonifier une enveloppe de prêts de 
10 milliards de francs. Cette 
enveloppe sera destinée d"une ' part 
à l"équipement des d"autre part
au crédit pour 1"accession à la 
propriété des catégories modestes 
et moyennes de la population. Les unes 
et les autres pourront ainsi 
recevoir des prêts dont le taux 
serait abaissé de trois à quatre 
points par rapport à leur niveaux 
actuels".
Here the "elles" refers to the French banks. The use 
of the first person, "je lancerai" implies intent but, 
again this statement of political promises assumes that 
the speaker will be elected President. So that "je 
lancerai", "pourra", "sera" and "pourront* are all 
expressing hypothetical future actions. Summing up these 
measures that he had just proposed, the speaker declared:
"Ce calendrier a pour moi une 
valeur d"engagement que je prends 
devant les Français. Il se prolongera 
naturellement par un plan d"action sur 
plusieurs années."
Despite the eaimest tone of voice with which this pledge 
was delivered, it remains, however, a hypothesis, 
dependent on the speaker"s election. On the 5th April
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1981, François Mitterand declared on Europe I*
"Le gouvernement, ce sera le 
gourvemetnent de la République 
et il saura lire la constitution.
Il saura ce qui est du dotnainè 
réglementaire et ce qui est du 
domaine législatif".
François Mitterand is using the third person to talk here ^
about a transitional government but he has not given it a
socialist flavour. This government will, de facto, be the
government of the French Republic so that "ce sera"
illustrates a general statement of the future. Again such 
a government "saura lire la constitution" and will also
know "ce qui est du domaine réglementaire et ce qui est
du domaine législatif". The two inflected futures "il 
saura" are, then, also general. Asked to what extenit he
would co-operate with the other parties, François Mitterand V
replied;
*Je ne refuserai l"examen 
en commun des solutions utiles 
pour assurer tout simplement la 
survie, la grandeur de la France et 
de ses habitants".
Here the speaker is not referring specifically to his 
socialist position nor, indeed, to his possible election 
as president. He is making a broad statement that he 
would be willing to co-operate for the greater good of 
France. In this context, "je ne refuserai" is an 
emphatic negative expressing a general future. Asked, 
also, when he would move in to the Elysée, if elected.
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the speaker replied:
.... je n'irai pas occuper une 
place avant 1"heure dite; j"irai 
à 1*Elysée selon les termes de la 
constitution".
This statement assumes that the s eaker will be elected. 
The negative form: "je n"irai pas" is used for e phasis 
as is, also, the first person of the verbs. Here, "je 
n"irai pas" and *j"irai" are both hypothetical.
Fcancois Mitterand wound up his speech by sayings
"Quand je serai élu, le 10 mai au 
soir, dans le premier moment, ce 
sera une surprise pour beaucoup, 
mais aussi une immense joie pour 
le plus grand nombre et ce sera 
le plus grand nombre puisqu"il m"aura 
élu.
This might seem to be another piece of political oratory 
and therefore hypothetical. However, Francois Mitterand 
uttered these words with absolute conviction and supported 
them with a time element: "le 10 mai au soir". He even 
envisages the joy that the result will bring. In this 
context, "je serai" and "ce sera" (twice) can be accepted 
as expressions of a general statement of intent. The 
speaker concluded on the same happy note:
"... cette joie, cette enthousiasme, 
suscitera très vite, à mon avis en 
quelques heures, un formidable élan 
national".
Here again, François Mitterand gives a time element:
\
X:
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"en quelques heures", for this "formidable élan" to 
take hold of the majority of the French people# As 
in the previous example, sincerity of intention must 
be taken into account here and "suscitera" can be 
accepted as a future of general intent. In a "presse 
politique" programme of Europe I on 6 April 1981, 
Giscard d*Estaing affirmed:
•je ne ferai rien,je ne dirai rien 
qui puisse compromettre 1"unité de 
la majorité., et je tiendrai aussi 
le langage de la clarté".
Here the speaker is stating the principles according 
to which his presidential campaign will be conducted. 
This text is a clear stat«nent of intent, stressed by 
the use of the first person, which does not depend on 
the result of the campaign. Though "je ne ferai rien" 
and "je ne dirai rien" are both negative, they are so 
for the purposes of emphasis. Both they and the 
positive "je tiendrai" can be accepted as examples of 
general statements of intent. In the France-Inter 
"présidentielles" of 8 April 1981, Jacques Chirac 
stated:
"je propose le changenent dans la 
stabilité, les électeurs auront 
le choix entre trois voies et devront 
impérativanent s "exprimer au j 
premier tour".
In this text, it is a fact that the electors will have 
a choice. Here "auront" is, then, a temporal future 
expressing a near action. However, whether the
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electorate will express themselves *impérativement" at 
the "premier tour" is not at all certain. The speaker 
is persuading his listeners not to abstain from voting.
The inflected future "devront" is, then, hypothetical.
In the France-Inter "Face au Public" of 8 April 1981, 
Francois Mitterand declared: ^
"Quelque soit le chiffrage que 
l*on fasse, aucun projet ne 
coûtera aussi cher que ce qu"a 
coûté M. Giscard d"Estaing à 
la France".
This attack on the 'président sortant* is, however, 
unsupported by any specific evidence. There is only 
vague phraseology and the use of the non-committal third 
person. This makes the emphatic negative "ne coûtera" 
an example of a hypothetical future. On 12 April 1981, 
Giscard d"Estaing spoke in the "Club de la Presse* of 
Europe I. He declared:
"C"est tout à fait irréaliste.
Cela veut dire qu"il y aura
deux majorités allant dans le
même sens, socialiste et communiste".
The speaker was commenting on the possibility of a 
socialist and communist majority in both the presidential 
and legislative assembly elections. He is vote-catching 
80 that it will hot happen. However, at this stage, the 
idea "qu"il y aura deux majorités" can only be a hypothesis. 
Michel l.ebré, speaking in a France-Inter programme on 14 
April 1981 stated:
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"Si l"on ne cherche pas 
les causes de la maladie, on 
ne guérira pas le malade".
Here the speaker is offering a piece of accumulated 
wisdom. Though "on ne guérira pas" is negative, it is a 
deliberate reversal of the positive to obtain greater 
emphasis. It can only be an expression of a general future. 
It was on the 22 April 1981 that Francois Mitterand spoke 
im the "Club de la Presse" of Europe I. He declared:
"La gêne du premier tour deviendra 
un élan pour le second".
The speaker was here referring to the number of "petits 
candidats" and declaring that they constituted "un frein" 
on the serious business of the presidential election.
This example expresses what the speaker thinks is going 
to happen and "deviendra" expresses a hypothetical future* 
On the France-Inter "présidentielles" of 22 April 1981, 
François Mitterand declared: V
"Une France enfin réconciliée 
avec elle même choisira 1"autre 
chemin, le vrai chemin vers 
la renaissance du pays".
Here, "1"autre chemin" is that of socialism but the 
speaker offers no evidence that a France "enfin réconciliée 
avec elle-même" will vote socialist nor that tîiis will 
produce "la renaissance du pays". In this context, 
"choisira" must necessarily be a hypothetical future. In 
the same speech, François Mitterand affirmed: <
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"En votant socialiste, les citoyens 
accompliront finalement un geste 
naturel, ce sera le choix du 
bon sens".
The speaker is here using the third person and is 
flattering his audience - voting socialist is the natural 
thing to do, it makes good sense. However, it is certain 
that a number of people will be so doing on the 10th May 
so that "accompliront" represents a near future action. 
Whether voting socialist is good sense is, however, far 
from certain and "ce sera" is here a hypothetical future. 
Giscard d"Estaing said on 29 April 1981 in *les 
présidentielles" of Frace-Inter:
"Mon devoir, je le ferai 
sans aucune arrière-pensée, 
cordialement et simplement".
In the context of a speech in the presidential campaign, 
"mon devoir" must refer to the speaker’s duty if he is 
elected president. Despite the statement of intent,
"je le ferai" expresses a hypothetical future. On 4th 
May 1981, the same speaker declared in a France-Inter 
programme on "les présidentielles":
"La fusée porteuse, c"était le premier V
septennat, le navette, ce sera le 
second septennat et d’ailleurs, j’y 
reviendrai dans une autre circonstance. 
Peut-être aurons-nous à décider, 
au cours du prochain septennat, 
d’entreprendre la construction d’une 
navette spatiale française".
The "président sortant" is here using the metaphor of a
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spacecraft launching* However, "ce sera* is hypothetical - 
the second tour is yet to come* Here, *j*y reviendrai* 
would seem to be a true temporal future - the speaker is 
going to refer again to this particular metaphor at an 
unspecified future time. The last part of the text does 
carry a time element: *au cours du prochain septennat* 
but the speaker has yet to be elected president. The 
key-word of this part of the utterance is ’peut-être* 
which makes ’aurons-nous* a hypothetical future. On the 
4th May 1981, Francois Mitterand spoke from Montpellier, SF 
the speech being relayed by France-Inter, He declared:
*Ce n ’est pas ici au 10 mai que 
je reformerai leur jugement. C’est 
une cause que je gagnerai à l’avenir 
parce que j’assurerai leur survie*.
The speaker here is referring to those of the electorate 
who mistrust him. The negative time indication: *Ce 
n ’est pas ici au 10 mai* shows that he does not expect 
to produce any change of heart in these people before the 
end of the ’second tour*. He is using the first person 
to emphasise his intention of doing this, when he is 
elected president. This makes the three inflected futures: 
•je reformerai*, *je gagnerai* and *j’assurerai* all 
hypothetical. On the 12 May 1981, Michael Pinton of the
UDF, stirred into action by the success of _
François Mitterand in the presidential elections, declared ^ 
in a France-Inter commentary programme:
*Je lance à Valéry Giscard d’Estaing 
un appel pressant pour qu’il prenne la
tête du grand rassemblement qui
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réunira avec l’UDF, tous ceux qui 
partagent 1’idémI de liberté’.
This utterance seems to be prompted by the fear that 
the left might also gain a majority in the coming elections 
for the legislative assembly* The right would, then, 
have completely lost power and, consequently, this is 
a very emotional appeal* The ’grand rassemblement’ may 
exist now in the mind of the speaker but there.is no 
evidence that.other parties of the right will join in*
In this context, ' 'réunira’ must remain an expression 
of a hypothetical future. It has been shown, then, 
that the consensus definition of the use of the inflected 
future has been upheld by examples from contemporary 
French speech* Its application as an expression of a 
more general, remote and hypothetical future remains 
normal practice in the spoken French of today.
The consensus puts forward the use of devoir 4* infinitive 
to express a near future action and an indeterminate 
future* Of the former, Mauger says (P. 286) of 
’auxiliaires secondaires’s
’Les uns sont des auxiliaires 
de temps. Ils expriment le 
futur proche:
Elle doit revenir demain’.
Is such a usage supported by examples from contemporary 
French speech? On 10 August 1976, in Paris, a mother 
was talking to her friend about her daughter’s home-
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coming. She said excitedly: "Elle doit arriver samedi 
prochain". The implication here is that her arrival is 
a decided fact and "elle doit* represents a near future 
action qualified by the time phrase "samedi prochain". 
The mother was also going to give a tea-party during 
which her daughter would be giving an account of her 
holiday. The mother enthused:
"Elle doit y raconter son voyage 
à Ténérife. Elle me l"a déjà 
raconté par lettre".
This is an event which has been arranged by the mother, 
so that "elle doit-y raconter* represents a near future 
action. At St Tropez on 18 July 1978,there was a 
discussion on site about the tenancy of one of the 
chalets. A woman declared:
"Les Duclos? Ils doivent partir 
la semaine prochaine, mardi, je 
crois".
The context of this statement was that the Duclos 
tenancy did not expire until the end of the following
I
week. However, they had decided to leave before then 
as one of the boys had been unwell. There was no 
obligation for them to go early, they had chosen to 
so to do. "Ils doivent partir" is, then, an acceptable 
example of a near future. On 9 March 1981, a political 
commentator on France-Inter declared:
'A
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"c'est cependant contre le front 
giscardien qu"il doit mener son 
offensive la plus convaincante".
The speaker was here referring to Jacques Chirac who was 
under no obligation to campaign against Giscard d"£staing 
in the "premier tour" of the presidential elections but 
who had decided to stand for election. Here "il doit 
mener" is, then, the expression of a near future action. 
On the same day,in & political discussion on Europe I, 
a commentator said of Giscard d"Estaing"s activities:
"Le candidat Giscard d ’Estaing doit 
participer à une douzaine de 
meetings dans tout le pays".
The factual content of this utterance is extremely vague, 
nevertheless it is a certain fact that Giscard d’Estaing 
will be taking part in many meetings during the period 
of the electoral campaign. Here "doit participer* refers 
to a series of near future actions which will take place 
during a limited future period. During the "grand 
débat radiotélévisé" of 7 May 1981, Giscard d ’Estaing 
stated:
*C"est dimanche prochain que les 
Français éclairés diront qui doit 
être Président de la République*.
Here the speaker is flattering his audience in an attempt 
to persuade them to vote for him. However, it is a 
certain fact that the French people will be going to the
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polls and electing a new president. So that "doit être" 
represents a near future action, qualified by the time 
phrase: "c’est dimanche prochain". These examples do 
show that devoir + infinitive is used in contemporary 
French to express a near future action. Devoir + 
infinitive was also put forward to express an indeterminate 
future. For example, Sensine, in his "L"Eraploi des 
temps en français" (P. 46) states:
"L’auxiliaire devoir indique que 
l’action aura lieu, sans préciser 
le moment,c’est un futur indéterminé".
Is this use of devoir + infinitive confirmed by examples of 
contemporary French speech? At St Tropez, on 17 July 1978, 
two women were talking about a mutual friend. One of them 
remarked: "Elle doit venir passer les vacances chez nous". 
The holiday had previously been agreed upon but not the 
actual dates, so that "doit venir" expresses here an 
indeterminate future action. Giscard d"£staing spoke in 
the France-Inter programme "Jeunesse" of 31 March 1981:
"L’enseignement doit continuer 
à améliorer 1"égalité des chances 
entre les jeunes français".
Ihis ia a very imprecise statement. There is no indication 
of what measures will be taken to ensure the continuance 
of equal opportunity in education. The statement does 
imply, however, some betterment of a situation which is 
already in ha»d so that "doit continuerrepresents a 
present situation continuing into an indeterminate future. 
In the France-Inter "Journal des présidentielles" of
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24 April 1981, Giscard d'Estaing stated:
*A la civilisation de masse doit 
succéder une civilisation à 
l’échelle de l’individu’.
Though this utterance has the nature of a general 
statement, it is putting forward a future change in 
the nature of French civilisation. It is, however, so 
vague that ’doit succéder’ must be considered an 
indeterminate future. The same speaker also contributed 
to the ’Journal des présidentielles’ of France-Inter on 
27 April 1981. He declared:
'Chacun doit trouver dans ce 
nouveau combat, une place digne 
de ses capacités*.
The 'combat* of this utterance referred to the struggle 
between the left and the right. This utterance is a 
piece of political oratory Uiich is devoid of any 
temporal significance. However, the struggle between the 
left and the right is a certain political fact, so that 
’doit trouver’ can be accepted as an example of an 
indeterminate future action. Speaking in a France-Inter 
programme on 5 June 1981, Francois Mitterand declared:
’Ces engagements doivent être 
respectés*.
Here, the newly-elected President is reassuring his 
audience. The engagements referred to were those he had 
pledged during the presidential campaign. Devoir + 
infinitive cannot here mean obligation as this would cast
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doubts on the speaker’s integrity. In this context, 
’doivent être’ refers to an indeterminate future intent. 
The new prime minister of France, Pierre Mauroy, spoke in 
a political programme of Europe 1 on 13 June 1981. He 
stated:
*La France doit redevenir 
dans tous les domaines, le 
pays des libertés et la 
championne des droits de l’homme’.
The speaker is here painting a picture of an exempla,ry 
future French society. This is a piece of political oratory 
devoid of any specific, factual content. The speaker is, 
however, in a position of political power, so that ’doit 
redevenir’ can be accepted as the expression of an indet­
erminate future intent. The construction devoir + 
infinitive is used, then, in contemporary French speech to 
express indeterminate future actions. The consensus also 
puts forward the use of the constructions 'être en passe 
de’, ’être sur le point de’, ’être près de’ and ’être 
pour’ as expressions of temporal, future actions. For 
example, Grevisse, in ’Le Bon Usage’ states (P.748):
’Etre en passe de, être sur ^ >le 
point de, être près de, servent 
A indiquer.un futur proche; la 
première de ces expressions ajoute 
ordinairement l’idée d’une situation 
favorable’ •
and Grevisse adds (P.749):
’Etre pour peut server à indiquer 
un fait prochain...’
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Are such constructions in current use today? On 16 August 
1977, a group of young men were talking at a café in the 
boulevard Saint-Michel. They began joking about a 
politically-minded friend. One of them declared:
•lui, il est en passe de 
devenir premier ministre*.
The ironie tone with which it was said makes this a 
satisfactory example of 'être en passe de* used to express 
a hypothetical future with a favourable connotation. In a 
France-Inter political programme on 6 November 1979, a 
cotmnentator said of a rising young politician:
*C*est une jeune intègre qui 
est en passe de faire sa marque*.
Here, *qui est en passe de* represents a future action — 
which has a favourable connotation - the young man is on 
his way to political success. In a France-Inter phone-in 
programme on 4 February 1981, a contestant was asked what 
her husband did for a living. She replied: *11 est en 
passe d’être nommé chef de gare*. This is another very 
useful example of ’être en passe de* used to express a 
near future, the favourable connotation being job 
promotion. On 10 April 1981, a young competitor was asked 
in a France-Inter programme whether he had yet taken his 
baccalauréat. He replied: ’Pas encore, mais j*y suis en 
passe*. Here, again, the situation is a favourable one, 
the young man is preparing for his baccalauréat. In this 
context, ’j’y suis en passe’ has the equivalent meaning 
of the English expression: ’I’m on my way’ and it is a
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satisfactory example of this usage. At St Tropez, on 
19 July 19f8, a quayside artist called out to a friend 
who had asked him to have a drink:
•Pas si vite, je suis sur le 
point de finir ce tableau".
"Etre sur le point de* is a useful construction here 
because it emphasises the imminence of the future action. 
The artist has already been putting the finishing touches 
to his canvas and the picture will be finished at any 
moment. Also at St Tropez on 20 July 1978, one crewman 
called out to an acquaintance on one of the yachts:
"Quoi, tu as été malade? On ra*a 
dit que tu es sur le point de 
quitter le pays*.
Though this is a case of reported speech, "tu es sur le 
point de" retains its future connotation as the speaker is 
seeking to confirm a future action. At a Parisian café 
on 2 September 1981, two men were talking about a mutual 
friend who had become very attached to a young woman. One 
of them said:
"Ah oui, il en est très éprise.
Il est sur le point de la demander 
en mariage*.
Here, again, the use of "être sur le point de* stresses 
the imminence of the future action. During a France- 
Inter "Actualités" programme on 11 September 1981, there 
was a short description of tree-felling in a well-known 
park. At one point in the prograirane, the commentator
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called out; "C'est sur le point de tomber*. In this 
example, the speaker was describing the tree-felling 
process as it actually happened and his utterance expresses 
the immediacy of the future action. Two women were talking 
in the rue Fleurus on 14 September 1981 about a young woman 
whom they both knew. One said: *Je sais qu*elle est près 
de vendre sa voiture*i The speaker was here using 
information previously given to her by the young woman 
concerned. In this context, *elle est près de* represents 
a near future. On the 21 September 1981, a man at a party 
was talking about a writer friend of his:
*11 m*écrit de temps en temps 
Je crois qu*il est près de finir 
son livre*.
Here the speaker has received information about the book so 
that he can use *je crois* with assurance. This makes 
*il est près de finir* a very satisfactory example of a 
near future. At a Parisian café on 19 August 1977, a 
sudden rainstorm drenched the tables. One man remarked 
to another: *Quel mauvais temps! * and the reply came:
*Oui, et c*est pas pour changer*. In this example, *c*est 
pas pour changer* expresses an emphatic negative state 
which will continue into a near future. Two women were 
talking in a St Tropez street about a mutual acquaintance 
who was ill. One of them asked; *Et comment va-t-il?*, 
receiving the reply: *0h, tu sais, il n*est pas pour
mourir cette fois*. Here again, is another «nphatic 
negative which, in this case, expresses a present state 
which will continue into an indeterminate future
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(continuing present). The foregoing examples do show 
that devoir 4- infinitive is used to express a near future 
and an indeterminate future. They also show that the
expressions 'être en passe de', être sur le point de,
être près de, être pour' are used in contemporary 
French speech.
The consensus posits the use of the modal inflected future 
as an imperative, as an attenuated affirmation and to 
express a possibility, an eventuality. For example,
J.E* Mansion in his *A Grammar of Present-day French' 
states (p.69): 'The future is frequently used as an 
imperative'. While de Boer in his 'Syntaxe du Français 
Moderne' declares (P.197):
'Il y a des cas où le futur simple ne
se rapporte pas à l'avenir; on y reste
dans le présent:
(a) Un futur 'conjectural'
(b) futur de politesse ou atténuant.
A look will now be taken at examples of everday speech to 
discover whether these usages are, indeed, current practice 
in French speech. Firstly, the inflected future as an 
imperative will be examined. In a Paris street on 12 July 
1976 a man using a street telephone was heard to exclaim: 
'Vous ne donnerez l'argent le plutôt possible'. The 
speaker's voice sounded impatient, as though this was
c
something that he had demanded before. The inflected 
future is being used here to give emphasis to the 
instruction - the diction used was very careful, as though 
to impress the message on the mind of the listener. In
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Paris, on 4 August 1977, the office manager of the Alliance 
Française was heard to say to a new employee: 'Vous 
ouwirez tout le courrier'. The diction was again preciee 
and the intonation even, as though to clarify the 
instruction and to leave no doubt in the mind of the 
listener. On the 6 August 1977 in the true de Rennes, Paris,
a mother said to her child: .... et tu ne dépensera pas X
tout ton argent de poche'. They were in front of the 
Monoprix store.and the mother was giving instructions to 
the child before entering. She was very critical; 'Don't 
do this, don't do that' and the rather strident intonation 
of this utterance reached a climax in 'pas' and was then 
maintained to the end. This is an example of a negative 
imperative or 'défense' used to stress an order. In the 
morning of the 8 August 1977, a cashier at the Alliance 
Française said to an applicant for a course: 'Vous me 
donnerez mille francs pour les cours pratiques'. Here 
the inflected future is used instead of the imperative 
to attenuate the request. In the rue Fleurus on 10
August 1977, a lady called from an appartment window to
a man who had just left the building: 'Vous attendrez 
monsieur'. Here, again, the inflected future is used to 
address someone whom one does not know very well, as a 
sign of politeness. On 12 August 1977, a Parisian _ 
housewife called to her husband who was getting ready 
to leave for his work: 'Tu n'oublieras pas de me laisser 
un billet de cent francs, j'en ai besoin pour les 
emplettes! '. Not only politeness is involved in this 
use of the inflected future instead of the imperative 
but also clarity and anphasis, to help ensure that the
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request will be fulfilled* In Paris, a phone call was 
made on 13 August 1977 and the following was overheard; 
‘Vous lui direz que je l'attends ce soir'. Here the 
inflected future is used to tone down the bluntness of the 
imperative - the speaker could well have been leaving the
message with someone he did not know. Emphasis does also
come into this utterance - the speaker wishes there to be 
no mistake and 'vous lui direz' alerts the listener.
Coming down the steps of the Alliance Française on 16 
August 1977, a teacher explained to a student: 'Vous
me remettrez tout ça au propre pour vendredi matin'. The
inflected future is being used here by a younger teacher 
to a mature student as a polite alternative to the 
imperative. However, the instruction was also being 
emphasised by this usage, leaving no doubt about what had 
to be done in the mind of the listener* In the rue 
d'Alésia, Paris, on 18 August 1977, the front bumper of 
one car hit the rear bumper of another car. The two 
drivers both got out and among the exchanges was heard: 
'Vous me donnerez votre adresse, monsieur'. Here the 
request was made using an intonation of cold courtesy 
as though to emphasise that though he was being polite, 
he was far from happy about what had occurred. On the 
same day, a man asked for directions in the street: 'Où 
est le mëtro le plus proche? The answer came Vous 
prendrez cette rue«là, c'est à droite'. Here in giving 
directions to a stranger, the speaker the inflected
future to attenuate his instruction. In the Luxembourg 
Gardens on 20 August 1977, a mother said to her child who 
was looking at a carton lying on the grass: 'Tiens, tu 
ne toucheras pas ca'. Here, the emphatic negative is 
used to ensure that the èartôn woiÜd not b# Wuche# & d
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that the possible danger would be avoided. Another 'défense* 
occurred in the same gardens on the following day. A mother 
called out to her son; 'Un moment, Charles, tu ne mentiras 
point'. The boy had begun to run off somewhere and the 
negative i emphasis here is very pronounced, with 'point* 
much stronger than 'pas'. A nursemaid in the Luxembourg 
Gardens on 22 August 1977 said to one of her charges:
'Oh, Charles, tu fermeras la bouche quand tu mangesî '.
This utterance was not made harshly but was reproachful in 
nature as though Charles really should have known how to 
behave. Here the inflected future is used as a politeness 
and also as a clear reminder of good manners. At St Tropez 
on the 8 July 1978, a hostess said to her maid after 
dinner: 'Vous nous servirez les boissons sur la terrasse'. 
Here the inflected future is used to attenuate the blunt­
ness of the imperative and also to show politness to 
someone of lower rank. In this context, the inflected 
future is much more explicit than the normal imperative.
On the 16 July 1978, at St Tropez, a mother said to her 
son as they were getting ready to go to the beach: 'Ecoute, 
tu mettras ton pull, il fait trop de vent'. In this 
example the mother is showing concern for her son as the 
mistral was blowing. The inflected future is here used 
instead of the imperative for emphasis. It is interesting 
to note that the mother uses the familiar form of the 
imperative, 'Ecoute', to attract attention and the 
inflected future for the important, particular message.
On the same day a woman who was looking after several 
children called out to them as they were playing: 'Ecoutez 
les enfants, vous resterez au chalet. C'est trop difficile
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de marcher contre le vent*. Here, again, the imperative 
'Ecoutez* is used to attract attention and tlie inflected 
future to erapliasise the particular meseage. Outside a 
chalet at St Tropez on 17 July 1978 a mother called to 
her daughter: 'Ecoute, Chantai, si tu vas faire de la 
peinture, tu mettras un tablier*. The little girl was 
getting her paint-box ready to do a picture in water­
colour. The mother here is concerned for the protection 
of her daughter's dress. Again, the imperative 'Ecoute' 
is used to attract attention and the inflected future for 
the important message, giving it emphasis. On the evening 
of the 18 July 1978, a mother called out to her son as 
the family were going into St Tropez: 'Tu apporteras ton pull, 
il fait un peu froid ce soir'. Again, there is concern 
for the boy - the mistral had abated but was still linger­
ing. The inflected future here makes the instruction very 
clear and the example was uttered in a firm voice admitting 
of no argument. On the beach at St Tropez on 19 July 1978, 
a mother called out to her sons 'Charles, tu n'entreras pas 
dans l'eau sans ton ami'. The friend was, at that moment, 
finishing an ice-cream. This example also carries the 
concern of the speaker for her son, so that the inflected 
future emphasises the instruction. On the same day, also 
on the beach at St Tropez, a French nursemaid called to 
her charges: 'Les enfants, ne faites pas les idiots, vous 
laisserez tranquille cette petite fille'. Again, the 
generality is in the imperative and the particular 
instruction in the inflected future. The boys were . 
teasing the young, girl and the nursemaid is reminding them 
how to behave. Spoken in a crisp, firm voice, the inflected 
future emphasised the importance of the message. As they
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were about to cross the busy harbour road at St Tropez 
on the same day, a mother said to her sons *Tu feras 
attention pendant qu'on traverse la rue*. Again there 
is anxiety in this example and the consequent need to 
emphasise the message. The intonation was quiet but firm 
and it conveyed just that extra emphasis that would have 
been lost had the imperative been used. On the 21 July 
1970, a family were on the beach at St Tropez. One of 
the youngsters was asking about going home. The father  ^
replied: 'On n'est pas encore prêt h rentrer, tu n'oublieras 
pas à tout ramasser avant*. Objects of play were lying ^ 
around on the sand - they had to be collected before the 
family could think of moving. The negative défense was ^ 
here articulated slowly and carefully leaving no doubt about 
what the child had to do. In the evening of the 22 July 
1978 at St Tropez, a schoolboy asked his mother if he 
could watch a TV prograimne. The mother replied: *Tu feras 
mieux de préparer tes devoirs'. Here the inflected 
future supplied the necessary eophasis in favour of doing 
homework. In the morning of 22 July 1978 a mother and her 
young daughter were getting ready to go down to the beach 
at St Tropez. The daughter had taken off her floppy sun- 
hat but the mother called out: 'Attention au soleil. Tu 
garderas ton chapeau'. Here the mother was anxious that 
her child should come to no harm and her concern was 
emphasised by the use of the inflected future instead of 
the imperative. On the beach that same day, a nursemaid 
was getting her charges ready to go for lunch. She called 
out:
'Allons les enfants. Ça suffit
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pour le matin. François^ tu 
n'oublieras pas ce bonnet de 
bain là-bas'.
Though this is a negative use of the inflected future, it 
is so for emphasis because loss of property was involved. 
This instruction was said slowly with careful diction to 
leave no doubt in the mind of Françoise what she had to do. 
On the 23 July 1978, a child was playing with his mother's 
handbag on a chalet site at St Tropez. When the mother 
noticed what the child was doing she called out: 'Ah non, 
tu ne joueras pas avec ça... c'est pour le bronzage'.
Again a negative imperative or 'défense* which was used
to underline the instruction and leave no doubt as to
its content. In the anti-gaspiliage campaign of France- ^
j
Inter in August, 1980, motorists were stopped at certain 
points on their route and were asked to answer questions 
about saving petrol. On the 6 August a motorist who had 
replied successfully was told: 'Vous prendrez une de ces 
enveloppes, monsieur'. If he chose the correct one he 
could win a sum of money. Here, the inflected future 
is an attenuated imperative used for the sake of 
politeness. These examples show, then, that the use of 
the inflected future instead of the imperative is in,normal 
use in everyday French. They show that the inflected 
future is used to emphasise an order or instruction and 
to add politeness to a request. Secondly, examples from 
present-day French speech must be examined to see whether 
they show the inflected future used to express an 
attenuated affirmation. During a discussion group in the 
Alliance Française on the 9 August 1977, the leader said 
to the audience: 'Je vous présenterai à mes associés.
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de droite à gauche....*. Here the inflected future is 
used to soften the terseness of the present tense. On the 
18 July 1978 at St Tropez, a young visitor asked the 
hostess: *Vous me permettrez de jouer du piano?’. Here 
again the inflected future is used as a polite attenuation. 
On 23 July 1978 two men were arguing on the quayside at 
St Tropez about one of the yachts. One of them became 
rather heated and shouted: *Je vous le dirai et je vous 
le répéterai pour la derniers fois...* in spite of his 
anger, he still used the inflected future instead of the 
blunter present tense. This suggests that he habitually 
used this attenuated form. In a France-Inter programme 
'Actualités* of 4 January 1980, a political commentator 
said to his colleagues in the studio and to his radio 
audience:
*Je vous constaterai que le futur 
président aura du travail à faire 
en réglant le problème du chômage*.
Here again the use of the inflected future softens the 
impact of the *I*m telling you*. The speaker used a well- 
modulated intonation to add to the politeness o>£' his state­
ment, Nevertheless the use of the inflected future also 
added emphasis, making it a polite but firm utterance which 
was likely to command the attention of an audience. The 
France-Inter programme *La Clef Verte* of 21 February 1981 
had a section on *La généalogie*. One of the 'rechercheurs* 
told a caller:
'Je te rassurai que ton fils 
est sain et sauf*.
This was in answer to a query raised in a previous programme.
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Here, again, the inflected future adds politeness to what 
roust have been good news but it also emphases the verb and 
its message. During a France-Inter programme *Le téléphone 
sonne* of 23 February 1981, the chairman said to the 
listeners about one of the panel of experts: *11 s'adressera 
à vous en tant que futur directeur*. The tone of voice 
used was inclined to be jovial but this did not detract 
from the emphasis given to the utterance by the polite 
use of the inflected future. On 24 April 1981, in the 
'Journal* of France-Culture, Giscard d'Estaing stated;
'Certains me trouvent trop libéral, 
c'est un reproche que j'accepte car je 
n'aurai jamais honte de servir la 
liberté*.
In this example the speaker is using the attenuated 
form 'je n'aurais jamais honte', to emphasise that this 
will always be his attitude. Three days later, also in a 
France-Inter political programme, the same speaker 
declared:
'Pour ma part, je représenterai 
donc tous ceux qui, dans ce pays, 
refusent la société marxiste et 
bureaucratique *.
The speaker had been using the present tense and after the 
inflected future 'je représenterai* he goes back to the 
present tense. The utterance was articulated slowly and 
carefully, as though the speaker was using the inflected 
future to attenuate the present tense but also to 
emphasise the personal claim that he is making. On the 
5 May 1981, Francois Mitterand stated in a France-Inter ^
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programme:
•Parce que j*ai foi dans la 
capacité de notre pays, je ferai 
appel à toutes les personnes de 
bonne volonté à la seule condition, 
oue l'intérêt général prime sur les 
intérêts des privilèges, de la fortune, 
et du pouvoir'.
Here the inflected future seems to be used in a set phrase 
'je ferai appel* which breaks a sequence of present tenses, 
'j'ai' and 'prime*. This attenuated form, however, seems 
to emphasise what would have been a less forceful state­
ment had the present tense been used. M. Lecanuet of the 
UDF declared in a France-Inter programme of the 13 May 
1981:
*Ce désistement devra être 
automatiaue et sans arrière - pensée, 
c'est-à dire qu'il devra comporter une 
mobilisation ardente, sincère et 
efficace*.
The speaker was here referring to a 'désistement* between
"
the UDF party and the RPR. He is putting this idea
I-•. . ' '■ -
forward in the hope that it will attract the attention of
-  !
«
his listeners who will include members of both parties.
In this context, the speaker does not want to appear to be 
laying down the law, so he avoids the more abrupt present 
tense 'doit'. His remarks on 'désistement' are presented 
more politely by the«use of the inflected future 'devra'
which occurs twice in this utterance. His intonation was*
not at all coercive but persuasive. These examples do
show that the inflected future used as an attenuated .
-
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affirmation is normal practice in everyday spoken French, 
Thirdly, examples of the inflected future must be 
considered which express a possibility, an eventuality - 
a conjectural future. For example, on the 20 July 1976, 
in Paris, the following exchange was heard on the 
stairway of the Alliance Française:
*M. Simon est libre?
Malheureusement, non, il 
donnera quelque conférence'.
The reply was given with assurance as though it could be 
taken for granted that M Simon would be lecturing somewhere. 
Nevertheless, in this example,the use of 'il donnera* does 
not express more than a possibility. In the rue de Rivoli, 
Paris, on 4 August 1977, two women were thinking of enter­
ing a shop to look at some unusual headscarves. One of 
them remarked: 'On aura peut-être le temps de revenir 
plus tard'. The key to this utterance is 'peut-être' - 
they may, perhaps, have time to come back later. The 
inflected future here expresses a conjectural situation. A 
woman came into the Librarie Hachette on 11 August 1977 and 
asked an assistant:
*M. Durand est là?
Oh, non, il sera chez lui*.
The assistant further explained that the man in question 
would have gone to lunch. Though this may have been his 
habit, however, and though 'il sera chez lui' was uttered
r^-
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with conviction, yet this is not a certain situation. So 
that *il sera* represents here a conjectural future. Also 
in Paris on 14 August 1977, a man and a woman were talking 
in the doorway of an appartment block.
*Y a beaucoup de monde dans 
la rueî *.
Sans doute ils iront au 
spectacle son et lumière*.
At that time, *son et lumière* was being given nightly in 
the Jardin des Tuileries. The fact that many people were 
moving in the direction of the Place de la Concorde might 
seem to establish an element of certainty which would be 
supported by the *sans doute* of the reply. However, the 
actual destination of these people was not known for 
certain and *ils iront* can express nothing more than a 
possibility. The following exchange was heard between 
two secretaries in the foyer of the Alliance Française
: *on 23 August 1977;
' -
m
as rencontré Julie? ^
Julie? Ah, c'est mardi, elle 
suivra son cours*.
Here, again, the inflected future *elle suivra* expresses 
a conjectural future based on previous knowledge. At a
building site in the rue de Rennes on 25 August 1977, one 
worker asked another:
' . " a
*On a VU Jacques? ^
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Il II'est pas là-pas?
Ah non, 11 conduira le poids- 
lourd aujourd'hui'.
Here the *11 n'est pas là-bas?' was accompanied by a nod 
of the head in the direction of the main construction.
This example is similar to the four previous ones - an 
answer is made based on previous knowledge of what the 
person spoken about usually does. However, such statements 
lack an element of certainty and the inflected future 
*il conduira* expresses nothing more than a possibility.
At St Tropez during 'petit déjeuner* in the morning of 
the 21 July 1978, the following exchange took place:
'Quelqu'un frappe.
Ce sera le facteur*.
Here, again, is another example in which the reply is based 
on previous knowledge. The postman usually came about 
that time during the summer season but the reply *ce sera 
le facteur still remains a conjecture. On the 27pJuly 
1978 at St Tropez, the telephone had been ringing while ' 
the lady of the house had been out with her daughter.
Vvhen told this by a neighbour, the daughter asked: *Qui 
done a téléphoné?*. To which the mother replied: *0h, 
ce sera le propriétairé*. This answer, however, did not 
seem to be 4 ,based on any previous knowledge, as it was said 
with a shrug of the shoulders. *Ce sera* is here so 
conjectural that it represents a guess. In the *Actualités* 
of France-Inter on 3 April 1981, a political commentator 
declared:
*M. Mitterand a annoncé ^
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la poursuite de 1 'austérité 
avec un taux d'inflation de 
14% dans la premiere année* ce 
que sera, sans doute, sa façon 
de dire bonjour à la classe 
ouvrière.'
Here the phrase 'ce qui sera sans doute* represents an 
extension of an abstract statement. The reason for the 
proposed tax is put forward in irony. Nevertheless, the 
presidential campaign was in progress at the time and 
such a I statement could be a vote-catcher for the right- 
wing candidates. In this context, the inflected future 
*ce sera* represents an ironic conjecture. These examples 
do show that the conjectural future is currently used in 
French speech. It has been seen, then, that all the modal 
uses of the inflected future put forward by the consensus 
have been supported by examples from contenporary French 
speech. The consensus is, then, justified in having 
posited these usages.
-A'
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CHAPTER 4
In the preceding chapter, it was found that the findings 
of the consensus of grammatical opinion were supported by- 
examples from contemporary French speech. However, it 
was shown in Chapter 1 that a number of writers on grammar 
had diverged from the majority opinion. Where the present 
tense used as a future is concerned, the consensus put 
forward its use to express an immediate future. One 
divergent opinion posited its use as a near future. For 
example, Grevisse in *Le Bon Usage* (P.832) stated:
*Le présent sert à marquer.... un 
fait se rapportant à un passé récent 
ou à un futur proche*.
Taking a near future to be an event which will occur 
within a comparative period of twelve months, is this 
usage supported by contemporary spoken French? On 28 
July 1976, two students at the Sorbonne were discussing next 
years academic studies. One said to the other: 'Faut choisir 
ou les classiques ou la science'. His friend replied:
'Moi, je fais la science*. Here the speaker was referring 
to a course which would begin in three month's time, so 
that *je fais' expresses the present tense used as a near 
future. Two women were talking in a Paris flat on 15 
March 1977 about the coming visit of relatives of one of 
them for the Easter holiday:
'Alors, ils reviennent pour Pâques, 
Josette?
Ben, oui, euh, ils viennent...'
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The visit of these relatives had already been discussed in 
the context, so that the first statement is not a true 
interrogative but is seeking confirmation of a known 
fact. In this context, *ils reviennent* can be accepted 
as a near future as also can 'ils viennent*. In this 
same conversation, the question of a visit on the morrow 
arose: \
*'Ih arrives quand demain?
Ah, je ne sais pas, hein....
Tu débarques chez nous, hein?'
In the context of the first utterance, the visit had already 
been decided upon. Here, 'quand*refers to the hour of the 
visit, so that 'tu arrives' expresses a near future. The 
second speaker does not know exactly when she will be 
visiting her friend on the morrow. The third utterance 
seeks confirmation of an agreed future action and *Tu 
débarques' can be accepted as a near future. On the 
evening of the same day, the daughter of a Parisian 
household was planning a party. She asked her friend to 
tell one of the guests:
... ça sera certainement mercredi soir 
ou jeudi soir... parce que bon, après 
le samedi elle repart. Donc, vendredi 
soir, c'est pas possible*.
In this utterance, it is the guest who will be leaving 
'après le samedi', so that 'elle repart' expresses a 
near future. In the final sentence, the 'c'est pas* is
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in the negative for emphasis and it can be accepted as a 
near future qualified by the time indicator 'vendredi soir'. 
On 7 April 1977, one friend said to another at a café table 
in Paris: 'Je retourne à Berlin le 22 avril'. Here the 
date of return is stated and 'je retourne* can be accepted 
as an expression of a near future. Two women were talking 
in a branch of Felix Potin, Paris, on 8 April 1977. One 
of them declared:
*11 faut que je déménage et je 
passe le concours de contrôleur 
des PTT les 27 et 28 juin*.
Here the time element 'les 27 et 28 juin' makes 'je passe' 
the expression of a near future. At the Gare du Nord in 
the late evening of 9 August 1977, a young man was being 
seen off by his family. As the boat-train moved away, he 
called out 'Je vous écris dès mon arrivée'. Here, 'je 
vous écris' represents a near future qualified by the time 
element 'dès mon arrivée'. Two men were talking in a 
Paris street on 10 August 1977. One of them declared:
'Le terrain acheté, il construit vite la maison'. The 
context of this utterance was that negotiations for the 
land purchase had already begun. The person being 
discussed was himself a builder so that he would probably 
soon erect the house. Here,'il construit' expresses a 
near future action. At St Tropez on 19 July 1978, the 
question of next years holiday was being discussed by a 
party at a qtsayside café. One young lady called out as 
a statement of fact: 'Au mois de mai je me rends au 
Mexique'. The present tense 'je me rends' represents, 
then, a near future qualified by the time element 'au
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mois de mai*. In the France-Inter programme 'Loup- 
garou* of 27 October 1980, a singer was asked when he was 
leaving for a series of concerts in the U.S.A. He 
replied: 'Je pars jeudi*. Here the time element 'jeudi* 
makes 'je pars* the expression of a near future. All these 
examples support the opinion that the present tense is 
used to express a near future in every-day French speech* 
Another divergent opinion was that of the present tense 
used to express a remote future. For example, the 'Grand 
Larousse du français contemporain* (P.2117) states:
'Le présent exprime souvent une 
action future, qui peut être 
imminente ou plus éloignée.
In the example given of 'plus éloignée', the time element 
involved was a period of two years. However, no examples 
were recorded of the present tense used to express a 
remote future. It must be assumed, then, that this usage 
is not normal in contemporary spoken French. Yet another 
divergency from the consensus was the use of the present 
tense to express a future action which is the direct 
consequence of another action. For example, among other 
uses of the present tense, Grevisse posits:
*Le présent sert à marquer un
fait futur présenté corme conséquence
directe et infaillible d'un autre'. (P.832)
Is this usage supported by examples from conte^myw 
speech? At a café in the boulevard Raspaiî on the 16 
August 1976, one student said to another:
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'Moi, j'ai beaucoup travaillé 
et après les examens je quitte 
la vie scolaire'.
Here 'je quitte la vie scolaire' expresses a future action 
which is determined by the result of examinations. In 
Paris, on 2 April 1977, the daughter of the family said 
to her friend:
'Tu  vas en Allemagne?
Alors, on va manger dans ton 
restaurant yougoslave?
Ah, oui, j'y vais, heinî '.
The friend would be in Germany for her birthday and would 
be celebrating it by having a meal at her favourite 
Yugoslavian restaurant. In this example, 'j'y vais' 
expresses a future action which is the direct consequence 
of the friend's visit to Germany. In a bar at St Tropez 
on 8 July 1978, one man bought another a drink. As he 
handed it to him he said:
'Buvez ceci et vous finissez par 
vivre un peu, mon vieux'.
Here the future action is expressed by a catch-phrase 
which is dependent on the drinking of the particular 
beverage. In a Parisian workshop on 29 April 1979, the 
works manager ^ said to a trainee executive who was 
preparing some statistics:
'Finissez tout le travail, ensuite 
on parle de votre salaire'.
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In this example *on parle' expresses a future action 
which is the result of work in hand being completed. On 
4 February 1981, in a France-Inter sports programme, a 
football team manager was asked about one of his players 
who was returning to the game after injury. He replied:®
'C*est entendu. S'il marque un 
but ce soir, il est membre de 
l'équipe*.
The player concerned was playing in a reserve game that 
evening. The future action of his returning to the first 
team is explicitly conditional on his scoring a goal in 
that match. These examples support the divergence from the 
consensus which states that the present tense is used to 
express a future action which is the direct consequence 
of another action. The last divergence from the consensus 
posited the present tense sued to express an anticipatory^, 
future - the future action, however remote it may be, is 
enjoyed, in anticipation, at the present moment. For 
example, the 'GranKnaire de l'Académie Française' (P.168) 
states:
'Pour rendre plus vivant un fait 
passé on futur, on le transport au 
moment où l'on parle en employant 
le présent'.
Is such an anticipatory future used in the spoken French 
of today? At a café table in Paris on 3 May 1977, a young 
woman said to her friend:
'J'attends avec impatience les 
vacances, surtout le 30 juin, car 
je prends la route pour l'Espagne'.
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Here the present 'j'attends* is explicit; the holiday is 
being enjoyed, in anticipation, at the present moment. The 
intonation used was high-pitched and excited. Both 
'j'attends' and 'je prends* express, then, anticipatory 
futures. In St Tropez on 12 July 1978, a young girl 
exclaimed to her friend with a laugh: 'A seize ans, je J
finis avec les études'. Though she still had some years
i
to go before reaching the age of sixteen, she was already ' j 
anticipating the end of compulsory study. On 14 October 
1979, two students were talking at a café table. One of them 
remarked as he rubbed his hands together: '
'Après ma licence, je commence 
à gagner.de vrai argent'.
In this example, the future action of earning good money 
is some time away but the young man is already anticipating 
his prosperity. In a Paris café on 4 September 1981, two 
men were talking about the political situation. One 
declared suddenly, in a louder voice than before?
'Les idéologies sont finies.
La gauche commence à se désintégrer. 
Alors, coiranence 1'individualisme'.
In this example, the speaker envisages the breaking up of 
the socialist way of life and its replacement by an 
individualist régime. The sudden raising of his voice 
showed his enthusiasm for the change. However renote this 
possibility may be, the present tense 'commence' is an 
acceptable example of an anticipatory future. These few 
examples do show that the anticipatory future is being
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used in every-day spoken French.
Where the use of aller + infinitive to express a future 
action is concerned, the consensus put forward its use to 
express a near and immediate future. There were, however, 
some divergent opinions put forward by the writers on 
grammar. For example, the 'Grairanaire Larousse du XX® 
siècle*, speaking of aller + infinitive used to express 
*un futur très prochain* (P.350), states:
*S*en aller s'emploie dans le 
même sens, avec renforcement'.
However, as not one example of this usage was recorded, 
it does not seem to be in normal use in daily French 
speech. It is interesting that Grevisse remarks in 'Le 
Bon Usage' (P.747):
*Le setni-auxiliaire's'en aller' 
construit avec un infinitif ne se 
trouve plus guère aujourd'hui qu'à 
la I^G personne du singulier de 
l'indicatif présent'.
Another divergence from the consensus is the use of aller 
+ infinitive as a remote future. For example, Price, 
speaking of aller + infinitive says (P.239): 'This 
construction can be used even with reference to a remote  ^
future'. On 14th August 1977 at a Paris café, a man said 
to his companion of a young man who had fjjust left them:
'Ce jeune homme va épouser ma 
fille après avoir fait sa fortune'.
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Here, the speaker was being sincere and the young man in 
question had obviously been cn good terras with him. This 
utterance was made as a statement of fact. However, the 
young man would necessarily take some time to make good 
and *va épouser* expresses, then, a remote future. Remote, 
that is, in time not in probability. This was the only 
example recorded of this particular usage, which suggests 
that it does not occur often in everyday French speech. 
Another divergence from the consensus is the use of aller 
4" infinitive to express a modal, conjectural future. For 
instance, Mauger, speaking of the conjectural future says 
(P.236):
'Aller + infinitif s'enploie aussi, 
mais rarement, dans ce cas.
Is aller + infinitive in contemporary use to express a 
modal, conjectural future? On 2 April 1977, two women were 
talking early in the morning in a branch store of Felix 
Potin. The subject of discussion was the marriage of a 
mutual friend. One of them remarked:
'euh... on va peut-être passer 
par Versigny cet après-midi, après 
la réunion parce que... elle se marie 
k la marie de.. d'Anizy, puis, après 
elle va à l'église è, à Laon'.
The speaker was here hoping that the marriage party would 
pass through Versigny that afternoon on its way from 
d'Anizy to Laon, as she wanted to call on an old friend.
As Versigny lay on one of the two routes between the two 
places there was every likelihood that the party would go 
that way. However, the operative word,here is 'peut-être'.
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there Is no certainty that the Versigny route would be 
taken and Va peut-être passer' can be accepted as a modal, 
conjectural future. In a France-Inter programme on 6 June 
1980, the subject under discussion was the provision of 
special classes for those who had missed schooling through 
illness. The question of cost arose and Eve Ruggieri 
asked 'Qui va payer leur scolarité?'. On the official side, 
these classes were, as yet, only a suggestion, so that 'va 
payer' can be accepted as a modal, conjectural future. Again, 
only two examples of this usage were recorded, so that 
Mauger's statement (P.236), that aller + infinitif was 
used in this way 'mais rarement', is fully justified. Yet 
another divergence from the consensus posited the use of 
aller + infinitive to express a future action which is 
linked to the present moment and which is a consequence 
or continuation of the present moment. For example,
Wartburg and Zianthor in their 'Précis de syntaxe du 
français contemporain' (P.9) state:
'Aller suivi d'un infinitif 
(va faire) s'oppose au futur (fera) 
en ce sens qu'il présente le fait 
futur comme prolongation du présent; 
il présente ce fait du point de vue 
du moment actuel'.
Is this a current usage in spoken French? On the 23 April 
1981, François Mitterand spoke in the 'Journal des 
présidentielles' of France-Inter. He declared:
'Nous allons gagner après avoir 
rassemblé les socialistes. Nous- 
pouvons rassembler la gauche, et 
nous rassemblerons les Français'.
This is before the presidential election of 10 May 1981
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80 that it represents a statement of intent on the part 
of the speaker: 'nous allons gagner'. He qualifies this 
statement by giving reasons for it: 'après avoir rassemblé 
les socialistes*. He adds 'nous pouvons rassembler la 
gauche' and furthermore 'nous rassemblerons les Français'.
This process of 'rassemblement' has already begun with 
François Mitterand s election campaign and the future action 
of winning the election will be a direct consequence of his 
activity now. In this context, 'nous allons gagner' is an 
acceptable example of this usage. On the following day, 24 
April 1981, the same speaker declared on France-Inter:
'Nous allons rendre la France 
AU socialisme'.
In this statement, Francois Mitterand is again using a 0^ 
first person, making this a statement of intent. The 
process which will result in the future action being 
realised has already begun with the campaign for the 
Presidency. This makes 'nous allons vendre* the expression 7^ 
of a future action which is linked to the present moment 
and which is a consequence of the present moment. Speaking 
in the 'Journal des présidentielles' of 27 April 1981,
Giscard d'Estaing stated:
'Eh bien, il est temps de se 
reveiller carie rêve va devenir 
cauchemar. On ne bâtit pas une 
politique sur la tromperie'.
The speaker was referring here to the alliance of the 
socialists with the communists for the purpose of winning 
the election and then to the attempts of Francois Mitterand ^
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to subsequently get rid of the coimunists. For the speaker, 
this will turn into a 'cauchemar*. The events leading to 
this predicted nightmare have already begun with the 
socialist/consnunist alliance. This warning of a future 
disaster is rooted in the present moment and its fulfilment 
would be a consequence of the present situation. On 16 May 
1981, M. Delasalle of the Nord/Pas de Calais Chamber of 
Commerce declared on France-Inter:
'On va encore une fois faire 
payer à l'industrie tout ce qu'on 
n'a pas envie de faire payer aux 
autres. La France n'aime pas son 
industrie' •
This statement was made after Francois Mitterand had been ^ 
elected President and in the light of plans for the national­
isation of many industries. The speaker sees this as a 
diaaster for industry which, in his view will be penalised by 
such a move. Though the speaker is saying what someone else 
is going to do, there is no doubt that nationalisation of 
certain key industries will go ahead. In this context 'on 
va encore faire payer' can be accepted as an expression of 
a future action which is a consequence of the present 
situation of socialist power in France. In a radio programme 
of Europe I on 6 June 1981, Pierre Mauroy stated:
'L'accord qui a joué à plein
pour élire François Mitterand,
on va le retrouver lors des élections
législatives, puis on va écouter les
Français'.
The speaker has been appointed Prime Minister. He is appealing 
to the electorate to vote socialist in the coming elections 
for the legislative assembly. He spoke with assurance that
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at the time of the elections, the French would once again 
agree to vote socialist. Here 'on va le retrouver' can 
be accepted as an expression of a future attion stemming 
from the socialist victory in the Presidential elections.
The utterance ends with a reassuring phrase to the 
electorate: 'puis on va écouter les Français'. Pierre îiauroy 
did not specify in what way the govermrve^ vt; would listen 
to the French people, presumably he meant through their 
representatives in the Chambre des Députés. In this 
context, 'on va écouter' can be accepted as a future action 
which is a conseauence of the present socialist political 
ascendancy. The same speaker, in the 'Club de la presse' 
of Europe I on 10 June 1981, declared:
'La grande question pour le 
parti communiste est de savoir 
exactement où il va se situer 
au lendemain du scrutin'.
The date for the 'premier tour' was the 14 June 1981. The 
speaker is not telling the communist party what it should 
do, he is stressing, however, that it must make up its 
mind what position it is going to take. A time element 
is given; 'au lendemain du scrutin'. Here, 'il va se 
situer' can be accepted as an expression of a future 
action which is a conseonence of the present socialist/ 
communist alliance. Pierre Mauroy spoke again on 23 
June 1981 in a France-Inter prograimne on 'les législatives'. 
He stated:
'Tous ensemble nous allons jeter 
les bases d'une nouvelle 
citoyenneté. La république sera 
en fin l'affaire de tous'.
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The Prime Minister is speaking after the socialist win in 
the legislative assembly elections. He is making a state­
ment of intent in which he urges the whole French nation 
to co-operate. Here *nous allons jeter* represents a 
statement of future action which arises from the present 
socialist success. In this same programme Pierre Maurvy 
went on to say:
*Dans le monde entier, le vote 
des Français fait naître une 
nouvelle espérance. La France 
va retrouver son vrai visage, 
celui des droits de l’honrae*.
The opening sentence of this utterance strikes a note of 
political rhetoric. However, the second sentence is a 
statement of intent even though the verb is in the 
third person. The origin of this statement is, presumably, 
the French Revolution but the present situation of a 
socialist win in the presidential and legislative 
assembly elections will enable the ideals of the rights 
of man to be realised in France. So *va retrouver* can 
be accepted as an example of a future action which is a 
consequence of the present situation. It will be seen, 
then, that where the use of aller + infirftive to express 
a future is concerned, the divergencies from the consensus are 
not supported by a great deal of evidence from contemporary 
French speech. There were no examples of s*en aller + 
infinitive used to reinforce a *futur très prochain*, Only 
one example was recorded of aller + infinitive used to 
express a remote future. Two examples were found of aller + 
infinitive used to express a modal, conjectural future.
Nine Instances were recorded of aller + infinitive used to
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express a future action which is linked to the present 
moment and which is a consequence of the present situation. 
Where this usage is concerned, no examples were recorded of 
future actions which were a continuation of the present 
situation.  ^ ^  -
The consensus posits the use of the inflected future to 
express a 'more general, remote and hypothetical future*. 
However, there were also divergent opinions expressed by the 
writers on grammar. For example, the 'Grand Larousse de 
la langue française* (P.2116) says of the * futur simple*:
*Le future est un temps absolu, c'est 
-à-dire rapporté à l'instant où l'on 
parle; en principe, l’action verbale 
énoncée est entièrement située du 
côté de l'avenir par rapport à cet 
instant; le verbe par lui-même ne 
fournit aucune indication d'intervalle 
entre l'action et l'instant présent:
Je m'occuperai de vous dans cinq 
minutes'.
In the example given, the inflected future is being used 
to express an immediate future as indicated by the time 
element 'dans cinq minutes*. Is there any support in 
contemporary French speech for this usage? On 10 August 
1976, two businessmen were talking over a lunch-time drink 
in a Paris bar. They were a little pressed for time and one 
of them renarked: *Ce soir on reparlera de ce projet*. Here 
the time indication *ce soir* establishes''on reparlera*
i
as an expression of an immediate future. At this same bar, 
two young men were planning their afternoon. One of them 
asked: 'Où irons-nous d'abord?'. Though this utterance is
■a
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in interrogative form, it is still acceptable as indicating 
an immediate future action. The adverb *d*abord* is 
linked to the context of the afternoon's activities. On 
20 August 1976, a man at a Paris café ordered a drink 
for a friend who had just joined him, with the remark:
'Ça vous fera du bien*. The drink will be coming within 
a short space of time, so that 'fera* represents an 
immediate future. Shortly afterwards another customer called 
to the waiter for the addition of some 'sirop* to his 
drink. The waiter replied: 'Oui, monsieur, je le ferai 
sans délai*. Here the time element 'sans délai* 
establishes *je le ferai' as an immediate future. On 3 
May 1977, a young woman employee at the Alliance Française 
was speaking on the phone. She finished her call by 
saying:
*Je suis obligée d'arrêter là 
car il est midi et il faut 
que je rentre chez moi. J'en 
profiterai pour voir Simon....'
She intended to call on her friend Simon during her 
lunch hour and this makes 'J'en profiterai* an example 
of an immediate future. In a France-Inter phone-in 
programme of 2 June 1977 Anne Gaillard announced:
'Bien, nous reprendrons un ' j
autre appel, toujours au
5247000, sur l'orientation à
l'issu de la scolarité dans
les collèges*.
In this programme the speaker had received the signal 
that another callen. was on the line. So that 'nous 
reprendrons* expresses an immediate future action. On
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the 9 July 1977, In a France-Inter programme *La Tribune 
de l'Histoire, one character portrayed said to another 
about a mutual acouaintance:
I
'Qu'il perde ou gagne, il partira 
pour Lyons cet après-midi*.
Here the time phrase 'cet après-midi* makes 'il partira* 
the expression of an immediate future. Xn the morning 
of the 16 July 1977, a man said to a mechanic of a Paris 
garage who was going to do a job for him at his home:
'Vous arriverez, à sept heures, 
n'est ce pas? Alors, le garage 
sera ouvert*.
Here the time of the appointment had already been agreed 
upon and the speaker was merely seeking confirmation 
so that he could make his point about the garage being 
open. Both 'vous arriverez* and 'sera' are, then, expressions 
of an immediate future action. In the morning of the 23 July 
1977, a wife was seeing her husband off to work in the 
rue d'Alésia. Their son had had a problem at school the 
previous day and the husband remarked: *Je lui en parlerai ;<] 
ce soir*. The time element 'ce soir' makes 'je lui en 
parlerai* an immediate future. On 26 July 1977 a man at 
a Parisian café said jokingly to a friend:*Le voilai &Je 
lui ferai dire la vérité*. The subject of conversation was " 
a mutual acquaintance whoseJ girl-friend had suddenly left 
him. The exclamation *Le voilà* shows that the mutual 
acquaintance concerned was on his way to joining them. This . 
makes 'ferai* the expression of an immediate future. In 
the afternoon of the same day a student said to friends
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at a café in the boulevard Saint-Michel: *11 me faudra 
une heure pour finir mes devoirs*. Tliey were arranging 
an evening out and the speaker had agreed to join them 
after he had finished his homework. In this context, *11 
me faudra* expresses an immediate future. At a table before 
a Paris café in the morning of the 4 August 1977, a mother 
and daughter were talking about the day’s plans. The mother 
remarked: *Avant midi on sera chez la couturière*. In the 
context of the same day, the time indicator *Avant midi* 
makes *on sera* the expression of an immediate future 
action. Not long afterwards, a husband and wife were getting 
ready to leave. The wife said to her husband: *Tu régleras, 
toi?*. This had already been agreed upon and the wife was 
merely seeking confirmation. This makes *Tu régleras*, 
although it is interrogative, an acceptable example of an 
immediate future. Two men who had been walking along a 
Paris street in the morning of 8 /Vugust 1977, were separating. 
As he moved away, one said to the other: *Je vous verrai 
à trois heures*. The time phrase *à trois heures*, in the 
context of the same day, makes *je vous verrai* the 
expression of an immediate future. In the foyer of the 
Alliance Française, two of the office staff were talking:
*C*est Annette qui viendra ce
soir.
Ah, combien de temps va-t-elle 
passer à Paris?*.
In the first utterance, the time element *ce soir* estab­
lishes 'viendra* as an immediate future. On the 14 August 
1977, in the Luxembourg Gardens, a small boy said j
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to his mother:
•Maman, je veux faire une 
petite promenade à dos d'âne, 
moi aussi. ...
Un moment, mon petit, je 
marcherai à côte de toi'.
The small boy had been watching the passing line of 
donkeys and riders. In the reply of the mother, the time 
phrase 'Un moment' establishes 'je marcherai' as an 
immediate future. A roan using a Paris street telephone . 
in the rooming of 27 August 1977 was heard to say: 'II 
reviendra ce soir? A quelle heure?*. In the first part 
of this utterance, the man is obviously seeking confirm­
ation of a piece of information which he has just received 
This information is not denied by the listener, so the man 
goes on to find out the time of arrival. The time element 
*ce soir* makes *11 reviendra* an immediate future. In 
a France-Culture programme on *La vie quotidienne* of 
19 January 1978, the compère stated: '
*J*ai discuté avec les techniciens 
et j*ai même à côté de moi aujourd*hui, 
un spécialiste qui nous donnera 
quelques détails complémentaires au 
cours de l'émission*.
Here 'qui nous donnera* would seem to be used as an 
attenuation instead of 'qui va nous donner* which would 
be a little abrupt. Despite this suggestion of atten­
uation, however, 'donnera* does indicate an immediate 
future action which is qualified by the time factor *au 
cours de l'émission*. The France-Culture programme
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'Journal* of 8 February 1978 was speaking about the 
*raprochement* between the Socialist and Communist party. 
The commentator stated;
*Les dernières declarations de ^
I*un et l'autre ne permettent pas 
de noter une évolution quelconque.
Peut-être y aura-t-il du nouveau 
cet après-midi parce eue le premier 
secrétaire du parti socialiste 
donnera une conférence de presse 
importante.... *
Here the inflected future 'donnera* is qualified by the 
time phrase 'cet après-midi* making it the expression of 
an immediate future. On the 10 February 1978, the France* 
Culture 'Journal* began ;î
'Une bonne nouvelle et 
c'est d'ailleurs par là 
que nous commencerons, le 
temps va s'améliorer*.
:    ...
S . '
There is here a suggestion of attenuation about 'nous 
commencerons* but, nevertheless, it is a true temporal 
future as the first news item follows immediately. In the 
France- Culture journal of 19 February 1978, the
news-reader stated:
'Plus tard, on s'intéressera 
à l'Eritcrée. Là, les choses 
seront beaucoup plus difficiles*
Here the time adverb 'plus tard' refers to a period in 
the 'Journal* itself. Despite a suggestion of attenuation, 
'on 8*intére8S^% represents an immediate future action;
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•seront*, however, illustrates a medal construction 
Two friends were standing on the quay at St Tropez on 
12 July 1978. One was going to buy a roll of film and 
the other called outî'Je t'attendrai au café*. Here 0^
is a straightforward use of the inflected future *Je 
t'attendrai* to express an immediate action. On the beach 
at St Tropez on 18 July 1978 the following exchange took 
place between a nursemaid and her charges
'Ecoute, Jacques, tu obéiras, 
oui ou non?
Oui, main'selle, j'ai oublié*.
This might at first seem to be an example of a modal 
future but tiras is involved. The child had disobeyed in V.
this particular instance, so that *tu obéiras* must refer 
to future actions. In the context of that particular day, 
the inflected future here represents an immediate future.
In a restaurant at St Tropez,also on 18 July 1978, two 
men were talking after lunch; One asked the other: *Qu'^  
est-ce que vous ferez après le déjeuner?*. There did 
seem to be a certain formality between them,as between 
a senior official and a junior. Had 'faites* been used 
lare, it could have implied that the two were going some­
where together. The inflected future 'ferez* has, then, ; , 
a suggestion of attenuation but it does represent an 
immediate future action, howevervague, qualified by 
the time phrase 'après le déjeuner*. At a St Xropez 
chalet site on 19 July 1978 a mother called out to her 
two children who were playing nearby: 'Nous ferons un 
pique-nique sur la plage aujourd'hui*. Tlie inflected
^  1
l . y ' :  . i
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future is here very emphatic, it is almost an imperative, 
but it remains an expression of an immediate future, as 
indicated by the time element 'aujourd'hui*. A ^roup 
of young people at a St Tropez café, on 20 July 1978, 
were discussing plans for the day. One of them called out:
et ce soir?
Ce soir, on fera du tennis'.
Here the time indicator 'ce soir* establishes 'on fera' 
as an immediate future. At a chalet site at St Tropez on 
28 July 1978, a family was on the point of returning home 
after their holiday. The mother called out to her children 
who were still inside the chalet:
'Dépêchez-vous les enfants!
Le taxi nous mettra au point de 
départ'.
Here, the actual leaving of the site would take place within 
minutes, as the taxi had just arrived. The inflected 
future 'mettra' represents, then, an iumjediate future. On 
the 23 July 1978, at a St Tropez party, a young woman  ^
ranarked: *11 fait un peu froid, je mettrai mon chandail*.
Ag she said this she got up to get her sweater. Here 
'mettrai* expresses an immediate future. At St Tropez on 
the 25 July 1978 the hostess at a party said to her family 
help: 'Nous aurons bientôt besoin de cigarettes'. The
' - f
time adverb 'bientôt' here establishes 'nous aurons* as 
an immediate future. On the beach at St Tropez during the 
afternoon of 26 July 1978, a mother was cutting a cake 
for her children and their friands. Some of them had 
been misbehaving earlier and the mother called out to
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these: 'Vous n'en aurez rien, vous autresI '. Though the 
inflected future is here negative, it is so for emphasis, 
the word 'rien' was particularly stressed. In this 
context, 'vous n'en aurez rien' can be accepted as 
indicative of an immediate future action. Also at St 
Tropez, on the 29 July 1978, the daughter of the house 
was talking to her mother about a maid whose day off it was: 
'On aura besoin d'elle ce soir'. The daughter was giving 
an end of school party for some friends the same evening. 
Here the time element 'ce soir' makes 'on aura' an 
immediate future. In the morning 'Informations' of France- 
Inter on 18 August 1980, the weatherman reported:
'II fera beau sur toute la 
France. Même le mistral au 
sud disparaîtra'.
Here 'il fera' and 'disparaîtra' express immediate future 
actions. France-Inter visited Rennes on 3 Septanber 1980 
and the announcer was talking about a visit to a 
particular establishment: 'Nous y resterons probablement 
une heure'. The inflected future 'Nous y resterons' 
represents here an immediate future action. In a France. 
Inter programme on 5 January 1981 about safety in the home, 
the announcer introduced the programme by saying:
0
Je ne vous donnerai ces ^
nouvelles pour vous inquiéter 
mais.....
There followed various household warnings and suggestions 
for avoiding danger. In this example, the inflected future 
'je ne vous donnerai' is in negative form for emphasis 
and it can be accepted as an immediate future. The France-
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Inter programme 'La Clef Verte' of 10 January 1981 dealt 
with problems of decoration. One caller was asking 
advice on how to tackle a job which he proposed to do 
that same day. The expert replied:
'Vous le ferez aujourd'hui? 
Alors, vous mettrez des gants, 
hein ?'.
Here the first sentence is merely seeking confirmation 
of something that had already been decided. So that 'vous 
le ferez' represents an immediate future qualified by 
the time adverb 'aujourd'hui'. The second inflected future 
is, however, being used to express an attenuated imper­
ative. The France-Inter programme of Pierre Bouteiller 
on 12 January 1981 introduced a folk singer who announced:
'Pour commencer, je chanterai 
quelque chose de l'Auvergne'.
Here the inflected future expresses an immediate future 
action. In the programme 'La Clef Verte' of 17 January 1981, 
the home decoration expert said to a caller:
'Vous avez une crayon à portée 
de la main? Je vous donnerai le 
nom d'un produit pour le plafond...'
Here 'je vous donnerai' represents an immediate future. 
The morning 'Informations' of France-Inter on 19 January 
1981 contained the following from the weatherman: 'Le 
mauvais tenps continuera toute la journée'. The inflected 
future is here expressing an immediate future. On the 
30 January 1981 the weatherman announced:
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'Une zone anticydonique accompagnée 
de vents faibles, persistera sur 
la France'.
Here, again, the inflected future expresses an iimnediate 
future. The 'metdo' of France- Inter on 31 January 1981 
declared:
'Des brouillards, localement denses 
dans les vallées, disparaîtront 
progressivement au cours de la matinée*.
and again:
'Un bon ensoleillement 
permettra un adoucissement 
sensible l'après-midi'.
but later:
.... des gelées quasi générales 
atteindront encore -3 à -6
dégrés le soir dans le Massif V-
Central, l'Est et le Nord-Est'.
In these predictions for the same day, the inflected 
futures 'disparaîtront', 'permettra* and 'atteindront', 
oil(express immediate futures, qualified by the time 
factor 'au cours de la matinée,' 'l'après-midi' and 'le 
soir' respectively. The France-Inter programme 'La 
Clef Verte', on the same day, was dealing with household 
decoration. The expert replied to a caller: 'Attendez, 
madame, je vous donner un conseil'. Here, 'je vous 
donnerai' expresses an immediate future. 'La Clef Verte' 
of 7 February 1981 had a caller who was worried about the 
propagation of plants in his greenhouse. The compère asked "
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him about the weather in his region and he replied:
'II fait froid. Je mettrai le chauffage plus fort'.
Here 'je mettrai' represents an immediate future action.
Xn 'La Clef Verte' of 14 February 1981, the house 
decoration expert advised a caller;
<7
Vous y engagerez ce meme X.
jour? Vous aurez besoin d'un 
bon produit pour nettoyer la pierre'.
The first interrogative sentence was not a real question 
but a repetition of what the caller had previously said. 
Here 'vous y engagerez' represents an immediate future 
qualified by the time indication 'ce même jour'. The 
inflected future 'vous aurez besoin' also indicates an 
immediate future action, as the product will have to be 
bought before the work can commence. In the France-Inter 
Eve Ruggieri programme of 16 February 1981 the subject 
was that of whether husbands should do their share of the 
housework. One male caller asserted: 'Non, je ne ferai 
jamais un tel travail'. The emphatic negative form is 
used here to underline the statement. In this context 
'je ne ferai jamais* can be accepted as an immediate 
future which will continue for an indeterminate period.
In the France-Inter 'Informations' in the early morning 
of 28 February 1981 the weatherman announced:
'Le champ de pression 
continuera à s’affaiblir sur 
l'Europe occidentale'.
and again:
'Les vente de sud seront
forts sur les côtes raêditérranéennes
et la Manche orientaB*.
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followed by;
*Ce nouveau type de temps, 
plus variable, atteindra le soir 
les régions s'étendant de la 
Bretagne et de la Normandie 
aux Pyrénées'.
Here, again, the inflected futures'continuera', 'seront' 
and 'atteindra' all express icmnediate futures in the 
context of the same day, the latter one being qualified 
by the specific time indicator 'le soir'. On the 3 March 
2981, the weatherman announced during the early morning
I .Informations : i
'L'air froid du nord des Iles 
Britanniques pénétrera sur la 
France à l'arrière de la dépression 
et une amélioration débutera sur 
nos regions occidentales'.
Here 'pénétrera' and 'débutera* express immediate futures 
as this is the forecast for that particular day. The 
morning 'météo' on the 4 March 1981 was as follows;
'Les températures seront en 
baisse progressive par le 
K' nord-est'.
and again:
'La dépression centrée sur la 
Manche se déplacera vers 
l'Allemagne'.
and also*
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*Les vents tourneront progress­
ivement au secteur nord, ils 
seront très irréguliers, avec de 
fortes raffales'.
Here, in the context of the same day, the inflected futures 
"seront*, * se déplacera*, "tourneront* and, again, "seront* 
are all expressions of immediate future actions. The 
France-Inter early morning "météo* on 6 March 1981 
announced;
"... elles (les pluies) seront 
précédées de chutes de neige dans 
l'extrême est jusqu'à basse 
altitude et même en plaine*.
and again:
"Les températures s'élèveront 
à 12 ou 14 degrés dans l'ouest, 
8 degrés ailleurs*.
In these two examples, 'seront' and 's'élèveront* are 
both immediate futures. The "Point de Vue* of France- 
Inter on 11 March 1981 dealt with a project for copLTig " 
with nuclear discharge. The commentator declared towards 
the end of the programme:
"Avant de conclure, je 
rappellerai que ni les conseils 
généraux de 1"Allier et de la 
Loire ni le conseil régional 
d'Auvergne n'ont approuvé le 
projet*.
Here, "je rappellerai* expresses an immediate future as 
qualified by the time phrase 'Avant de conclure*. In the
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France-Inter repetition of 'Cartes sur table' given on 
the 16 March 1981, Francois Mitterand was asked about 
his attitude to the death penalty. He replied:
'Pas plus sur cette question que 
sur les autres, je ne cacherai raa 
pensée... dans raa conscience 
profonde... je suis contre la peine 
de mort'.
The inflected future 'je ne cacherai* here expresses an 
immediate future action because the speaker goes on to 
affirm: *Je suis contre la peine de mort'. The negative 
form is used as a reversal of the positive to obtain .
greater emphasis. In this same programme, Francois flitterand 
asserted:
'Je suis., un adulte qui parle 
à des adultes, et je poserai 
beaucoup des questions qu'ils se 
posent et je dirai â propos du 
candidat sortant: pouvait-il faire 
mieux? Ne le pouvait-il pas? 
J'essaierai de juger honnêtement'.
Here the first inflected future 'je poserai' refers to the 
period of the electoral campaign, so that it represents 
an immediate future which will continue for a limited period. 
The second inflected future 'je dirai' expresses an 
immediate future, as the speaker goes on to ask the 
relevant question, 'j'essaierai' also represents an 
immediate future continuing into a limited future, as 
this refers to the speaker's attitude during the president­
ial campaign. François Mitterand continued: ^
... juger le bilan du candidat 
sortant, je le ferai honnêtement 
mais sans'^  complaisance * •
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Here, again, 'je le ferai* expresses an immediate future 
continuing into a limited future, as this utterance refers 
to the whole period of the electoral campaign. On the 17 
March 1981 the morning "météo* announced:
*11 fait du soleil sur le 
Pas de Calais, mais ca ne 
durera pas*.
In this example, the negative form is used for greater 
emphasis and "ça ne durera pas* can be accepted as an 
immediate future. During the early morning * Information* 
of 22 March 1981, the weatherman announced:
"Les vents seront forts sur 
les côtes de 1*Atlantique, de 
la Manche et assez forts dans 
1* intérieur sur la moitié nord- 
ouest. Ils y faibliront ensuite 
lentement*.
and again:
"Le front froid de la perturbation 
associée â ces basses pressions 
pénétrera sur la France et donnera 
un passage pluvieux. -
and also:
"La profonde zone dépressionnaire 
de l'ouest d'Irlande se déplacera 
vers l'est'.
concluding with:
'Les nuages deviendront à
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nouveau abondants au début 
de la nuit*.
In the context of the weather forecast for the same day, 
the inflected futureicontained in these examples:
* seront *, * faibliront *, 'pénétrera', 'donnera', 'se 
déplacera' and 'deviendront' are ail expressions of 
immediate future actions. On the 23 March 1981, the 
'Informations' of France-Inter stated:
'Les agriculteurs danois ne 
participeront pas à la manif­
estation de Bruxelles'.
This utterance was concerned with a demonstration to be 
held that same day against the Common Market agricultural 
policy. Though the inflected future 'ne participeront pas' 
is in negative form, it is a reversal of the positive to 
obtain greater emphasis and it can be accepted as an 
immediate future. The early morning 'météo' of France- 
Inter on 24 March 1981 stated:
'Un rapide courant perturbé^ 
de sud-ouest persistera de 
l'océan atlantique â l'Europe*.
Here 'persistera' represents an immediate future. The 
early 'météo' on the 25 March 1981 gave the following 
information:
*Le temps sera couvert avec des
pluies le matin de nos frontières
du nord et les Vosges à 1'Atlantique , /
au nord de la Gironde'. .
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and again:
'Les températures resteront douces 
pour la saison, mais une légère basse 
débutera sur nos régions de l'ouest'.
also:
... la perturbation située au nord- 
ouest de la péninsule ibérique 
transversera la France. Son front froid 
pénétrera sur la France en ondulant'.
continuing:
'Ils (les vents) atteindront le 
'coup de vent' par moments sur 
les côtes de la Manche et celles de 
1'Atlantique au nord de la 
Charente'.
and concluding:
'Le soir, cette zone pluvieuse 
affectera principalement nos régions 
s'étendant de la Flandre et la 
Lorraine aux Pyrénées, tandis que 
le temps deviendra plus instable de 
la Manche à l'Atlantique'.
The inflected futures used in these examples, 'sera!, 
'resteront', 'débutera', 'traversa', 'pénétrera', 
'atteindront', 'affectera' and 'deviendra' are ail 
expressions of immediate future actions^ The early morning 
'météo' in the 'Informations' of France-Inter on 4 April
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1981 announced s
'Un courant faible ou modéré de 
secteur nord-est persistera sur 
la France'.
and again:
'Sur la moitié nord de la France, 
le temps restera brumeux et nuageux., 
en général, les températures 
subiront peu de changenent'.
and in conclusion:
'Des Pyrénées au sud des Alpes 
et â la Corse, des nuages passagers 
donneront des averses éparses, 
parfois accompagnées d'orages près 
de la Méditerranée*.
In these three examples, 'persistera', 'restera', 
'subiront' and 'donneront* are ail used to express 
immediate futures. The France-Inter early 'météo' for 
the 5 April 1981 announced:
'Nos régions méridionales 
bénéficeront de belles périodes 
ensoleillées, après la disparition 
de quelques brouillards dans le 
sud-ouest*.
and again:
'Quelques faibles pluies ou averses 
auront lieu dans l'est et le nord- 
est, tandis que des éclaircies 
apparaîtront sur la Bretagne, la 
Vendée, le bassin Parisien et la 
Flandre'• ^
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Here the inflected futures 'bénéficieront', 'auront' and 
'apparaîtront' all indicate immediate future actions. 
During the early morning informations of France-Inter on 
15 April 1981, the weatherman declared:
'De l'air un peu moins chaud 
pénétrera sur nos régions 
septentrionales en liaison avec 
le maintien des hautes pressions au 
nord de l'Ecosse'.
and continuing:
'Les courants.^ ; chauds • et 
instables qu'elles dirigent (les 
basses pressions) sur notre pays 
se limiteront de plus en plus à 
nos régions méridionales'.
In these two examples, 'pénétrera' and 'se limiteront' 
both represent immediate future actions. The early France- 
Inter 'météo' of 16 April 1981 stated:
'Des pluies ou des orages éparses 
tomberont surtout de la Normandie 
au nord des Alpes, ainsi que sur le 
sud du bassin aquitain'.
and again:
'Ces précipitations (de la pluie) 
épargneront les régions s'éténdant 
du Nord de la Somme aux Vosges'.
concluding:
'Dans la journée, la zone orageuse 
régressera vers le sud-ouest et
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n'affectera plus le soir que les 
réglons s'étendant de 1'Atlantique 
aux Alpes et aux Pyrenées*.
In these three examples, 'tomberont', 'épargneront', 
'répressera' and 'n'affectera plus' ail indicate immediate 
future action*. On 22 April 1981, in the 'Club de la 
Presse* of Europe 1, François Mitterand was asked about the^ 
participation of Michel Rocard in the electoral campaign.
He replied:
'J'étais encore toute à l'heure 
avec lui pour réaliser en commun 
une &nission ëe télévision. Pierre 
Mauroy s'y trouvait aussi et nous 
continuerons de la sorte'.
Here, 'nous continuerons* expresses a present situation, 
a continuing present: the two have just taken part in a 
TV programme, which will carry on into an indefinite 
future. In the 'Journal des Présidentielles' of France- 
Inter on 24 April 1981, M. Colomb spoke in support of 
Giscard d'Estaing. He declared:
... que dire des protestations 
d'un de mes collègues, dont je 
tairai le nom, maire de la capitale'.
Here the speaker keeps his word, he does not mention the 
name of the colleague, though he reveals the office that 
he holds. The inflected future 'je tairai' indicates, 
then» an immediate future* The 'Journal des Présidentielles' 
on the 27 April 1981 had Giscard d'Estaing speaking in 
metaphor:
'j'emploierai une image sportive. /
Nous venons de disputer un match ^
de sélection'.
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Here the inflected future is immediately followed by the 
sporting metaphor. In the political prograosne 'Journal 
des Présidentielles* of 28 April 1981, Michel Crepeaux 
of the MRG spoke of the support of his organisation for 
Francois Mitterand: ^
'Nous lui apporterons tout ce que 
nous pouvons lui apporter, de la 
manière la plus claire et la 
plus efficace possible'.
Tîiis pledge of political support presumably begins from 
the moment of utterance and 'Nous lui apporterons' 
indicates, then, an immediate future continuing for an 
indefinite period. Commenting on the coming television 
debate with Giscard d'Estaing, François Mitterand 
said on Europe 1 on 3 May 1981:
'Le voilà (Giscard) qui avec ses 
mauvaises habitudes prises dans 
l'exercice solitaire du pouvoir décide 
ce qu'il conviendra de faire.... 
on parlera de ceci et de cela*.
In this example 'ce ou'il conviendra de faire' refers 
to the conduct of the actual debate and 'on parlera de 
ceci et cela' refers to its content. These two inflected 
futures can, then, be accepted as indicating immediate 
future actions. Speaking on France-Inter on 15 May 1981, 
after he had been elected President, François Mitterand \ 
declared:
*Je ne suis plus le président des 
socialistes, je suis le président de 
tous les Français.Mais je reste votre 
ami....je continuerai de me sentir porté 
par votre travail, par votre idéal. Rien
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ne nous séprera*.
Here 'je continuerai' expresses an Iracoediate continuing 
future. Though 'rien ne nous séparera' is negative and 
impersonal, it is so for the purpose of emphasis - the 
word 'rien' was particularly stressed by the speaker. In 
this context it can be accepted as an immediate future 
continuing for an indefinite period. In the early morning 
'Informations' of France-Inter on 17 May 1981, the 
weatherman announced:
'tJhe amélioration temporaire se 
produira, les averses en ondées 
orageuses devenant plus variées 
tandis que des éclaircies assez 
belles se développeront l'après- 
midi'.
continuing with:
'Cette amélioration précédera ' 
l'arrivée d'une nouvelle zone 
pluvieuse qui abordera, au cours 
de la soirée, nos régions voisines 
de 1'Atlantique, tandis que les 
vents de secteur sud se renforceront'.
V and again;
'Une dépression centrée près de 
l'Irlande maintiendra la France 
sous 1'influence de masses d'air 
assez humide, d'origine océanique*.
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concluding with;
'Après une matinée relativement 
fraîche, les températures s'élèveront 
assez rapidement et les maximums 
seront plus éléves que ceux d'hier'.
In the context of the day's weather, all the inflected 
futures; 'se produira', 'se développeront', 'précédera' 
'abordera', 'se renforceront*, 'maintiendra', 's'élèveront* 
and 'seront' ail indicate iaanediate future actions.
In the France-Inter early morning 'Informations', of 20 
May 1981, the weatherman announced:
'Les masses d'air humide et 
instable qui circulent autour des 
basses pressions du proche océan 
envahiront progressivement la 
France *•
continuing with:
'Les vents souffleront encore du 
secteur sud et les températures 
demeureront assez élevées*.
and again:
'Sur le reste du pays, la matinée 
sera assez ensoleillée,sauf près 
du golfe de Lion, où des nuages 
bas évolueront lentement'.
concluding with:
*.,. une légère amélioration 
se produira l'après-midi, le 
ciel devenant variable, avec
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des éclaircies assez belles*.
In the context of the day*s weather, the inflected futures 
•envahiront *, * souffleront *, *demeureront *, * sera *, 
•évolueront* and *se produira* ail express immediate future 
actions. On 21 May 1981, the day Franÿls Mitterand was 
installed as President of France, Giscard d*Estaing made 
his farewell speech to the French nation. He began:
*Merci à vous tous oui....
m*ont aidé dans ma tâche et
m*ont apporté leur enthousiasme
et leur dévouement. La France continuera
à avoir besoin de vous*.
Here the speaker seems to be rallying his supporters with 
the coming legislative assembly elections in mind. The 
inflected future ’continuera* here expresses an immediate 
future continuing for an indefinite period of time. In the 
early rooming * Informations * of France-Inter on 4 June 1981,
' . V
the weatherman announced:
.... une perturbation, venant 
de 1*Atlantique, se dirigera vers 
les Iles Britanniques et vers nos 
régions du nord-est*.
continuing with;
•Des Vosges, aux Alpes et à la 
Corse, le temps fera encore 
orageux le matin, il deviendra 
variable avec d’assez belles _ 
éclaircies l’après-midi et le 
soir*.
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and again;
*De la Bretagne ,à la Flandre 
après des éclaircies, le ciel se 
couvrira par l’ouest. Il pleuvra 
un peu et des vents modérés 
viendront du sud-ouest’.
concluding with;
succédant au temps chaud et 
orageux, une amélioration relative 
intéressera la plus grande partie 
de la France*.
Ail these utterances concern the particular day in 
question, 4 June 1981, so that *se dirigera’, ’sera’,
*il deviendra’, ’se couvrira*, ’il pleuvra’ and 
’intéressera’ ail express immediate future actions. The 
weatherman had the following to say in the early morning 
France-Inter broadcast of 16 June 1981:
*Les vents deviendront modérés 
et s’orienteront au secteur nord- 
ouest sur la moitié nord de notre 
pays *•
continuing with:
... les hautes pressions 
s’affaibliront sur l’Europe 
et un front froid des Iles 
Britanniques évoluera sur 
notre pays’.
and again:
’Une tendance orageuse se
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développera du îiassif Central 
aux Alpes. Le temps deviendra 
nuageux sur 1'Aquitaine*.
concluding with*
.. les températures seront 
^généralement en bais se, à 
l’exception du pourtour 
méditérranéen’.
Here, again, the inflected futures ’deviendront’, 
’s’orienteront’, ’s’affaibliront’, ’se développera’, 
’deviendra* and ’seront* ail indicate immediate future 
actions. It will be seen from these examples that the 
inflected future used to express an immediate future 
action, is in frequent use in everyday spoken French.
Another divergency from the consensus showed the 
Inflected future beingrj^àlted to express a near future 
action. For example, de Boer (P.196) gives its temporal 
function'as:
’On peut dire qu’en général il est 
le moyen le plus simple^que nous 
ayons pour placer dans la perspective 
du temps pratique l’action que nous 
attendons ou projetons dans la série 
heures, jour, mois, année....’.
In this example, the classification ’mois’ represents 
a near future as also does that of ’jour’ when it means 
’in a day’s time*. Is there support in contmnporary 
spoken French for this usage? On 3 August 1976, in 
Paris, a friend took in a watch for repair and he wanted
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it back by the following day. The man in the shop had 
a look at it and said: *Ah oui, je pourrai le faire pour 
demain*. Here the time indicator ’demain*, establishes 
’je pourrai* as a near future. In the foyer of the 
Alliance Française, on 5 August 1977, a young man of the 
staff said to his friends *Je regretterai de quitter Paris 
demain’. Here, again, the time element ’demain’ makes 
*je regretterai’ the expression of a near future. On the 
morning of Wednesday 10 August 1977, some friends were 
talking at a Parisian café. One remarked: *Mon ami 
viendra dimanche à midi’. The inflected future ’viendra’ 
here expresses an immediate future qualified hy the time 
element ’dimanche à raidi*. Two women were talking in the 
boulevard Baspail on Monday 15 August 1977, One 
declared, speaking about her husband who had been ill,
*11 sortira de l’hôpital mercredi*. Here the time 
indicator ’mercredi’ establishes *11 sortira’ as a near 
future. Also on 15 August 1977, two of the Alliance 
Française staff were talking by the main gate. One 
remarked :
’Pendant tout le mois de 
septembre, je serai en vacances*.
The time phrase, ’Pendant tout le mois de septembre’, 
here makes ’je serai’ a near future. In the France-Culture 
’Journal’ of 26 January 1978, it was announced:
’t^fin ... un s ommet des 
radicaux de gauche aura lieu 
mardi prochain. François Mitterand 
et Robert Fabre examineront la 
situation politique à la veille des 
élections et régleront les 
dernières difficultés de l’accord
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électoral entre le PS et les 
radicaux de gauche*.
This utterance contains a time indicator ’mardi prochain* 
which makes the inflected futures ’aura*, ’examineront* 
and ’régleront* all expressive of near future actions% On 
the 10 February 1978, the France Culture ’Journal* said 
of travelling conditions:
’Demain, toutes les routes seront donc 
progressivement touchées par les 
intempéries et les conditions de 
circulation seront très difficiles.
Elles seront encore plus mauvaises la 
nuit et le matin. Là, le gèl entraînera 
de fréquentes formulations de verglas*.
The time element, here, is ’demain’ with the added 
indicators of ’la nuit et le matin*. So that ’seront’ (three 
times) and ’entraînera’ represent near future actions. This 
same journal' also contained the following item:
’Ce week-end, notons-le, 
marquera le début des vacances 
pour un certain nombre d’écoliers 
et de lycéens*.
Here the time element ’ce week-end’ makes ’marquera* a near 
future. In this same ’Journal’ the following announcement 
was made:
’Le Président Giscard d’Estaing sera 
à New York le 15 mai prochain pour 
présenter lui-même devant l’Assemblée 
(générale des Nations Unies son plan 
de désarmenent mondial’•
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In this example, the time phrase *le 15 mai prochain* 
establishes * sera * as a near future. The same ’Journal* 
also contained a weather forecast for the following day:
*Ce mauv^ ais temps, il va 
s’atténuer du coté de la neige 
et par contre, le brouillard 
refera son apparition.*
In the context of the following day, ’refera’ represents a 
near future action. In the France-Inter ’informations' of 
15 December 1980, it was announced:
’Ce conflit se réglera par 
voie de négociation*.
The ! conflict referred to herawas the one btween Iran and 
Iraq and the likelihood of its being submitted to the 
United Nations. At that time, it was thought that this 
would bring a solution. In this context, ’se réglera*
, expresses a near future. In the France-Inter programme *La 
Clef Verte’ of 31 January 1981 a caller had asked for 
advice about the redecoratioB of his house. Amongst the 
advice given was a new colour scheme for the ’chambre 
de séjour*. IVhile this room was being discussed, the caller 
was told: *A part ca, vous aurez beaucoup à faire avec la 
peinture*. Here *ca* refers to the use of ’moquette’. The 
caller had intimated that this work was not going to be done
3  ^ straight away but during his Easter break, so that
’vous aurez’ represents a near future . During the France- 
Inter programme *Le fiasque et la Plume’ of 8 February 1981, 
one of the critics, Georges Charensol, said of a film 
that had been under discussion: *Ce film sera, sans doute
a , .
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un grand succèss*. Here the inflected future "sera* 
expresses a near future, reinforced by the phrase ’sans 
doute*. The "Informations* of France-Inter on 27 
February 1981 gave a week-end weather forecast which 
included the following;
’Samedi matin, la zone 
pluvieuse affectera les régions 
s’étendant de la Normandie 
et du Pas-de-Calais aux 
Pyrénées Centrales et au sud- 
ouest des Alpes*.
In this example, the time element "Samedi matin" makes 
"affectera" the expression of a near future. In the France- 
Inter programme "La Clef Verte" of 28 February 1981, the 
gardening expert gave instructions to a caller on the 
planting of a vine which he had bought. He finished his 
advice with: "Cette vigne se mettra à grimper rapidement*. 
Here ’se mettra’ represents a near future action. Announcing 
his candidature in the presidential elections, Giscard 
d’Estaing said in a France-Inter programme on 2 March 1981;
"Enfin, je pourrai vous dire 
d’homme à homme ce que j’ai 
dans l’esprit et sur le coeur*
In this utterance,^Éàfin’ refers to the opening of the 
official campaign, so that ’je pourrai’ represents a near 
future action. The speaker continued:
’Je vous rendrai le pouvoir que 
vous m ’avez confié en mai ~JU .. je 
vous le rendrai intact*.
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Here ’je vous rendrai’ refers to the handing back of 
power to the people during the interim period of the 
presidential elections. So that ’Je vous rendrai’ and 
’je vous le rendrai’ express near future actions. The 
speaker then announced his candidature: ’Je ferai donc 
campagne’. In this example ’JeC feral’ is a straightforward 
example of a near but limited future. In his conclusion, 
Giscard d’Estaing stated:
’Dans un peu plus de cinquante 
jours vous voterez pour le 
premier tour de l’élection 
présidentielle’.
Here ’vous voterez’ represents a near future qualified by 
the time indicator ’Dans un peu plus de cinquante jours’. 
M. Robert Galley stated in a France-Inter programme of 4 
March 1981:
’Les deux escadres Françaises, 
celle de la Mediteranée et celle 
de 1’Atlantique, feront prochainement 
un exercice commun au large de la 
péninsule ibérique*«
Here the time indicator ’prochainement’ makes ’feront* 
the expression of a near future action. In a France- 
Inter programme about the Maastricht conference, broad­
cast 3 on 13 I'jarch 1981, the cliairraan announced:
’Four la première fois depuis son 
existence, le marché conanun passera 
en 1981, de l’autre côté de la ligne 
de la croissance. Il affectera une 
contraction de sa production et son 
armée de chômeurs dépassera les huit 
millions*.
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The actual conference Itself was due to take place on 23 
to 24 tiarch 1981. In this example, the chairman was 
presenting some basic economic facts which would be coming 
to pass in the year 1981 and which would be discussed 
by the conference. The three inflected futures 'passera*, 
'affichera* and 'dépassera* are, then, expressions of 
near future actions. The same speaker went on to say;
*Ce ne sont pas pourtant les 
sujets de conversation qui 
manqueront et les questions 
politiques une fois de plus,
serviront de plat de résistance'. , K
Here again, the inflected futures 'manqueront* and 
'serviront' refer to actions which will take place at 
the Maastricht conference and they both represent near 
futures. The 'tirage* for the . European Gup was relayed 
live on France-Inter on 21 March 1981. During the 
proceedings, the commentator announced:
*Les matches aller auront lieu 
sur le terrain du club nommé en 
prémier, le 8 avril*.
Here the date of the games is given *le 8 avril* so that 
'auront* represents a near future. On 23 March 1981, 
France-Inter presented a political programme on the 
presidential candidate Marie-France Garaud. The chairman 
declared:
*?iBie Garaud compare l'élection 
présidentielle à une course cycliste. 
Elle se dépêche d'ajouter qu'elle 
sera *le coureur indépendant*.
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Here 'elle sera' represents a present action continuing, 
during the period of the 'premier tour*, into a near future. 
This is an example of a limited future action. Earing this 
same programme, a political commentator stated;
'On la croyait (Mne Garaud) 
en difficulté voire sur le point 
d'etre contrainte à renoncer. Pas 
du tout, elle sera présente, 
affirme-t-elle au premier tour de 
scrutin'.
Though it is in the third person, 'elle sera' represents a 
statement of intent on the part of Fine Garaud and it can be 
accepted as an expression of a near future. On 31 March 1981,
J François Mitterand declared, in a France-Inter programme ^  : 
on 'les présidentielles';
'Je pense qu'il y aura un 
nouvel éclairage au lendemain 
du premier tour*.
The speaker was here talking of the possibility of dis­
cussions between the presidential candidates. He is giving 
a personal opinion which can be accepted as a sincere 
assessment of what is likely to happen. In this context,
'il y aura' can be taken to represent a near future. In the 
same programme Francois Mitterand declared; K
'j'accepterai la majorité que 
les Français choisiront'.
Here, the speaker is being magnanimous before the event .
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Whether he is elected president or not, he will have 
little choice but to accept the result of the elections. 
The inflected future *j'accepterai* here expresses a 
near future action. In a Europe 1 arts progracœne on 
2 April 1981, there was a discussion on the coming 
exhibition in Paris of work by Amo Broker, sculptor of 
the 111® Reich. One of the organisers explained:
'Les oeuvres d'Amo Breker seront 
entourés d'affiches, de témoig-T^ 
nages de tous ordres sur la vie ~ 
quotidienne pendant l'occupation*.
and a little later:
'... les oeuvres d'Amo Breker 
occupent une place très réduite dans 
cette exposition qui réunira un 
millier d'oeuvres et de documents*.
This exhibition was due to open on 28 May 1981, so that 
the inflected future 'seront* and 'réunira* express near 
future actions. In a France-Inter programme about *les 
présidentielles* on 22 April 1981, François Mitterand 
declared:
*En votant socialiste les citoyens 
accompliront finalement un geste 
naturel. Ce sera le choix du bon 
sens *•
Here is a piece of political oratory by the speaker in 
an attempt to get his listeners to vote socialist. However 
it is a certain fact that many French citizens will vote 
for the socialist party, so that 'accompliront* can be taken
(X.
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to represent a near future. However, *ce sera* is not a 
temporal future, it expresses a modal, conjectural future. 
In a France-Inter programme on 23 April 1981, Francois
AMitterand assured his listeners:
*Ge que vous déciderez dimanche, 
pèsera lourd sur le résultat 
du 10 mai*.
Here the speaker was referring to the vote at the end of 
the 'premier tour*. A time factor 'dimanche* is given which 
makes 'vous déciderez* the expression of a near future.
In the second part of the utterance, the inflected future 
'pèsera* refers to the period between the 'premier tour* 
and the 'second tour', and it represents a near limited 
future* In the France-Inter 'Journal des présidentielles* of 
29 April 1981, M. Dechartre declared:
*J'ai décidé de tout mettre 
en oeuvre pour que Va^ léry 
Giscard d'Estaing ne soit pas 
réélu... je voterai François
Mitterand'.  ^ o(
The whole of this utterance is a firm statement of intent 
and *je voterai* expresses a near future action. On the 
7 May 1981, Giscard d'Estaing said on France-Inter:
'C'est dimanche prochain que les 
Français éclairés diront oui doit 
être Président de la République*.
Here the speaker is trying to win votes by flattering the 
electorate. However it is a fact that the French people
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will be voting on the following Sunday, so that "diront* 
expresses a near future action. After François Mitterand N.
had been elected on 10 May 1981, Jacques Chaban-Deltnas 
declared in a programme of Europe 1 on 13 May 1981;
*11 fallait rétablir l'union de 
la majorité comme en 1978... Il 
faudra ensuite la maintenir, 
c'est à quoi je m'emploierai*.
In the second part of the utterance, the speaker uses the 
first person to reinforce his statement of intent to rally 
the right before the elections for the legislative assembly. 
This makes 'je m'emploierai' the expression of a near future. 
Here, *il faudra* is also part of the speaker's intent and 
it, too, represents a near future. On the same day,
Raymond Barre spoke in a France-Inter programme about his 
political future. He declared;
• je reprendrai à Lyon
l'action politique nécessaire pour 
éviter à la France l'evehement d'un 
système politique, économique et 
social soumis jà l'empire communiste*.
Here the use of the first person introduces a firm state­
ment of intent, the speaker is going to work for a _ 
victory of the right in the legislative assembly elections. 
*Je reprendrai' represents here a near future action. >
Francois Mitterand spoke in a France-Inter programme of 15 ^  
May 1981. He stated: ,
*J'exercerai mes responsabilités 
de Président de la République 
dans leur plénitude*.
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Here, again, is a firm statement of intent, reinforced by 
the use of the first person. The speaker had been elected 
President of France on 10 May 1981 but had not yet been 
installed, 'j'exercerai* represents here a near future. 
Georges Marchais spoke in a France-Inter programme on 
17 May 1981 about possible communist participation in the 
new government. He declared:
'Dans quelques jours François Mitterand 
prendra ses fonctions. Il nommera son 
gouvernement*.
Here the time indicator 'Dans quelques jours* makes 
•prendra* and * Il nommera' expressions of near future 
actions. François Mitterand was installed as President of 
France on 21 May 1981. Jacques Toubon, a supporter of 
Jacques Chirac, declared in an Europe 1 programme on 19 
May 1981:
*1981 sera pour nous l'année du 
renouveau. Les 18% de Jacques Chirac 
sont un tremplin*.
The speaker seems to be confident of success for his party 
in the coming elections for the legislative assembly. The 
time indicator, J 1981* makes 'sera* the expression of a 
near future in the mind of the speaker. On the same day, 
Lionel Jospin, the new premier secrétaire du PS, spoke 
on Europe 1;
'Nous discuterons aussi, bien 
évidemment, avec la direction du 
parti communiste, nous discuterons 
avec l'ensemble de ses forces avec 
la volonté de disloquer, d'aboutir à 
un résultat positif, c'est-à-dire de
CSi
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faire passer notre politique 
dans les faits*.
Here the speaker is using the first person to produce a 
firm statement of intent - this is what the socialist party 
is going to do. The 'ensemble de ses forces' refers to all 
the various leftist organisations. The inflected future 
'nous discuterons' occurs twice in this example and on each 
occasion it expresses a near future. The same speaker 
continued:
'Les socialistes mèneront des 
discussions aussi bien avec les 
radicaux de gauche qu'avec les 
PSU'.
Here the speaker changes to the third person but the state­
ment of intent of the previous example still obtains here. 
The inflected future 'mèneront' represents here a near 
future. Also on 19 May 1981, Giscard d'Estaing made his 
farewell speech to the nation. He declared:
'J'ai voulu que la transition 
se fasse selon les règles de la 
continuité républicaine. C'est 
pourquoi j'accueillerai moi-même 
M. François Mitterand à l'Elysée. 
Ceci apportera la preuve du respect 
des principes démocratique/et du 
fonctionnement régulier de nos 
institutions. Après demain, je 
quitterai l'Elysée'.
/
Two of the inflected futures in this statement are in the 
first person and they express statements of intent. The 
third person phrase 'Ceci apportera' refers directly to
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•j'accueillerai* so that it, too, is part of the speaker's 
intention. In this context, 'j'accueillerai*, 'apportera* 
and 'quitterai* are all expressions of near future actions, 
the last of these being qualified by the time indicator 
'après demain*. On the 23 May 1981, Pierre Maurois spoke 
at Lille, his speech was broadcast on France-Inter.
The newly- appointed Prime Minister declared:
'Dans l'immédiat notre volonté 
est connue. Assurer à chacun le 
droit au travail , garantir les 
moyens de la dignité à tous les 
défavorisés, à tous les exclus 
d'une société de privilégiés, 
c'est pourquoi, sans délai, nous 
remplirons nos engagements en 
faveur des personnes âgées, des 
familles, des locataires aux 
ressources modestes*.
The particular commitments are here specified linking 
the first part of the utterance to the second. The use 
of the first person emphasises that the second part 
is a statement of intent. There is also a time element, 
'sans délai*, so that 'nous remplirons' expresses a near 
action. , Pierre Mauroy continued:
'C'est pourquoi, sans délai, nous 
réunirons la commission supérieure 
des conventions collectives et 
procéderons au premier relèv^sent 
du SMIC*.
Here the 'C'est pourquoi* refers back to the first part 
of the previous example. Again, the first person is used 
in the two inflected futures, continuing the same state-
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raent of intent. The time element, "sans délai* occurs 
again and both *nous réunirons* and 'procéderons are 
illustrations of near futures. During this same speech, 
Pierre Mauroy also stated:
*... mais, dès les premières 
semaines du septennat, nous 
prendrons des mesures signif­
icatives qui annonceront le 
changement *•
In this utterance, there is a time phrase 'dès les 
premières semaines du septennat' which makes 'nous 
prendrons* and 'annonceront* examples of near futures. On
-H' M
•17th June 1981, Jacmies Chirac spoke on France-Inter about 
the coming elections. He declared:
'Celles et ceux qui dimanche 
prochain s'abstiendront, perdront 
toute espèce de droit â critiquer 
et à se plaindre'.
Here the speaker is using the third person and speaking 
about other people. Nevertheless, it is a certain fact 
that a number of French citizens, for whatever reason, 
would not be going to the polls. This makes 's'abstiendront' 
a near future qualified by the time factor 'dimanche 
prochain*. It is also an evident fact that those who abstain 
would not subsequently be in a position to criticise 
whatever government was elected. So that 'perdront', too, 
expresses a near future. These examples of the inflected 
future used to express near future actions, do show that 
this usage is very much a part of everyday French speech.
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The construction devoir + Infinitive was put forward 
by the consensus as a way of expressing near and also 
indeterminate futures. The *demi-auxiliaires' 'être en 
passe de, être sur le point de, être près de, être 
pour' were also presented by the consensus as a way of 
expressing future actions. However, the writers on grammar 
also put forward some divergent types of demi-auxiliaire 
usage. For instance, Sensine in his 'L'Emploi des temps en 
français' (P.47) states:
'Quelquefois le verbe devoir 
employé comme auxiliaire au 
futur, exprime qu'une chose 
arrivera infailliblement'.
Is such a type of general, almost proverbial future 
expressed in contemporary French speech by devoir f 
infinitive? On the 16 March 1981, François Mitterand 
spoke in a France-Inter programme on 'la réforme fiscale'. 
He declared with some emphasis:
L'impôt doit changer. Ceux 
qui paieront le plus sont ceux 
qui gagnent le plus. Ceux qui 
paieront le moins sont ceux qui 
gagnent le moins'.
Here the phrase 'L'impôt doit changer* represents a 
general statement of intent on the part of the speaker.
In this same speech, Francois Mitterand deplored the 
policy of the French Communist party towards co-operation, 
presumably with the socialists. He stated very forcefully:
'Les dirigeants communistes 
doivent changer d'attitude sur 
la forme et sur le fond....'
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Here the speaker's mood has changed; he is no longer 
wooing the communists, he is expressing what, for him, 
is an inevitable fact. So that 'doivent changer' 
represents a general future with a nuance of obligation. 
In a France-Inter programme 'les présidentielles' of 27 
March 1981, a socialist critic declared:
'Pas une voix ne doit manquer 
au candidat ouvrier qui restera 
face à Giscard au second tour'.
Here, the use of the negative reinforces the urgency of 
this general exhortation to vote socialist. On the 31 
March 1981. Giscard d'Estaing spoke in a France-Inter 
programme on 'la jeunesse'. He emphasised:
'L'éducation doit conduire vers 
l'emploi... sa tâche n'étant plus 
seulement de donner la connaissance'
In this expression of the purpose of education, 'doit 
conduire' represents a general future statement. The 
implication is that politicians would be foolish to 
neglect this dictum. In the 'Informations' of France- 
Inter on 2 April 1981, there was a brief comment on 'le 
compte rendu de la Banque de France*. A commentator 
asserted:
'La politique monétaire doit 
tendre, tout d'abord, à contrôler 
la quantité de monnaie mise à la 
disposition des agents économiques*.
In this example, 'doit tendre' expresses a general future
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action which is of vital importance to the economy of 
France. The same speaker continued:
'Mais la politique monétaire ne 
doit pas être uniquement 
quantitative. Elle doit aussi 
s'efforcer de contrôler les taux 
d'intérêt et le taux de change'.
Here, again, 'ne doit pas être' and 'doit aussi s'efforcer' 
represent general futures bearing on French monetary 
policy. Though the former is negative, it is a reversal of 
the positive for greater emphasis. François Mitterand V 
spoke as follows in a 'Club de la presse' programme of 
Europe 1 on 5 April 1981:
•Je pense que certaines 
mesures > doivent être prises 
dans le cadre du service 
militaire pour permettre, à 
certaines heures et de façon tout 
h fait raisonnable aux soldats 
d'être informés*. ^
Here the speaker is stating a course of action which, in 
his opinion, will have to be taken in the interest of 
military efficiency. 'Doivent être' represents, then, a 
general future. On 23 April 1981, Marie-France Garaud 
declared in a France-Inter political programme:
'La France doit défendre plus 
qu'aucun autre pays, les valeurs 
qui ont fait la civilisation dans 
laquelle nous sommes'.
In this example, the speaker is making a general statement
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about the defence of contemporary French standards of life. 
The same speaker continued:
*La France doit être un pays 
libre, libre de ses choix 
Extérieurs et intérieurs, libre 
de déterminer son avenir*.
Here, again, is another general statement about the future 
of France. Raymond Barre, the former Prime Minister, spoke 
about his political future in a France-Inter * Informations* 
of 13 May 1981:
*Le respect du choix des 
Français et la loyauté à 
l'égard de nos institutions, 
ne doivent entamer ni notre 
vigilance ni notre résolution'.
This is a rather pompous and very general utterance about 
what the speaker thinks should be the attitude of the French 
people. His aim is to rally those of tiie right and get them 
to stand firm: Here 'ne doivent entamer' expresses a
general future statement which is in negative form to 
emphasise what must be done. In a later France-Inter 
'Informations' on the same day, François Mitterand spoke 
about ecology and declared that he had taken 'des 
engagements positifs', but he warned:
'... aussi, dans la période qui 
s'ouvre, les écologistes ne doivent 
en aucun cas pratiquer la politique 
du pire'•
The President had here turned to nuclear energy and he 
was saying in clear terras, what the ecologists must avoid
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doing in the future. The negative here reinforces his 
statement and makes *ne doivent en aucun cas pratiquer* 
a general future statement. Europe 1 had a programme on 
16 May 1981 on the pact between the RPR and the UDF which 
was signed by Jacques Chirac and Jean Lecanuet. The points 
of the agreement were considered crucial if France was to 
avoid having a socialist majority in the elections for the 
legislative assembly. They were summarised as follows;
La France dans le Monde
1. La France doit sauvegarder son 
indépendance.
2. La défense nationale doit être 
renforcée.
3. La construction européenne doit 
être renforcée.
4. La solidarité avec les pays pauvres 
doit prendre la forme d'une grande 
alliance pour le développement.
5. La liberté et la responsabilité 
doivent être les moteurs d'une 
économie de progrès.
6. Le dialogue social doit être la 
condition du sursaut national.
7. La société française doit devenir 
plus fraternelle et plus humaine.
8. La fiscalité doit être réformée.
9. Les pouvoirs de la puissance 
publique doivent être redistribués 
au profit des régions, des départe­
ments et des communes.
10. La famille doit bénéficier d'un 
nouvel effort de solidarité.
These ten clauses of the pact are general future statements 
which were considered essential for a successful union of
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the right. On the 19 May 1981, Pascal Gauchon of PFN 
declared in a France-Inter political programme:
'Les premiers pas que nous 
faisons sur le chemin de l'unité 
doivent ouvrir la route de la 
reconciliation et du renouveau'.
This is a declaration of policy by the newly-formed 
'parti des forces nouvelles', in this context,
•doivent ouvrir* expresses a general statemenb^Sfe®v 
intent. Ou the 11 June 1981, in a France-Inter relay of 
his speech about the coming Ottawa summit conference.
Franoois Mitterand declared: y-
'La France ne sera pas économe 
de propositions. Elle les énoncera 
avec le sentiment de coopérer à 
l'union des forces qui doivent 
contribuer à la paix et au 
développement des individu#'.
Here 'doivent contribuer' expresses a very general future 
statement about the French attitude at the conference. It 
was at Cambrai, in a speech broadcast by France-Inter, 
on 13 June 1981, that Pierre Mauroy stated:
'La France doit redevenir,dans tous 
les domaines,le pays des libertés et 
la championne des droits de l'homme'.
In this example, the speaker is making a very general 
statement about what France will become in the future. 
It will be seen from the foregoing e«amples that devoir 
+ infinitive is used in contemporary French speech to
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express general future statements. One Interesting thing 
about these examples is that they are all in the third 
person and this would seem to add an element of hypothesis 
and to contribute to their general nature. Another 
divergent type of 'demi-auxi1iaire' was the use of 
devoir + infinitive to express a simple intention. For 
example, Sensine in his *L'Emploi des temps en français*
(p.47) gives its use as indicating *simplenent l'intention*. 
Is this usage supported by examples from contemporary 
French speech? On the 16 August 1977, two of the 
secretarial staff of the Alliance Française were talking 
in the foyer about the boyfriend of one of them. The young 
woman concerned exclaimed; 'Samedi, je dois lui rendre son 
pull*. Here is a simple future intention, qualified by 
the time element 'samedi*. In the Foyer des Etudiants on 
24 August 1977, one young lycéen said to another: 'Alors, 
on va à la discothèque?' To which the other replied''Pas 
moil ' Je dois travailler Jusqu'à dix heures'. Here, 
again, is a simple statement: 'I intend towork/...* On 
the 6 May 1981, François Mitterand declared in a France- t/ 
Inter programme:
'Je dois me préparer, réfléchir, 
savoir de quelle façon aborder la 
période suivante, celle oui 
pourrait suivre mon élection'.
The speaker is here making a statement of intent about 
something that he is going to do before the actual 
elections on the 10 May 1981. These future actions are not, 
then, dependent on whether or not he is elected.
Giscard d'Estaing stated on Europe 1 the following day:
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... la campagne présidentielle 
m'absorbe.... c'est à elle que 
je dois me consacrer'.
The construction 'je dois me consacrer' represents here a 
simple statement of future intent about the speaker's 
attitude during the presidential campaign. Ihese four 
examples were the only ones recorded of devoir + infinitive 
used to express a simple intention. Another divergence 
was the use of this same construction to express a modal, 
conjectural future. For example, Sensine, in his 'L'Emploi 
des temps en français' (P.47) states that devoir + 
infinitive can express 'la probabilité'. Is this usage 
current in everyday French speech? On 19 August 1977, a young 
nursemaid in the Luxembourg Gardens said to a friend about 
her charge:
'II pleure beaucoup ce matin. 
Il doit faire ses dents'.
Here 'il doit faire' represents a true conjectural future. 
However, this is the only example of this particular usage 
which was recorded. The last divergence concerning devoir + 
infinitive posited its use as a future infinitive.For 
example, Wartburg and Zvrathor, in their 'Précis de 
syntaxe du français contemporain*, (P.9) speaking about the 
auxiliaries which are linked to an infinitive, mention 
'devoir, qui sert à former l'infinitif futur'. Is this 
usage supported by examples from contemporary French speech? 
Francois Mitterand, speaking in a debate relayed by ^
France-Inter, said on 31 March 1981:
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*11 *(the elected president) 
n*est pas done exclu de devoir 
gouverner avec la majorité de la 
realité et non avec la majorité 
de ses voeux*.
Here 'devoir gouverner* expresses a future infinitive.
This, however, is the only example recorded of this 
particular usage. Another divergence put forward was that 
of 'avoir à* to express the future. For example, in his 
'L'Etnploi des temps en français* (P.47) Sensine stated:
*0n dit parfois à la place 
du futur simple:
J'ai â lire plusieurs livres
J'ai à vous parler
Voici ce que j'ai à vous dire.
Dans ces phrases, l'idée d'obligation 
s'ajoute à celle du futur 
proprement dit'.
Can examples of everyday French speech be found to support 
this usage? On the 16 August 1977, at a Paris café, two 
women were talking over coffee!
's'il fait beau cet après-midi 
j'irai en campagne.
Moi, j'ai h écrire des lettres*.
Here 'j'ai à écrire* expresses an immediate future action 
which has a suggestion of obligation. Members of staff were 
talking at the Alliance Française on 17 Au^ ?;ust 1977. Two 
of them were going for a coffee and they asked a colleague:
*Tu viens avec nous?
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He replied;
Non, j'ai à faire mes 
calculs'.
Here, again, 'j'ai à faire* represents the expression of 
an immediate future action. A woman was speaking to another 
from the window of her Paris flat, in the morning of 20 
August 1977. She had been asked if she was coming to 
the shops that afternoon but she replied:
*Ah non, je peux pas venir. 
J'ai à rester ici avec les 
enfants *.
Here, 'j'ai à rester' expresses an immediate future action 
with an indication of obligation ('avec les enfants'). In 
the boulevard Saint-Michel, near the fountain, on 25 
August 1977, a student was asked about his future plans.
He replied: 'j'ai encore à travailler trois ans sur une 
thèse*. He was beginning his research in October of the 
same year, so that 'j'ai encore à travailler* does express 
a near future action with an undertone of obligation. Two 
dressmakers were talking by an upper, open window in the 
rue de Rennes on 22 August 1977:
'Fais-le, écoute!
V
p û - : ' .
Mais, j'ai à finir cette robe, |
pour Madame Blancpain avant 
cinq heures*.
The dress was in the process of being made, so that 'j'ai | 
â finir* represents an immediate future action with a 
strong suggestion of obligation. A young couple were talking
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in a 58 bus on 26 August 1977:
'A ce soir, même autobus?
AA,non, j'ai à faire une partie 
de bridge immédiatement après 
le travail'.
The young man was about the leave the bus, asking the 
question as he got up. Here 'j'ai à faire' represents an 
immediate future action which entails a degree of 
obligation. At St Tropez on the evening of 25 July 1978, 
one young man called to invite his friend for a swim. The 
latter replied: 'î4oi, j'ai du travail à finir ce soir'. 
Here, the 'avoir à* construction expresses an immediate 
future action qualified by the time element 'ce soir' and 
suggesting a measure of obligation. Also at St Tropez on 
27 July 1978, a young man called out to his friend waiting 
below:
'Patience mon ami! J'ai 
encore à faire la barbe'.
Here, the construction 'avoir à* is used to express an 
immediate future action which also entails obligation. 
During the France-Inter programme 'La Clef Verte' of 31 
January 1981, a caller was describing some decorating that 
he was doing that same day. He added: 'Demain, j'ai A 
finir le plafond'. Here 'j'ai a finir' represents a near 
future action qualified by the time element 'demain' and 
with a suggestion of obligation. In her France-Inter 
programme of 18 February 1981, Eve Ruggieri had asked a
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caller to listen to a particular France-Inter programme 
that afternoon. The caller replied:
'Ah non, c'est pas possible. 
Get après-midi, nous avons à 
faire visite!•
The speaker is here using 'avoir à' to describe an 
immediate future action qualified by the time indicator 
'cet après-midi* and with a nuance of obligation. During 
the France-Inter programme 'Face au public' on 25 Macch 
1981, Giscard d'Estaing declared:
'Je n'ai pas à imposer 
ma règle de vie h d'autres 
catégories*.
The 'règle de vie' referred to here was the speaker's 
Catholic faith. Here the negative is used for emphasis 
and 'je n'ai pas à imposer' can be accepted as indicating 
a general statement of future intent. These examples do 
show that 'avoir à' is used to express the future, 
generally with a nuance of obligation added to that of the 
future proper. Another divergence put forward the use of - 
pouvoir + infinitive to express a modal possibility or 
eventuality (conjectural future). For example, Mauger 
(P.287) posits the use of pouvoir + infinitive to express:
'La possibilité, l'éventualité:
Le vent peut s'élever d'ici ce soir.
Que votre ami peut être désagréable'.
Is this usage confirmed by examples fromïcontemporary French 
speech? In her France-Inter progranane of 5 May 1979,
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on the law and the handicapped, Anne Gaillard replied to 
a caller!
... et en fait,si votre fils 
a besoin d'être encore à 
l'établissement, il peut y 
demeurer'.
Here the establishment referred to was a special school for 
handicapped childre. The use of pouvoir 4- infiritive here 
describes a modal probability, depending on whether or 
not the child needs further special training. On the 10 
August 1977, the following was heard from two secretaries 
in the foyer of the Alliance Française:
'Je dois aller à FNAC.
Ecoute, tu peux y aller 
plus tard*.
In the example, 'tu peux y aller* is modal and it indicates 
an alternative possibility. In the evening of 12 August 
1977, at a party in 'Cité Universitaire', a latecomer was 
asked:
*Tu n'as pas apporté du vin? 
Alors, tu peux rentrer chez 
toi I
This was said ironically but 'tu peux rentrer' does here 
express a modal possibility. At a festival concert held 
in the Faculté de D/roit the following was heard in the 
foyer during the interval :
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'Après le concert, tu peux 
prendre un verre avec nous 
rue d'Alésia. D'accord?
Oui, d'accord et merci*.
Here 'tu peux prendre* refers to the possibility of the 
listener being able to accept the invitation. Though 
it is interrogative in nature, the acceptance seems to be 
expected because of the present good relations between 
the two individuals. So that *tu peux prendre* is con­
jectural. In the luxembourg Gardens on the 21 August 1977, 
a mother said to her small son:
*Ne vas pas si loin. Tu peux 
donner à manger aux canards 
quand nous rentrons*.
Here *Tu peux donner* refers to the possibility of 
future action taking place and it expresses, then, a 
conjectural future. At St Tropez on 17 July 1978, a 
mother who was going shopping said to her son who wanted 
to go with her:
*Moi, je vais sortir pour une 
demi-heure. Toi, tu peux te mettre 
au piano....'
The son was standing in the garden when spoken to, so that 
'tu peux le mettre* expresses a future possibility. On 21 
July 1978, at the same house, the son had taken up an
imitation jazz instrument. The mother exclaimed 
immediately:
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*Ah nonI On peut faire ça 
plug tard.
The mother had a friend with her and 'plus tard' refers 
to the time when the friend would have gone. The boy had 
not actually begun to play the instrument, so that 'peut 
faire* expresses a possible future action. On 12 February 
1981 a dental receptionist said to a woman caller who had 
an appointment that afternoons
'Vous pouvez ertauener l'enfant. 
On lui donnera des illustrés'.
Here, the receptionist is offering a future possibility 
which would solve the mother's difficulty, so that 'vous 
pouvez emmener* is conjectural. In the France-Inter 
'Journal derprésidentielles* of 27 April 1981, Giscard 
d'Estaing stated;
*11 ne peut y réussir que dans 
l'équivoque, dans le brouillard 
de la pensée, dans la brume des 
idées*.
Here is a piece of pure conjecture on the part of the 
speaker, mingled with poetic images. Giscard is speaking 
about Francois Mitterand and the elections for the 'second 
tour* so that there is also an element of hypothesis in 
this example. In the France"'Inter Informations * of
y=r-
28 April 1981, Georges Marchais declared;
*11 peut immédiatement être 
l'origine de discussions entre 
les syndicats et le patronat*.
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The *11* here refers to a possible socialist/communist 
government. The speaker is using the third person, 
so . there will be a nuance of hypothesis in this 
utterance. However, it is, above all, a personal 
conjecture. The speaker already envisages electoral success 
for the left and such discussions c-ould well be a future 
possibility. Speaking in a Europe 1 programme on 6 June 
1981, Jacques Chirac declared:
*J*ai la conviction que 
l'ancienne majorité 
parlementaire peut gagner'.
The speaker is here using the first person but despite 
his confident manner, 'peut gagner* can only express a 
conjecture - there is a possibility that 'l'ancienne 
majorité parlementaire* might win the elections for the 
legislative assembly. On 13 June 1981, Georges Marchais 
spoke in a France-Inter political programme on socialist/ 
communist co-operation:
'Nous avons des positions convergentes, 
c'est-à-dire que nous pouvons gérer 
et travailler ensemble sur la ba.se 
d'une politique '.
This is a piece of political conjecture on the part of the 
Communist leader. He is also speaking for the Socialists 
so that his utterance must contain an element of hypothesis. 
Examples have been quoted which do show that pouvoir + 
infinitive is used in contemporary French speech to express 
a modal possibility or conjecture. Where the 'demi- 
auxiliaires* are concerned, the last divergence to be
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discussed is that of vouloir 4- infinitive used to express 
the future. For example, the 'Grand Larousse de la langue 
française' (P.2118) states:
En français populaire ou 
régional, le verbe vouloir 
constitué également avec 
l'infinitif une périphrase 
concurrente du futur dans 
certains emplois'.
The Grammar does not specify what these 'certains emplois* 
are. According to the 'Dictionnaire du français argotique 
et populaire* 'français , populaire* is *la langue parlée 
de tous les Français* (P.5)'. In a France- Inter 
prograrroie of 27 April 1981, Giscard d'Estaing asked;
'Avec qui H. Mitterand veut- ^
il gouverner?*.
This is a hypothetical question, not only because the 
speaker is using the third person and speaking about 
someone else but because the elections for the 'second 
tour* will not be taking place until 10 May 1981. Though 
interrogative, 'veut-il gouverner* can be accepted here 
as an example of a hypothetical future. In this same 
programme, Giscard d'Estaing asked another question:
'Pourquoi donc M. Mitterand ne ^
répond-il pas à M.Marchais 
quand celui-ci réclame sa part 
de ministres au gouvernement?
(l) Librairie Larousse, 17, rue du Montparnasse, Paris VI
1 9 7 7 .
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Parce mi'il veut piper les voix 
anti-communistes du centre. Parce 
qu'il veut à la fois les voix des 
communistes et des anti-conanunistes. 
Parce qu'il veut rechercher l'ailiance 
impossible de l'eau et du feu'.
The speaker is again using the third person and he is 
speaking about François Mitterand. This reply must 
necessarily be hypothetical and 'il veut piper' and 
'il veut rechercher' express hypothetical future actions.
On the 28th April 1981, François Mitterand spoke in the A 
France-Inter 'Journal des présidentielles'. Talking about 
the 'président sortant* he declared:
'II divise; moi, je veux 
réunir les Françaises et les 
Français'.
Here 'je veux réunir* represents a statement of purpose on 
the part of the speaker, and it can be accepted as a general 
statement of future intent. The same speaker stated in a 
France-Inter programme of 3 May 1981:
'... j'accepte tout débat loyal. 
Je veux m'assurer de cette 
loyauté',
Here François Mitterand is referring to the coming debate 
between himself and Giscard d'Estaing, 8o 'je veux
m'assurer* represents a general statement of the speaker's 
future intention reinforced by the use of the first person. 
In this same programme, the socialist presidential 
candidate declared:
'Je veux gagner avec un marge ^
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telle que ce soit la France et 
pas seulement une partie de la 
France qui sera rendue à elle-
même"
Here, again, we have a statenant of future intent on the 
part of the speaker, emphasised by the use of the first 
person. The speaker continued:
*J"ai réunc la gauche, Je 
veux demain rassembler les 
Français*.
Here 'demain* is not a true time indicator but a general, 
rather vague 'tomorrow*. The first person 'Je veux demain 
rassembler' represents here a general statement of future 
intent. In the radiotelevised debate of 6 May 1981, 
Francois Mitterand quoted a saying of Giscard d'Estaing 
made in 1974:
'Vous ne serez pas déçus, 
vous serez surpris par 1'ampleur, 
par l'audace, par la rapidité du 
changement que je veux introduire 
dans la politique de notre pays*.
Here the use of the first person in 'Je veux introduire* 
emphasises this statement of future intent on the part of 
the speaker. In a programme of Europe 1 on 19 May 1981, 
Lionel Jospin, the 'premier secrétaire du PS*Î, declared:
... mais fondamentalement nous 
voulons discuter, pour savoir 
si nous pouvons arriver à un 
accord politique*.
The context of this example is that the speaker wanted
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political agreement with other leftist organisations. Here 
•nous voulons discuter* represents a statement of future 
intent which is made more effective by the use of the 
first person. On the 21 May 1981, during his 'discours 
d'installation' at the Elysée Palace, relayed by France- 
Inter, François Mitterand stated:
'Président de tous les Français, je 
veux les rassembler pour les 
grandes causes qui nous attendent'.
I
Here the speaker is making a general statement of future 
intent, using the first person, though he did not 
elaborate on the 'grandes causes'. In a programme of 
Europe 1 on 25 May 1981, Pierre Mauroy,the Prime Minister, 
declared:
'Leur mise en oeuvre sera 
naturellement ajustée aux 
possibilités d'une économie 
aujourd'hui en récession, mais 
cïue nous voulons, avec le 
concours,de tous, sortir de 
cette situation difficile'.
The speaker was talking here about the political commit­
ments undertaken by François Mitterand during the 
presidential campaign. He is already being wary but this 
attitude is excused by the adverb 'naturellement', The : 
first person 'nous voulons... sortir' does express, here, 
a statement of future intent by the party in power. In a 
France-Inter programme on the 12 June 1981, Georges 
Marchais declared:
'Nous ne voulons pas aller au
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gouvernement pour une courte 
période... pour essayer d'en 
tirer un profit politique'.
Here the speaker is making the declaration in the name of 
the members of the communist party. Though 'Nous ne 
voulons pas' is negative, it is so to make the utterance 
more emphatic and it can be accepted as a statement of 
future intent. In a France-Inter programme of 18 June 1981, 
Pierre Mauroy declared:
'La distribution du crédit dans 
sa forme actuelle, manque de logique.
Nous voulons réorienter les financements 
vers les grandes activités indispensables 
à 1'expansion économique du pays'.
Though the speaker did not specify what the 'grandes 
activités* were, the construction 'nous voulons réorienter' 
does represent a first person statement of future intent 
which will culminate in 'l'expansion économique du pays'. 
These examples of vouloir + infinitive do show that this 
construction is used to express the future in the spoken 
French of today.
Of the inflected future used modally, there are only two 
divergencies from the consensus. The first one posits the 
use of the modal inflected future to express a 'futur 
exclamatif*. For example, the 'Grande Larousse de la langue/y 
française', under the heading of 'Modalités associées à 
l'emploi du futur' (P.2117) states:
'Le futur est exclamatif pour
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une action nue l'on voudrait 
voir cesser ou ne pas voir se 
produire'.
The two examples supporting this statement were taken from 
17th and 18th century literary works which had little 
affinity with the French speech of today. Indeed, no examples 
were recorded of this particular usage. The second 
divergence put forward the use of the inflected future to 
express a modal 'futur d'indignation*. For example, Grevisse 
in his *Le Bon Usage' (P.843) says: ,
'Le futur simple s'emploie aussi, 
dans les phrases exclamatives 
pour exprimer un fait présent 
contre lequel on s’indigne en le
considérant coitHue prolongé dans 
le futur: Quoi! Ces gens se 
moqueront de moi! Eux seuls seront 
exempts de la commune loi! *
(La F.F.)
U
The example given, however, is from a 17th century literary 
work and it has little relevance to contemporary French 
speech. Does the latter make use of this 'futur d'indignation? 
There was a staff discussion in the foyer of the Alliance 
Française on 5 August 1977 about an outing to Mont St,Michel. 
One young woman called out indignantly:
'II viendra avec moi?
Ah, non, pas du tout!^\
Here the speaker is expressing her indignation by using the 
modal inflected future. On a Sunday evening, in the Place 
de la Concorde on 7 August 1977, a young woman said to a 
passing friend:
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'Il n'arrivera jamais. 
Ah, je suis furieuse*.
In this example, the speaker was referring to the young 
man with whom she had a rendezvous. She gives vent to her 
feelings by using the inflected future. On the 11 August 
1977, two men were having a heated discussion in the 
boulevard Raspail about a quarrel at work. One of them, 
declared:
'Ah, non,, je ne me laisserai 
plus insulter*.
Though this example shows a negative use of the inflected 
future, it is so for greater emphasis and it can be 
accepted as an illustration of the 'futur d'indignation'. 
In the rue de Rennes on 18 August 1977, another argument 
was heard. A woman called out to another woman who was ,
V' '■ ■ - :
moving away:
'Ah non! Jamais de la vie! 
Je ne le ferai pas'.
Here an indignaüt woman is making use of tlie inflected 
future to express her feelings. Though it is a negative, 
'Je ne le ferai pas' is so for emphasis. The 'pas' was 
particularly stressed. On the 17 February 1981, in a 
France-Inter programme about 'Jeunesse', a mother had 
asked a question about her son. In reply to a suggestion 
that was put to her by one of the experts, she exclaimed:
'Jamais de la vie! Je ne
le forcerai pas'.
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Here, *je ne le forcerai pas* is an emphatic negative and 
the construction is ân acceptable example of this usage. 
The foregoing examples do show that the * futur 
d'indignation* is used in everyday French speech and that 
it is often accompanied by an exclamatory phrase such as 
'Ah non! '.
V;. .
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CHAPTER 5
Examples from contemporary French speech have been examined
which support or which are divergent from the consensus
of grammatical opinion. However, in the course of research,
some expressions of the future were recorded which were not
nut forward by the writers on i.rammar. For instance, pouvoir
-------
’ infinitive was presented)as the expression of a modal, 
coniectural future (possibility or eventuality). However, 
some examples from contemporary French speech were recorded 
which show pouvoir f infinitive used to express a general 
and hypothetical future action. Tlie hypothetical usage is 
mentioned in the 'Dictionnaire Rob&r(T , On the 25
March 1981, in the France-Inter programme 'Face au public', 
Giscard d'Estaing said of his plan for youth employment:
'Comme nous avons déjà mis en 
place le premier et le second 
étage de la fusée, nous pouvons 
mettre en place le troisième, c'est- 
à-dire aller plus loin'.
Tlie speaker is here using the metaphor of a spacecraft 
launching to describe the progress of his plan. However, 
his description is vague and the putting into effect of 
'le troisième' depends on whether or not discard d'Estaing 
is successful in the presidential elections. The constr­
uction 'nous pouvons mettre en place* represents then, a 
hypothetical future. In the 'Informations' of France- 
Inter on 30 March 1981, Jacques Chirac declared;
'Quelques-unes des mesures 
énumérées par M. Giscard d'Estaing
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peuvent, sans doute, avoir 
un utile effet'.
Here 'sans doute* does not imply certainty but is a general 
phrase like the English 'doubtless*. This is a vague 
statement, the actual measures concerned are not specified 
and 'peuvent, sans doute, avoir', represents here a hypo­
thetical future. On the 31 March 1981, Giscard d'Estaing 
spoke again on 'La Jeunesse', declaring:
'II y a là une tâche^  nouvelle 
oui peut rénover l'intérêt 
et 1'importance de la fonction 
enseignante, oui peut rompre 
aussi son isolement sans l'interdire 
à aucun autre intérêt que la 
préparation à l'emploi*.
Here the speaker is using the third person and referring 
specifically to the employment of teaching staff in his 
schene to provide emplo^ nnent for young people. This part 
of the plan was, however, as yet only a suggestion and 
'peut rénover' and 'peut rompre* are both hypothetical. 
The speaker continued:
'Les partenaires sociaux, syndicats 
et patronats, seront associés à la 
préparation, et des responsabilités 
d'éxécution, de caractère nonq 
partisan, pourront être proposées à 
des membres de l'opposition'.
Here, again, the speaker is using the third person to 
outline his future plans for youth employment so that 
'pourront être proposées^  has an element of hypothesis. The 
scheme is also dependent on the success of Giscard d'Estaing
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in the presidential elections. In the 'Club de la Presse* 
of Europe 1 on 5 April 1981, Francois Mitterand declared: ^
*11 peut arriver de très grandes 
circonstances, très graves pour 
la sécurité du pays*.
This is a straightforward example of pouvoir 4- infinitive 
used to express a hypothetical future. Speaking on 
*les présidentielles* of France-Inter on 20 April 1981, 
Giscard d'Estaing declared:
'Les démagogues ne peuvent 
construire qu'une maison 
de papier, parcourue par 
les courants d'air des fausses 
promesses et des illusions'.
The speaker is here talking about the opposition, using 
the third person, so that the utterance contains a 
certain element of hypothesis. It is pointing out how 
good the govemmsim of Giscard d'Estaing will be by 
stressing the shortcomings of the opposition. As the 
latter are couched in metaphorical terms, 'ne peuvent 
construire', though negative, can be accepted as a 
hypothetical future. In the France-Inter 'Journal des 
présidentielles* of 23 April 1981, François Mitterand 
declared:
'Nous allons gagner après avoir 
rassemblé les socialistes, nous 
pouvons rassembler la gauche et 
f nous rassemblerons les Français'.
Here is an example of political oratory - the speaker 
is forecasting a victory of the left in the presidential
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elections; thereby hoping to persuade the electorate to 
vote for the winning side. The construction pouvoir + 
infinitive here ^represents a hypothetical future. In a 
France-Inter political programme of the 29 April 1981, 
an RPR speaker stated:
*Les Français ne peuvent retrouver 
l'emploi que si tout est fait 
pour les alléger de l'intolérable 
fardeau matériel et moral du 
chômage'.
The speaker is here using the third person and telling 
his audience what someone else is going to do. Here, 'ne 
peuvent retrouver', though negative, represents a 
hypothetical future. On 3 May 1981, François Mitterand A  
declared in a France-Inter programme:
'On ne fait jamais ce qui ^
peut arriver avec ce type 
d'homme*.
The speaker was here referring to Francois Ceyrac. This 
example is a general future statement which is in the 
nature of a proverb or a piece of accumulated wisdom.
In a Europe 1 programme of 19 May 1981, Jacques Chirac 
spoke for the right:
'Avec des idées claires et 
fortes nous pouvons incarner 
désormais l'espoir et l'avenir 
de la France*.
Here is an example of political rhetoric. The speaker is
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hoping to rally the right vote in preparation for the 
coming legislative assembly elections. In this context, 
'nous pouvons incarner* represents a hypothetical future 
Marc Jacquet spoke in a France-Inter programme of 19 
May 1981;
*0n nous a tendu le piège 
de l'homme tranquille. 
L'argument de la peur est 
le seul qui peut porter une 
campagne électorale contre le 
PC'.
The speaker was president of the Senatorial Group and 
was speaking about President Mitterand, *1'homme ^
tranquille', and his alliance with the conmunists in the 
elections for the legislative assembly. Here 'peut 
porter' expresses a general future statement which could 
be true not only of the coming elections but of any 
similar political situation. Also on the 19 May 1981,
Henri Krasucki, 'Secrétaire confédéral' of the CGT 
declared:
*Le courant populaire peut 
devenir assez fort et peut 
acquérir un niveau de conscience 
suffisamment élévé pour nous 
permettre de réussir le 
changement'.
The speaker is here forecasting what may happen, so that 
'peut devenir* and 'peut acquérir' represent hypothetical 
futures. François Mitterand was installed as President of \/ 
France on 21 May 1981. At the ceremony he declared:
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*11 ne peut y avoir d'ordre 
et de sécurité, là où régnait 
l'injustice ou gouvernait 
l'intolérance'•
This statement is in the nature of a piece of proverbial 
wisdom and the emphatic negative 'il ne peut y avoir' 
represents a general future. On the 28 May 1981, Pierre 
Mauroy, the Prime Minister, declared:
..... parce ce que nous 
avons la certitude de ces temps 
nouveaux, il n'y a pas besoin de 
nous précipiter. Nous pouvons 
tranquillement prendre les mesures 
les unes après les autres*.
Here the speaker is talking after the election of 
François Mitterand as President of France, so that he is ^  
in a position of power. However, in this utterance, he is 
not dealing with specific details of policy but is making 
a general statement of the governments future attitude 
towards its election promises. These examples do show that 
the construetbn pouvoir + infinitive is used in everyday 
speech to express general and hypothetical future actions.
Another expression of the future which came to light during 
the course of research was that of entendre + infinitive. . 
This usage is mentioned in the Dictionnaire Robert (P.535): 
*De nos Jours V. tr. avoir l'intention de...' For example, 
on 31 March 1981 in the 'Grand débat', François Mitterand 0\ 
declared:
'j'entends rester fidèle au combat
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que je mène depuis,on va dire depuis 
quinze ans, seize ans, en tout cas 
depuis 1965*.
Here the speaker is referring to his attitude towards the 
socialist party if he becomes President of France. His use 
of the first person shows that he will be in control of this 
future situation. However, this utterance is couched in very 
vague terms and *j'entends rester fidèle* expresses a 
general statement of intent. The same speaker went on to 
say:
•j*ai bien dit ceci, c'est que 
j'entends poursuivre l'action que 
je mène depuis de longues années A 
travers trois candidatures à la 
présidence de la république'.
This is a general statement of intent similar to the 
previous example. A little later on in the same speech he 
declared:
'Tbut mon dispositif repose sur le 
fait que j'entends relancer la 
croissance et tenter de reconquérir 
notre marché intérieur'.
In this utterance, the speaker is being more precise than 
in the previous two examples. He specifically intends to 
'relancer la croissance* and to 'reconquérir notre marché 
intérieur'. This example expresses, then, a particular 
statement of future intent. In a France-Inter programme on 
'les présidentielles' of 21 April 1981, Francois Mitterand 
declared:
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'j'entends mener la France 
dans la voie sociale'.
and later in the same speech:
'J'entends reformer la société 
à la mesure de ce qu'il est 
possible de faire dans les mois 
et les années qui viennent'.
These two examples are vague, political statements which 
represent general statements of future intent. On the 
same day, Giscard d'Estaing said in a France-Inter 
programme 'les présidentielles':
'j'entends conclure ma campagne, 
en faisant appel non à l'égoisme 
et à la petitesse, mais en 
faisant appel à l'humanisme et à 
la grandeur'.
Here the construction *J'entends conclure' is used as an 
immediate future, while retaining its basic meaning of 
'I intend to...'. It was on the 28 April 1981, in the 
'Journal' of France Culture, that Georges Marchais spoke 
of the desire for change:
'Le premier tour témoigne du 
mécontement.. de la volonté de 
changement. Eh bien, c'est sur 
cette volonté de changement que 
nous entendons nous appuyer pour 
faire prendre en considération par 
François Mitterand des mesures sans 
lesquelles il n'y aura pas de 
changement'.
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Here is a statement of future intent in which Georges 
Marchais is speaking on behalf of the Coimnunist party. 
However, it is imprecise and without any temporal 
indication, so that 'nous entendons nous appuyer' expresses 
a general future intention. Francois Mitterand spoke at 
Montpellier on 2 May 1981, the speech being relayed by 
France-Inter, He concluded:
'Moi, j'entends l'emporter, 
j'entends entraîner un immense 
courant populaire qui fasse 
bientôt déborder les frontières 
de la politique française'.
This constitutes a very determined statement of future 
intent by the speaker. The use of the first person is 
emphasised here by the opening word of the utterance 
'Moi'. Both 'J'entends l'emporter' and 'J'entends 
entraîner' represent the determination behind the speaker's 
future intent. He continued:
'j'entends en effet, une fois élu 
président de la république, entraîner 
la majorité des Français qui auront 
voté pour moi le 10 mai.'.
Here 'J'entends entraîner' represents a general statement 
of future intent. In the 'Grand ûêbat* of the 6 May 1981, 
Francois Mitterand declared:
i
'j'entends done, former un 
gouvemment qui sera constitué 
par ceux qui m'auront approuvé*.
This is a straightforward example of entendre + infinitive
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used to express a statement of particular future intent.
The same speaker continuedî
*Ce que j*entends faire 
surtout, c*est la défense 
de la liberté... après tout on 
ne peut pas toujours accuser les 
autres de vouloir attenter à 
nos libertés*.
This is another statement of general future intent: 'What 
I intend to do....*. Speaking about unemployment on the 
same occasion, François Mitterand declared: ^
'Progressivement, j'entends d'abord 
en débattre avec les partenaires 
sociaux, dont j'ai dit que je les 
rencontrerai sitôt que je serai 
élu président de la république*.
Here again, is a straightforward statement of general future 
intent. The speaker then turned to the socialist programme 
for nationalisation:
*Ce que j'entends dire c'est 
que la liste que j'ai déjà 
produite a valeur de contrat'.
In this example, 'j'entends dire* represents an immediate 
action as the speaker goes on to explain what he means. On 
19 May 1981, M. Lecanuet of the UDF spoke about the coming 
elections for the legislative assembly:
'Pour éviter le risque d'une 
majorité socialiste et communiste 
dans la future assemblée. L'UDF 
entend se mobiliser dans la clarté 
et l'efficacité*.
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Here the speaker is using the third person to talk about 
his own party. The intended action is going to take place 
from the time of this utterance until the first round of 
the elections on 21 June 1981. So that 'entend se mobiliser' 
expresses an immediate future action continuing for a 
limited period. In a France-Inter programme of 20 May 
1981, Henri Kramicki declared:
'Nous entendons garder notre 
personnalité de CGT, notre 
indépendance et rester nous- 
mêmes tout en étant positifs 
et coopératifs'.
The speaker is here using the first person plural because 
he represents the CGT. He is referring to a proposed series 
of discussions between leftist organisations, in order to 
present a united front in the elections for the legislative 
assembly. Here 'Nous entendons garder ... et rester' 
represent general statements of future intent. The same 
speaker continued;
'Nous n'entendons pas 
subordonner les positions 
et les initiatives de la 
CGT à quelque accord préalable 
que ce soit avec d'autres 
organisations'.
The same context applies here as in the previous example - 
discussions with other leftist organisations. The constru­
ction entendre + infinitive is here in the form of an 
emphatic negative and it can be accepted as representative 
of a statement of general future intent. François Mitterand
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was installed as President of France on 21 1981
During his speech he declared;
Une France, juste et solidaire, 
qui entend vivre en paix avec tous, 
peut éclairer la marche de l'humanité'.
Like the preceding examples, this is another piece of 
political oratory and it represents a general statement 
of future intent on the part of the speaker. On 24 May 
1981, Pierre Mauroy spoke from Lille in a programme 
relayed by France-Inter. He declared:
'A cette entreprise enthousiasmante, 
le gouvernement entend associer 
toutes les Françaises et tous les 
Français'.
Again the construction entendre + infinitive is in the 
third person. However, as Prime Minister, the speaker is 
well qualified to speak for the government and 'entend 
associer' expresses a statement of general future intent, 
The speaker concluded:
'J'ai voué ma vie à la 
ville de Lille. J'entends 
continuer à la servir'.
In this emotional^ text, the speaker is referring to a 
present state which is going to continue into an indefinite 
future. On 2June 1981, Jacques Chirac said on Europe 1:
'Je demande simplement que 
l'on nous dise la vérité sur ce 
que l'on entend faire dans le 
domaine politique'.
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In this example, the speaker is using the third person and 
speaking about the opposition. He is querying the vagueness 
of the socialist promises on 'le changement'. He wants to 
know exactly what the left proposes to do. The construction 
*ce que l'on entend faire' represents here, a hypothetical 
future. In the 'Club de la presse* of Europe 1 on 10 June 
1981, Pierre Mauroy declared;
'... c'était certes un geste 
symbolique mais qui était bien 
en harmonie avec la politique 
qu'entend suivre le gouvernement*.
The speaker is here referring to the disarming of certain 
planes at Le Bourge1 airport. Though 'entend suivre' is in 
the third person, yet Pierre Mauroy is speaking for the 
government of which he is Prime Minister. So that this 
construction represents a statement of particular future 
intent. On the same day, François Mitterand declared in a /\ 
France-Inter programme:
'En ces temps de cris et de 
vacarmes, la France doit parler 
d'une seule voix. Le pluralisme, la 
démocratie, j'entends les préserver.
Mais cette voix, j'entends la faire 
entendre au nom des Français qui font la 
France*.
In this statement by the president, 'j'entends les 
préserver' and 'j'entends la faire entendre' both represent 
statements of general future intent. The same speaker 
continued by saying that he hoped to solve the unemployment 
problem;
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... par le concours que nous 
entendons apporter à la sauvegarde 
et au développement de nos entreprises*.
Here the speaker uses the first person plural. He is 
campaigning for the legislative assembly elections and is 
speaking in the name of the socialist party. The construction 
*nous entendons apporter* represents here a statement of 
general future intent. François Mitterand declared in a ^
France-Inter programme of 18 June 1981:
*J*entends faire respecter l'opposition 
et l'associer comme elle se doit, 
aux responsabilités que suppose le 
bon fonctionnement du parlement'.
In this example, 'J'entends fsire respecter et l'associer' 
are straightforward illustrations of entendre + infinitive 
used to express a general future intention. In a France- 
Inter programme on 19 June 1981, Pierre Mauroy stated:
'... des structures sont à 
réformer. C'est pourquoi le 
gouvernement entend restructurer 
le secteur audio-visuel'.
The speaker was referring to the position of some television 
executives as a result of government re-organisation. Here, 
again, 'entend restructurer* represents a statement of 
future intent. The same speaker continued:
'au-delà des structures de 
1*audio-visuel, se pose un 
autre problème: celui de 
l'information. Sur ce point 
j'entends être catégorique,
Le gouvernement n'a pas à 
intervenir dans la réalisation
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des journaux*.
Here the speaker is expressing a future action which is 
going to take place at once. Indeed, the relevant statement 
folliws straight away, so that *j'entends être catégorique* 
here expresses an immediate future action. On the 26 June 
1981, François Mitterand spoke in a France-Inter prograimne iX' 
about the‘magistratilted He declared:
*J'entends assumer pleinement ce 
rôle, dans le respect des engage­
ments pris par moi devant la nation 
et approuvés par elle le 10 mai dernier'.
The speaker was here referring to his rôle as a guarantor of 
judicial independence. The construction 'J'entends 
assumer' expresses a straightforward statement of general 
future intent. The foregoing examples show clearly that 
entendre + infinitive is used to express the future in 
contemporary French speech.
/Another way of expressing a future action which was not 
put forward by the writers on grammar, was the use of 
'être à*. This usage is mentioned in the 'Dictionnaire 
Robert* under the heading of 'Orientation' (P.692) but 
not specifically as a future. For example, on 17 August 
1977, a mechanic in a garage on the boulevard Raspail 
said to the owner of a car under repair: 'C'est à finir 
demain à treize heures'. Here the construction takes on 
the meaning; 'It will be finished...' and it represents 
a near future action. In the rue de Rennes on 26 August 1977, 
the following was heard through an open window: 'Cette
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robe est à repasser avant midi*. In this example, the 
construction refers to an iiranediate future action with 
a nuance of obligation. In St Tropez on 18 July 1978, a 
young boy on a chalet site called out to his mother:
'Maman, tu as vu mon pantalon? C'est à raccotrenoder'. Here 
again, the construction takes on the meaning of: 'It's 
to be mended' which implies an indefinite future action with 
a suggestion of obligation. Also at a St Tropez chalet- 
site on 23 July 1978, a mother called to her small son who 
was going through a carrier bag: 'Laisse ça, Charles, c'est 
pas à toucher'. The construction here is an emphatic 
negative and it takes on the meaning of a modal 'défense': 
'Do not touch it'. On the 25 July 1978 at St Tropez, in 
a marine store off the harbour, was heard: 'Ce paquet? 
c'est à livrer demain'. Here, a degree of obligation is 
added to the near future action. In a St Tropez garden 
on 26 July 1978, two women were talking about a shrub 
whose flowers were beginning to fade. One of them 
remarked: 'Ah, oui, c'est à faire la cueillette'. Necessity 
or obligation is linked to the indefinite future action 
here; the dying flower-heads should be pinched off, if 
the bush was to make a show next year. On the 25 March 1981, 
the France-Inter weatherman stated:
'Des avalanches sont à craindre 
sur les Alpes en Savoie, Haute- 
Savoie et Isère'.
In this example, the 'sont à craindre* expresses a purely 
temporal immediate future: '... are to be feared'. During 
a France-Inter programme on 4 September 1981, the compère
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declared of something just said: *G*est pas à répéter*. 
Here the construction is in the form of a negative 
imperative or 'défense*. In a France-Inter political 
programme on the 19 June 1981, Pierre Mauroy, the Prime 
Minister, talked about the government's attitude towards 
control of television. He declared:
'Des structures sont à réformer. 
C'est pourquoi le gouvernement 
entend restructurer le secteur 
audio-visuel'.
In this example, 'sont à réformer* expresses a general 
future intent: ... are to be reshaped®. On 3 September 1981,
during the brief, early morning interview on Europe 1, a 
political figure joked about one question: 'Ah, oui, mais 
ça, c'est à déléguer à un secrétaire*. Here 'c'est à 
déléguer* is used ironically about a certain aspect of 
future government administration. During a France-Inter 
phone-in programme on 4 September 1981, a caller was told 
about a case he had stated: 'C'est à justifier devant le 
tribunal*. In this example, 'C'est à justifier* carries a 
suggestion of future obligation: 'You must justify your 
case....'. On the 26 September 1981, a young man was standing 
holding a bunch of flowers In the foyer of the Alliance 
Française. Asked about them by one of the secretaries, he 
replied: 'Les fleurs? Ce sont à présenter à Mlle. Monique*. K
Here, 'Ce sont à présenter* represents an immediate future ^  !
il
action as the young man was waiting for the woman in 
question. On the morning of the 27 September 1981, in the 
rue Fleurus, a daughter called to her mother: 'Quelqu'un 
a donné un coup de téléphone. C'est à fixer jeudi*. It 
was a case of repairing a piece of equipment 'électroménager'.
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In this example, *C'est à fixer' represents a near future 
action. It has been shown, then, that the construction 
être à -f infinitive is used In contemporary spoken French 
to express a variety of future actions. Some examples showed 
this construction used to convey a future action which had 
a suggestion of obligation, other examples illustrated its 
use as a modal 'défense'. Again, some examples represented 
immediate and others near future actions. Other examples of 
expressions of the future which were not posited by the 
writers on grammar, are not so frequent as the foregoing. 
However, they are not without interest. For example, compter 
•f infinitive was used by Giscard d'Estaing on 6 May 1981 when 
he declared in a France-Inter programme;
'On regarde ce que l'on doit 
faire et ce qu'on nous propose. 
Et c'est ce que je compte faire 
avec vous ce soir'.
In this text, 'je compte faire' expresses an immediate 
future future action, qualified by the time element 'ce 
soir'. On the same evening, François Mitterand stated: ^
'Je ne compte pas soumettre 
la politique de ce gouvernement 
à'1'approbation de l'assemblée 
nationale élue en 1978....'
In this example, 'Je ne compte pas soumettre* is an emphatic 
negative which underlines the strong statement of intent 
which it contains. In this same speech, François Mitterand ^  
spoke about the socialist plan for the nationalisation of 
the banks. He declared:
'Je compte nationaliser les banques.
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Toutes les banques, M. Mitterand?
Les banques, toutes les banques*.
Here is another strong statement by the socialist 
presidential candidate. *Je compte nationaliser* expresses 
here a statement of particular future intent. The following 
day, the same speaker declared:
• L'heure est venue  ^de la 
relève pour ceux qui veulent 
réconcilier la France avec sa 
jeunesse. Cette réconciliation est 
une charge urgente. Je compte 
m'y employer'.
The use of compter + infinitive seems to expaess a more 
forceful statement of general future intent as shown in 
this example by 'Je compte m V  employer'. The verb 
compter is mentioned in the 'Dictionnaire Robert (P.868) 
as having the meaning: 'avoir l'intention de'. Another 
usage found was that of avoir + past participle with a 
future meaning. For example, on 18 August 1977, one young 
man called to his friend:
'..Tu es là, Paul? On va prendre 
un café?
Pas si vite.' J'ai presque fini 
mes devoirs. Attendez un peu*.
In this example, 'J'ai presque fini* represents an 
itïBnediate future action, qualified by the adverb 'presque'.
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On the 21 August 1977, a waiter in a Paris café called 
out to a friend who had looked in: 'Attends, j'ai bientôt 
fini'. This is an example of an immediate future action 
qualified by the adverb 'bientôt'. On 9 September 1981, in 
the foyer of the Alliance Française, a young woman secretary 
was waiting for her friend. The latter called to her from 
the enquiry guichets 'Au bout de cinq minutes j'ai tout 
fait'. This expresses an immediate future, qualified by 
the time element 'au bout de cinq minutes'. Examples also 
came to light of the construction 'avoir l'intention de' 
used to express a future action. This construction is 
mentioned in the 'Dictionnaire Robert' (P.784). For 
instance, in a bar at St Tropez on 16 July 1978, a man was 
asking about an acquaintance of his. The barman replied:
'II m'a dit qu'il avait l'intention 
de faire visite à son frère cet 
après-midi'.
Though this is an example of reported speech, it can be 
accepted as the expression of an immediate future action, 
qualified by the time element 'cet après-midi*. On the 
7 May 1981, François Mitterand said in the 'Grand débat': ^
'.... moi, j'ai l'intention de 
_ parler de façon très claire*.
This is a straightforward statement of intent, which expresses 
an immediate future action. This same speaker continued:
'J'ai l'intention de dissoudre 
et j'ai l'intention de faire 
procéder à des elections avant 
le premier juillet*.
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François Mitterand was here talking about the dissolution .^  
of the National Assembly should he be elected president. 
Though the elections for the 'second tour* will not take 
place until 10 May 1981, this example includes two state­
ments of particular intent on the part of the speaker. On 
the 11 June 1981, after his election as President, François 
Mitterand declared:
'J'ai l'intention d'engager 
au plus tôt avec l'ensemble 
des partenaires de l'Europe, les 
consultations nécessaires à 
l'élaboration d'une attitude 
contrète et résolue pour éloigner 
cette menace' .
The speaker is referring to a possible international monetary 
crisis. The use of 'j'ai l'intention de' is followed by an 
outline of what the speaker intends to do to avert the crisis. 
This example represents, then, the expression of a near future 
action qualified by the time element 'au plus tôt'. Two 
isolated examples also came to light - one of 'se préparer' 
used to express the future and one of the present tense of 
falloir . On the 28 May 1981, Jacques Chirac spoke in a 
France-Inter programme on *Le parti socialiste'. He declared:
'Ce qui se prépare, si l'on 
s'engage dans la voie du projet 
socialiste, c'est la remise en 
cause de nos structures économiques 
et sociales'.
In this statement, the speaker is using the third person 
and speaking about the opposition. In this context,
'se prépare' represents a hypothetical future action. This
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usage of 'se préparer' is mentioned in the 'Dictionnaire 
Robert' (P.427). In a France-Inter programme 'les 
présidentielles* of 14 April 1981, the ecological candidate, 
Brice Lalonde declared;
'Un jour il faut arrêter et 
s'engager dans une autre 
direction*.
The 'autre direction' referred to here was away from the 
use of nuclear power. Here 'il faut arrêter et s'engager' 
express statements of future intent, which are weakened 
by the use of the non-committal third person 'il faut'.
The construction falloir + infinitive, is mentioned in the 
'Dictionnaire Robert' (P.825) as having a nuance of 
obligation or necessity.
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CHAPTER 6
The aim of this final chapter is to establish whether the 
preceding chapters have revealed any new tendencies in 
contemporary, spoken French. All the examples used will 
have previously been examined in these chapters. In 
Chapter 3, it was seen that the consensus was well supported 
by examples from current speech. As it represents a majority 
opinion, however, it was thought ualikely that anything new 
would come from it. However, two possibilies did arise. 
Firstly, it seems that devoir + infinitive is being used 
more and more to express future actions which are often 
difficult and which involve an obstacle to be overcome. The 
following political statement about Jacques Chirac is s. good 
example of this:
"c'est cependant contre le 
front giscardien qu'il doit 
mener son offensive la plus 
convaincante *.
This usage suggests that the rôle of obligation, formerly 
expressed by devoir, is now being taken over by falloir.
The second possibility was the extended use of the inflected 
future to express orders and requests. I^ any of the examples 
supporting this usage came from domestic situations as ;,for 
instance, mothers talking to their children. These invar­
iably showed concern for the child and the need to express 
the message clearly. For example a mother said to her child 
near the donkey rides in the Jardin du Luxembourg:
'Tu n'iras pas là, où tu 
te mets en danger'.
Such a negative imperative or 'défense* admits of no choice
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of argument - it is clear and decisive. Such commands give 
a clear instruction for th e child to follow. It could be 
that the imperative itself has been so overused by dis­
traught mothers to their children that it is losing its power 
as a means of giving an order. For example:
'Ecoutez les enfants, vous 
resterez au chalet. C'est trop 
difficile de marcher contre le 
vent'.
'Ecoute, Chantai, si tu vas 
faire de la peinture, tu mettras 
un tablier'.
'Ecoute, Jacques, tu obéiras, 
oui ou non?'
In these three utterances, the imperative is used for the 
generality, as a means of attracting attention, while the 
inflected future is used for the particular content of the 
message.
While these two tendencies are of great interest, it was 
felt, nevertheless, that it would be in Chapter 4, which 
dealt with divergencies from the consensus, that any new 
trends would be revealed. From this chapter came the import­
ant finding of this piece of research. The consensus put 
forward the use of the inflected future to express a more 
general, remote and hypothetical future. This definition was 
well supported by 112 examples from current speech. However, 
131 examples were recorded which show the inflected future 
being used to express immediate future actions, as against 
34 of the present tense and 36 of aller 4- infinitive. Where
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the near future is concerned, it was expressed in 58 recorded 
examples by the inflected future, as against 12 by the present 
tense and 28 by aller -f infinitive. Following the statements 
made about the future tense by most of the writers on grarranar, 
this result was totally unexpected. It is completely 
contrary, for instance, to the statement of Vendryes in *Le 
langage' quoted by Mauger (P.235):
'c'est d'ailleurs "une tendance 
générale du langage, d'employer 
le présent en fonction de futur" '
and to that of the 'Grand Larousse de le langue française' 
(p. 2118) which says:
'La périphrase aller 4- infinitif... 
se substitue courarranent au futur dans 
la plupart de ses valeurs, mais avec 
une indication d'intervalle qui lui a 
valu d'être appelée " futur prochain**...
These two Grammars seem to be unaware of the upsurge of the 
inflected future. This piece of research has shown that 
neither the present tense nor aller + infinitive is taking 
over from the inflected future. On the contrary, where the 
expression of the future is concerned, the inflected future 
is now the dominant tense in contemporary, spokai French. 
This could be because the present tense used to express an 
imminent future action, seems to be used of lighter, less 
important messages. As, for instance, in the following:
'Tiens, Jacques, après le son-et 
lumière, on voit les feux d'artifices'.
'Oh cette chaleurI Je bois de la 
limonade après le repas au lieu du café'.
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*Que veux-tu? Je prends mol 
un sirop'.
In these examples of less important immediate future actions, 
the vivacity of the present tense is exactly suited to the 
lightness of the action. Whereas in such illustrations as:
'XI fera beau sur toute la
France, même le mistral disparaîtra'.
'Dans un peu plus de cinquante jours 
vous voterez pour le prenier tour 
de l'élection présidentielle*.
'Ce que vous déciderez dimanche, 
pèsera lourd sur le résultat du 
10 mai'.
the message is more serious and it is given an added clarity  ^
by the use of the inflected future. However, this is not just 
a matter of differing registers, as the following examples 
show:
'Maman, je veux faire une petite
promenade à dos d'âne, mois aussi... ^
Un moment mon petit, je marcherai 
à côte de toi'.
'c'est Annette qui viendra ce soir.
Ah, combien de temps va-t-elle passer 
à Paris*.
Le voilai Je lui ferai dire la vérité*
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Here the inflected future is used in everyday speech to 
express immédiate future actions.
In Chapter 5, some recorded examples of ways of expressing 
the future were discussed, which had not been specifically 
mentioned by the writers on grammar. Fourteen recorded 
examples showed pouvoir 4- infinitive being used to express 
general and hypothetical future actions. As in the following 
examples:
'On ne sait, jamais ce qui peut 
arriver avec ce type d'homme'.
'Comme nous avons déjà mis en place 
le premier et le second étage de la 
fusée, nous pouvons mettre en place 
le troisième,c'est-à-dire aller 
plus loin*.
Tliis particular usage was not specifically mentioned in the 
Grammars and these illustrations all came from political 
speeches. Another interesting discovery was that of 27 
examples of entendre 4- infinitive used to express future 
actions which often take the form of statements of intent:
*J'ai bien dit ceci, c'est 
que j'entends poursuivre l'action 
que je mène depuis de longues années 
à travers trois candidatures à la 
présidence de la République'.
'j'entends, donc, former un 
gouvernement qui sera constitué 
par ceux qui m'auront approuvé'.
This usage seems to be a favourite of Franjiois Mitterand - ^
I#
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16 of the 27 recorded examples, including the two above, 
occurred in extracts from his political speeches. The 
construction also seems to have caught on during the course 
of the presidential and electoral campaigns. Examples were 
recorded by Valéry Giscard d'Estaing, Jacques Chirac, Pierre 
Mauroy and Georges Marchais. Thirteen examples were recorded 
of être à + infinitive being used to express the future.
For instances
'Des avalanches sont â craindre 
sur les Alpes, en Savoie, Haute- 
Savoie et Isère'.
'Laisse ça, Charles, c'est pas 
à toucher'.
'Les fleurs? Ce sont à présenter pL
à Mlle. Monique'.
'Des structures sont à réformer, 
c'est pourquoi le gouvernement entend 
restructurer le secteur audio-visuel'.
In these examples, être à + infinitive is seenj to be used in 
informal speech, on the media and in a more formal political 
context. Four examples were recorded of future actions 
being expressed by compter + infinitive, of which one showed 
its use as an immediate future:
'On regarde ce que l'on 
doit faire et ce qu'on nous 
propose. Et c'est ce que je 
compte faire avec vous ce soir*.
The remaining three examples were also from political speeches 
and they expressed future intentions, as in the following:
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'L'heure est venue de la relève 
pour ceux qui veulent réconcilier 
la France avec sa jeunesse. Cette 
réconciliation est un charge urgent. 
Je compte m'y employer'.
Three examples were recorded of avoir + pest participle 
used to express future actions. As, for instance, in the 
following:
*Au bout de cinq minutes 
j'ai tout fait'.
'Attends, j'ai bientôt fini'.
This unusual use of the 'passé composé' of avoir was not 
found in any publication. Five examples were recorded of 
'avoir l'intention de* used to express the future. One of 
these showed the construction being used to express an 
itiaoediate future action:
'II m'a dit qu'il avait 
l'intention de faire visite à 
son frère cet après-midi'.
The remaining four illustrations were political statements 
by François Mitterand and they all showed future intent, as 
in the following: ^
'J'ai 1'intention de dissoudre 
et j'ai l'intention de faire 
procéder à des élections avant 
le premier juillet'.
There was one recorded example of 'se préparer' used to 
express a hypothetical future action:
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*Ce qui se prépare, si l'on 
s'engage dans la voie du projet 
socialiste, c'est la remise 
en cause de nos structures 
économiques et sociales'.
One example was also recorded of falloir + infinitive used to
a
express statement of future political intent:
'Uh jour, il faut arrêter 
et s'engager dans une autre 
direction*.
Of these constructions used to express the future which were 
not specifically mentioned by the writers on grammar, 
entendre + infinitive is shown to be in frequent use in the 
field of political speech. Those of pouvoir + infinitive used 
to convey general and hypothetical future political actions 
are in fairly frequent current use. As also is 'être à' + 
infinitive being used to express the future in both formal 
and informal speech. The others may well prefigure new 
developments in the expression of the future.
Statements of future intent have occurred quite often during 
the preceding chapters and it is now proposed to examine 
them more closely. Obviously, the use of the first person 
by the speaker adds weight to a statement of intent. The 
degree of control which the speaker has over the future 
event will determine the validity , or otherwise, of the 
utterance. For example:
'Je vais passer chez Georges pour
:1voir son nouveau téléviseur*.
y.I- : ■
r Jll
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'Samedi, je dois lui rendre 
son pull'•
In these two illustrations from informal speech, the speaker 
was, in both cases, in a position to carry out the stated 
intention. Tlie second example , it is true, implied a 
nuance of difficulty, but the speaker was still in a 
position to arrange for the return of the pullover. In 
more formal speech, especially in the political field, the 
first person statement of intent can sound impressive. As, 
for instance, in the following examples:
'Mon devoir, je le ferai sans 
aucune arriéré pensée,
cordialement et simplement*. ' .
(Valérjr \Glscard d'Estaing)
•j'ai décidé de tout mettre en 
oeuvre pour que Valéry Giscard
d'Estaing ne soit pas réélu... ^
je voterai François Mitterand'. o(
(M. Dechartre)
'Demain, au titm de la France, 
je serai au service de ces 
milliers d'entreprises qui 
doivent vivre parce qu'elles 
constituent le tissu économique 
de la France'.
(François Mitterand) ^
These examples are more than political oratory; each of 
the speakers has control over the particular future action 
involved. Giscard d'Estaing will be able to do his duty,
M. Dechartre to vote socialist and Francois Mitterand to
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carry out his promises to the small business firms. Tlie 
first person statement of intent has, then, an emphatic 
quality which is relative to the amount of control which 
the speaker has over the particular situation concerned.
Even though a political statement of intent, for instance, 
may be limited by the outcome of an election, yet the use 
of the first person gives a forceful degree of certainty.
If the speaker is elected, one can be assured that what he 
promises will be carried out because he will be in a position 
of authority. There is another kind of statement of intent 
in which the speaker says what someone else is going to do, 
as in the following examples:
'Elle va crever dans sa 
maison quand elle va rentrer’.
* Qu'il perde ou gagne, il 
partira pour Lyons cet après- 
midi'.
The first example concerns a grandmother returning home 
during a cold spell. However, it is unlikely that the listener 
will completely accept this statement, especially when an 
emotive verb like 'crever* is used. Though the second example 
is reinforced by the strong adverbial statement '(^ u'il 
perde ou gagne*, yet there must be an element of doubt in 
the mind of the listener about the reliability of the 
speaker's information. Such statements made about other 
people's intentions must necessarily carry an element of 
hypothesis. In the political field, for instance^,such a 
statement as:
'On va encore un fois faire payer 
à 1'industrié tout ce qu'on n'a pas 
envie de faire payer aux autres. La 
France n'aime ^ pas son industrié*.
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made by the President of the Nord-?as-de-Calais Chambre 
de Commerce, says what he thinks the socialists will be 
doing to French industry. The underlying motive of this 
utterance seems to be that the speaker's party has not won 
the presidential election and that things are not going to 
be good. This would seem to be a piece of scaremongering 
with the coming legislative assembly elections in mind. In 
this context there must be a strong hypothetical element in 
this statement. Also in the political field is the following 
statement by François Mitterand:
'Tirer dans le dos, c'est sa 
spécialité. Il l'a fait avec 
moi, mais il ratera son coup*.
This was said of Giscard d'Estaing during the 'second tour' 
of the presidential elections. The implication is that 
the 'président sortant' will try it again and tîiat the 
attempt will fail. However the phrase 'II I'a fait avec 
moi* is unsupported by any factual evidence so tliat the 
utterance is necessarily hypothetical. During this same 
campaign, Giscard d'Estaing affirmed:
'Désormais, M. Mitterand, qu'il 
le veuille ou non, qu'il le 
sache encore ou non, parle aussi 
au nom des communistes'.
However, François Mitterand had previously said that the 
Communists would not be invited to participate in a 
socialist government:
... tant que les dirigeants 
communistes resteront comme ils le 
sont aujourd'hui, éloignés de l'union 
(of communists and socialists) qu'ils
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ont brisée, tant qu'ils se 
cantonneront dans une attitude 
et dans une campagne passionément, 
systématiquement, parfois calomnieuse­
ment anti-socialistes..,.*
In view of this forthright statement, the third person 
declaration of Giscard d'Estaing would seem to be without 
foundation at the time it was made. However, even without 
the declaration of François Mitterand, the statement made %  
by Giscard d'Estaing has necessarily an element of doubt.
It is in the nature of an electoral ploy designed to catch 
votes. In this matter of statement of intent, the following 
examples heard on the radio are of interest;
'Attention aux automobilistes
qui pour le week-end de l'Ascension
vont rouler dans la région de Mâcon*.
'Pendant ce week-end, nombreux sont 
les citadins qui vont chercher à 
la campagne des chambres à louer 
 ^pour l'été'.
In these two utterances, the future actions are not strictly 
hypothetical because there will be cars on the roads in the 
Macon district, especially as this will be a holiday week­
end. As this would seem to be a popular custom, there will 
also doubtless be people looking for holiday accommodation 
in the country. The interesting thing about these two 
examples occurs when someone hears the announcement on the 
radio. For the listener who intends to go to Macon and 
seek holiday accommodation, these statements become real. 
Such utterances select their own audience and the third 
person becomes a transferred first person; 'I'm going there
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this weekenda t
A word must now be said about the interchangeabillty of the 
present tense, aller + infinitive and the inflected future. 
It was seen earlier in this chapter that Mauger (P.235) had 
quoted from Vendryes to the effect that it was: *une 
tendance générale du langage, d’employer le présent en 
fonction de futur’, The ’Grand Larousse de la langue 
française’ (P.2118) had also stated that the use of aller + 
infinitive: ’se substitue couramment au futur dans la 
plupart de ses valeurs’, The ’Grammaire Larousse du 
français contemporain’ (P.352) notes that: ’aller -f 
infinitif tend à remplacer de plus en plus le futur simple 
dans la langue de la conversation’ but it adds: ’il 
faut cependant distinguer les deux formes’. It then goes 
on to deocmstrate that the two sentences:
’II va descendre lui-même 
jusqu’au port’.
(Robbe-Grillet)
and:
’Il descendra lui-même 
jusqu’au port*.
r ' :
are distinctive. This distinction was elaborated in
Chapter 3 and it does indicate that the forms concerned are
not interchangeable, iiyme and Churchill (P.95) are the
only writers on grammar to specifically assert that the i-Ki j
forms ivhich express the future ’are very largely inter- vÿ
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changeable *
’I start (or am starting, or 
am going to start, or shall 
start) tomorrow
je pars (or je vais partir, or 
je partirai) demain*.
Tliese writers continue: *the use of the present tense to 
express future time is permissible with some expressions of 
time*, though they do not say which expressions nor why.
This restriction on the use of the present tense as a future 
is not compatible with Interchangeability, dyme and 
Churchill (P.95) also say: ’the present of aller can be used 
just like the English *to be going to’ ’. In the lack of any 
further explanation by these writers, it could well be that 
the interchangeability is meant to be not between the French 
forms themselves but between the meaning of the English 
and French forms. So that ’je pars’ could be used to 
mean 'I start or am starting*, ’je vais partir’ to mean ’I 
am going to start’ and ’je partirai* to mean ’I shall starch 
It should be pointed out that such a method of comparison 
is not satisfactory. English translations do not enable one 
to come to any conclusions about the French lang;uage.
Mention was occasionally made in the preceding chapters of a 
situation in which a future action was a continuation of 
something already in existence. In such an example as:
*C*esU une expérience dont je 
me souviendrai toujours*.
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the speaker is remembering a particular event at the present 
moment. This memory is going to continue into the future, 
indeed an indication of the depth of feeling involved is 
given by the time adverb ’toujours*. Nevertheless this is not 
a true future action - as mentioned in the Introduction, the 
latter must take place at a time subsequent to the present 
moment. This type of usage lias been named in this work the 
Continuing Present, of which ’je me souviendrai’ above is 
satisfactory illustration. Another example which seemed to 
be popular with the writers on grammar was:
*Et ça va durer dix-sept ans comme ça
This quote from the 19th century writer Labiche, though not 
always acknowledged, uses the construction aller t infinit­
ive to express what is seemingly a remote future action. 
However, the situation indicated by ’ça’ is already in 
existence at the present moment, so that ’ça va durer’ 
represents a continuing present. The latter is not confined 
to informal speech, as the following exaaiples show:
*Le froid va durer encore au 
moins jusqu’à mercredi*.
*La fragile démocratie italienne va 
continuer de flotter comme Venise 
sur les pilotis de la compromission*.
*j’étais encore toute à l’heure 
avec lui pour réaliser en commun une 
émission de télévision, Pierre Mauroy 
s’y trouvait aussi et nous continuerons 
de la sorte*.
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Here the continuing present enters the fields of meteorology 
and politics. It should be noted that both the inflected 
future and aller infinitive are used to express continuing 
present actions.
A present tense which looked ahead to a future event was 
mentioned by several of the writers on grammar, two of them 
referred to it as a ’projet*. However, during research a 
new usage was discovered which introduced an element of 
emotion. It was named the Anticipatory Future, in which a 
future action, however remote, is anticipated, with emotion, 
at the present moment. This element of emotion is important 
because without it, the utterance becomes a factual state­
ment. In the example:
*J*attends avec impatience les 
vacances, surtout le 30 juin, car 
je prends la route pour l’Espagne*,
the speaker used an excited voice which was reinforced by 
the adverbial phrase ’avec impatience’. Here both ’j’attends’ 
and ’je prends’ are satisfactory illustrations of this 
anticipatory future. In other example:
'Après ma licence, je commence
à gagner de vrai argent’, -V
the excitement in the voice was reinforced by a rubbing 
together of the palms of the hands, A young girl was 
laughing happily when she exclaimed:
’a seize ans, je finis avec 
les études*.
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This anticipatory future is not,however confined to informal 
speech. In the following political example:
’Les idéologies sont finies. La 
gauche commence à se désintégrer.
Alors, conraence l’individualisme’.
the sudden, enthusiastic raising of the speaker’s voice 
showed how much he was looking forward to the change.
Another usage which was not mentioned by the writers on 
grarranar was that of a future action which was confined to a 
specified period of time. As, for instance, in the following 
examples:
’Je suis un adulte que parle à 
des adultes, et je poserai beaucoup 
des questions qu’ils se posent et 
je dirai à propos du candidat 
sprtant: pouvait-il faire mieux?’.
(François Mitterand) /L
’Je montrerai comment dans la crise 
économique la plus grave qui le monde 
ait connue depuis cinquante ans, la 
France a fait face et a préparé son 
avenir’.
(Valéry Giscard d’Estaing)
The future actions involved in these utterances all relate 
to the period of the presidential elections. So that 
’je poserai’, ’je dirai’ and ’je montrerai’ all express 
limited future actions. The following example:
’Le réseau auto-routier de la
région parisienne va être doublé ./
ici 1990’. à
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actually announced, on the radio, the new works programme 
to the public, so that it was not yet in operation at the 
moment of utterance. This makes *va être doublé* the
expression of a future action limited to the period *ici ^
é iimh/
1990 . It will be seen that the examples > 'otec|al. come 
from the fields of politics and local government. As does 
the following example:
*M^  campagne électorale 
comportera deux étapes*.
(Valéry Giscard d’Estaing)
Here the duration of the future action is clearly stated:
’Ma campagne électorale* and, indeed, a definite period of 
time must be either stated or implied in this usage. The 
limited future does make a distinction between a future 
action which is going to continue for a specified period 
and those which are going to liappen once only or which 
will continue for an indefinite period of time.
A usage not mentioned in any of the Grammars but which came 
to light during research was that of the negative inflected 
future used for greater emphasis. It has been named in this 
work the Emphatic Negative. For example:
'Cuelle question! De toute façon 
j * irai pas la voir, hein?*.
(a few seconds later)
*Hé ’calling to her mother), 
j’irai pas la voir*.
If one looks at this piece of informal speech, one could
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understandably argue that if the visit is not going to take 
place, then no future action is involved. However, this 
example shows a deliberate reversal of the positive in 
order to obtain great emphasis. The speaker is announcing 
clearly and concisely what her future attitude is going to 
be towards the person in question. The following illustrations:
*Ça y est? Tu t’en vas?
Ah, je ne vais pas retarder*.
'Jamais de la viel Je ne le 
forcerai pas! *. (mother of her son)
Non! Je ne ferai jamais un 
tel travail*.
ail clearly show this use of the emphatic negative to express 
a more forcefulj message. These three actions will affect the 
future - in the second one, for instance, the action express-
I
ed by the emphatic negative will affect the child's future. 
This usage is not confined to informal speech as the follow­
ing examples show:
*Je ne solliciterai l’investiture 
d’aucune formation. Je n’accepterai 
aucun arrangement, combinaison 
où manoeuvre*.
(Valéry Giscard d’Estaing)
*Je ne ferai rien, je ne dirai rien 
qui puisse compromettre l’unité de 
la majorité*.
(Valéry "l‘Giscard d * Es taing )
’Les agriculteurs danois ne partiel- 
Tperont pas à la manifestation de 
Bruxelles*.
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These political examples are especially forceful. If one 
takes the last one, for instance, and substitutes a finite 
verb such as ’will opt out of* for *ne participeront pas*, 
the message is a little vague. The use of the emphatic 
negative gives precision to an utterance and leaves no 
doubt in the mind of the listener as to the speaker's 
intentions.
The most important discovery to come from this piece of 
research is, then, the frequent use of the inflected future 
in contemporary French speech. It has been shown that it 
is used to express immediate future actions,near future 
actions and more general, remote and hypothetical future 
actions. It is also used modally to express commands and 
requests, to attenuate affirmations and to express a 
possibility or eventuality (conjectural future). The 
consensus put forward the use of the Inflected future to 
express more general, remote and hypothetical future actions 
and also its use as a modal future. Only two examples, however, 
were quoted by the writers on grammar showing its use as 
an Immediate future:
*Je m'occuperai de vous dans cinq 
minutes *.
(Grand Larousse de la langue française,
P.2116)_
*11 chantera aujourd’hui*.
(Grevisse P.712)
The majority of the writers on grammar considered the 
inflected future to be a rather vague, hypothetical tense.
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For instance, the ’Grammaire Larousse du français contemp­
orain’ (p.349) quotes from Guillaume:
’Le futur est essentiellement du 
temps qu’on ne tient pas encore, 
qu’on imagine. Il emporte ainsi 
avec soi une part d’hypothèse*,
/
and de Boer (P.197) states:
*A cause du fait que le futur 
exprime, comme fonction primaire, 
quelque chose de très vague, on le 
renforce souvent au moyen de verbes 
auxiliaires’.
This attitude towards the inflected future is completely 
contrary to the findings of this piece of research. The 
latter shows, in Chapter 4, an upsurge of its use to 
express immediate future actions. The same chapter also 
showed an upsurge, but to a lesser degree, in the use of 
the inflected future to express near future actions. Yet 
only seven examples of this usage were given in the 
Grammars :
*il arrivera demain*.
(fiansion, P. 69)
*il pleuvra demain*.
(Jenkins, P.80)
’Je vous rendrai votre livre demain’ 
(Mauger, P.235)
’il sera ici demain’.
’nous partirons dans un mois*. 
(Sensine, P.46)
J
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*11 chantera demain, le mois prochain*. 
(Grevisse, P. 712)
From the examples and observations put fonward, not only in 
this paragraph but throughout this piece of research, one 
final conclusion must be reached. It is that French 
grarranars do not give a complete account of what is going 
on in the spoken language.
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